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Ab tract 
\Ye stud:v the hadr ni flux tube.' in Quautmn hrmnod)·namics (Q D) in t nns of the lnal 
sup rconducting scenario of th nonv rturbative vacuum iu the ·t Hooft b linn gauge ancl 
there ulting dual Ginzburg-Landau (DGL) the 1')' as an infrar d eff din' theor:v of Q . The 
es · ntial pre cription to derive the L the r, from Q is Ab linn gnug fixing and bC'lian 
projection. This h me reduces tlw -, ( ) gauge t h<' 1")' iut) an [ ( 1) ],y 1 belian gange 
theory with additional N - 1 types of col r-magnC'tic monop l curn nt s cmT 'sponcling t 
the honwtopy group 1r2(S (N)/ (1)v - 1) = z t·: - 1• l rfonning the dnalit)r transform·1tion, 
w introduce th dual gauge field which couples t th m nopol' C1llTC'nt. WhC'n w sntn 
over the 1nonopole-curr nt w rld lines in four-dim n:::;ional space t inH . assuming monopole 
conden. ation, we finally get a dual vcrsi n f the -rinzburg-Lanclan th ory. 
Fir t. in order to find th region of applicabilit, oft hC' D TL them·. as an infr·u d H'<'ct ive 
th ory of QCD. we study the quantitativ r lati n b tweC'n thC'm nt t be quantum l ' <I by 
using their lattice forn1ulation. Ford finiten .fls WC' r fer to tlw ' (2) latticC' gaugC' theory 
at f3s (2) = 2.5115, wh .r we know an xampl f th color-clC'ctric fi 'ld and monopol 
upercurrent profil ofth flux tube, ancl to the corr sp nding (1) TL th ory (dual Abelian 
Higgs (DAH) 1nodel). P aying att ntion to the monopol . cl gr .s of fr ·eel 111 Hs appearing in 
l oth theorie , w . comb in thC' xtended w nels n m.C't hod and t h approximat <' anal. tical 
evaluation of th U(1) DGL th ory in order to match th m n pole actions. 13. f\.1ont<' 'arl 
i1nulations with this set of couplings we m ·:tsur th fiux-tub profilr and the sLriug t nsiou. 
We can partially reproduces the result of th SU(2) simulati ns. R maining problellls can 
be relat d to th vortex-loop vacuum . tru ·tur . app c-uing n ar the ch sen param t rs. 
Second, we reformulat the [U(1)]2 DGL th ory to 1nakc> tlw WC'yl symm try 1nanif st, 
which nables one to treat thi in a quite. imilar way as in the (1) L t h ory. We' apply 
thi to the sy tematic tudy of hadron structur s, 1ncson, l ary 11, and gluC'hall states i11 
tenns of the open flux tube, Y-shap d flux tube. an l th cl s 1 flux tnl e (A nx-tu h ring), 
respectively. The baryonic stat is one of th mo. t int rC'sting and iwportant appli ·ati 11 of 
the [U(1)] 2 DGL theory, inc thi. stat can l tr t d nly aft r taking int ac ount th 
[U(1)]2 dual gauge syn11nctry originating from SU(3) gaug symm try. In til<' glueball study, 
contrary to other hadron. containing val nc quark , (1n ,son. baryon) wh rc th me Lion f 
quarks helps to tabiliz the 'tat , h r w n ed to con:id .r for th' first tim· h w such 
flux-tube ring can b . tabiliz d by th flux-tub moti 111 its lf. For thiH pnrpo. · ' w ~ apply th 
result of th tring repre ntation of the DGL th ory, and de. -ril the flux-tub' ring as an 
r lativi ti clo ed tring with an eff ctiv string t n. ion. This description Pnabl s u, t writ 
down the Hamiltonian of th flux-tub ring. Analyzing th Schrodingcr C' 1uati n , w di. ens: 
th mas p ctrum and th wav function f th glue ball. Th lowC'. ·t glu ball stat is found 
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1.1 Approach to the nonperturbative QCD 
Th analy i of Quantu1n Chrmnodynami s ( Q ) at large distauc 's is a very imp >rtant 
, ubject in und rstanding n t only the nontrivial vac mm structure. ancl its Inauifest at ions 
such as confin ment and chiral sy1nm try breaking [1]. but also the hadron mass spC'drum 
ob ·erved in experi1nents [2] in tenns of its ingr di nts. quarks and gluons. Tht' Q ' a-
granrrian density ha th SU(3) gaug synunetry. which is writtc>n by nsing th' quark fi<'l<l {jf 
and th gl uon field AJ.L as 
1 j 
LQ o = --tr(GJ.Lvcrw) + L iiJCir11 D1l - mJ)r]J. 2 
f = l 
(1.1.1) 
wh r GJ.LV = oj.LA//-8//A,L+ie [Aw Av] is the s (3) field ' tr ngth t n:or, and D,J = D,t+i A,L 
the covariant d rivative. The quark 1na: ses are m,f , and is the (3) gange cm1pling. Nf 
is th nun1ber of flavor ·. Due to th non-Ab lian natur of th ' (:3) group, the gluon fields 
carry olor charg too, and int ract with themsclv . This f atur is c 1nplct Jy cliff 'rc>nt 
fron1 Abelian gauge theory like Quantmn El ctrodynami ·s ( Q ) , wh r thcrc> is no s If-
interaction t rm of the Ab lian gaurr (photon) fi Jd. In Q 'D. th , on -1 op contributi n 
from gluon self-energy and vertex at larg momentum . . ·ak Q2 leads to th , running coupling 
con tant 
2 _ e( Q2 ) 121r 
O' s(Q ) = ~ = (33- 2Nt) ln(Q2 /A~ .0 )' (1.1.2) 
wh r Aqco is an important quantity, whi ·h provid a ypi al seal of th strong int raction. 
For larg n1on1entun1 transf rs Q ---4 oo, one finds that the coupling b ·haves as 0:' 8 ( Q2) ---4 0 
which is call d A. ymptoti · Fr dom [3. 4]. On th other hand for Q ---4 Aqcr , th ·oupliug 
bccon1e larg and divcrg s to infinity. a .(Q2 ) ---t oo. Cl arly. in thi, ' r gion. perturbativc 
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Figure 1.1: Th Q D running coupling con. tant n . (Q2), wlH r i\QcT> = 0.1 ;ev. 
behavior i oppo ite to that of the QED running coupling constant. he ·kiug <'xprt'ssion 
(1.1.2) with mpirical data at a high scale ct . ( Q2 = l\I'#;o) rv 0.12 [2] giv s Aqcn ~ 0.10 :r V 
for Nf = 5 (Top quark 1na i. known a · m.1 ~ 170 GeV. which is lwavicr than 1\f/jo. On lh 
other hand botton1 quark n1a..ss i mb ~ 4 G V.). The ty1 ical behavior f n _., ( Q2 ) is shown in 
Fig. 1.1. Higher order corr ction up to 4-loop give Aqc n ~ 0.22 \'V [5] . 
In order to tudy the low energy region of Q D. w 1wecl to d vclop th r t< chniqn s 
beyond the cope of perturbation th ory. The lattic QCD f rmalism is one promisiug ap-
proach for thi ubject. Th latti ·e di 'Cr tiza ion of spacC'-ti1n coorclinctt s l<'a ls , infinit 
four-din1 nsional vohnn , to a finite-dim nsional path-int grctl r pr sentctti n f t h part i tiou 
function. Th n th a1npling of vacuun1 fields can be pC'rfonn d directly by mea11s of the 
Mont Carlo 1nethod. In fact , frmn the 111 a. ur 111 .nt f the xpectaLi n value f th Wils011 
loop an u cful operator to m a ur the ex ss of fr ! 11 rgy of a bound stc.- L of t lw q-q 
y tem, an ar a-type exponential d cay i found, which l ads to a lin r quark confi11 mC'nt 
pot ntial [6]. The eff ct of dynami al quark can be taken in o ac ·ount at a 11111 ·h high r c . t. 
Therefore, up to r c ntly. th light hadron mass . p trum lu1.s b ,ll simulated in qu nchccl 
approxin1ation and found to b in r ru onahl · incidenc with th 1npirical data up to a 
w 11-understood y. tematic rror [7] . In thi. s n. ' C , w can already say that the la ttic , Q ,D 
sin1ulation is a very u. ful method to provid us d tail d information ru :uring that. D 
i the reliable fundan1ental th ory of hadrons. h me ·hani ·ms how and why th Q , 
produ thi fa· of natur i .. till und r d hat . Th r fore. b :id s nun1 rical lat ti · Q 
, inlltlation. it i. quit important to inv . tigat th corr . ponding infrar d ff 'tivC' theory 
which i construct d frmn QCD by xtracting th r 1 vant degr f fr d 111 d scril ing th 
infrar d n ray r gion. If th r . ulting framework ha.c; a sirupl form whi ·h can b d alt with 
2 
anal. ticall)'· this is of big practical in1portancc. Then this df, ·tiY th Ol')' can be stu li d 
con1pl m ntary with lattic QCD sinmlation~. \Y h pe to und rstand better th' worhng 
principl s behind the lattic rc ' ults. 
1.2 Dual supe rconducting sc nar1o 
In thi. cont xt. we take up that th a-called "duc:d'' sup r ouducting sn'n·ui) [H. 0], dcscrib d 
by th dual Ginzburg-Lanclau (DGL) theory [10, 11]. c. sa 1 romising theoretical idea. Th 
word ''dual" repre nt a w rld where the r k f l dricity cllld wagnetism is int rchang d. 
This id a i appli d to ordinar. ' uperconductivit. wher' electrical charg s ( oopcr pairs) arc 
conden 'ed and n1agnetic fi ld i confined. Th essential prescription to d 'ri\' t be ,. L t hcory 
from QCD i Abelian gauge fixing ( ' electing th ·'off-diagonal'' gauge dcgn s f fn'cdom) aucl 
Abelian projection (dropping off-diagonal gang degrees of frc dom) [12]. This is just i fiul b. 
the infrared Abelian don1inanc . for then nperturbativc quantities, hi('h was conj< dun d in 
Ref. [13] . Thi chem reduces the SU(:3) gang th ry into the [ (l)fL Abelian gauge theory 
with additional two typ . of color-Inagneti · monopole culT nts. wbi ·h can h uncle rst ood l y 
r calling the hon1otopy group 1r2 ( U(3)/U(1) 2 ) = 1r2( ')2 x '2 ) = Z 2 . ft r sumn1ing over 
the Inonopol - ·urrent world line. in four-diincnsional space tim ~ [14 H)]. assuming 1110110pol<' 
condensation, w finally get a Ginzburg-Landau typ Lagrangian density with th' [ (1)] 2 
dual gauge syn1n1etry: 
(1.2.1) 
wher BJ.L and Xi denot a two-con1pon nt dual gaug field (axial vc ·tor) aucl a thrcc-
con1pon nt n1onopol fi ld (con1plex scalar)* , respectivEly. Th re ar ' tlne conpli11g pa-
ranl ters. th dual gaug oupling g and th str ngth of In nop lc s if-interaction A, and th 
n1onopol cond nsat v. Th dual gauge field appear. during th step of path-integral dnality 
tran forn1ati011 Of th partiti 11 function. r h quark fi >ld ar indncl din th dcfinit.i011 Of ;~Vl 
which de cribe the color-electri · Dirac . tring singulari y. In tlw dual f rm , w ll ''d such 
tring in ord r to d fin the color- l ctri charg , which is . in1ilar but dual to the d finition 
of th magnetic charge of the Dirac n1onopol [1]. It is important to nc t that r cent stud-
ie of lattice QCD l\1ont - arlo imulation in th Ina...ximally Abelian (MA) gauge [17 19] 
how nmn rical vid n of as umption. u. d d riv th GL theory. ir frarcd Ab lian 
don1inance [20 22] and In nopol cond n:ati n [23 27]. and their rclati 11 o n np rturl ativ . 
ph nom na lik confin 111 nt [2 . 29] and chiral synun try breaking [30 , 31]. In this. · ns , th 
tti · Q D. 
constraint . 
1.:~. 
According to the fact that QCD i. based on 'U(:1) gauge theory. in th D -.L thcor~·. there 
app ar thr diH r nt ty1 s of th Abelian c lor barges both in th lcctric sector ancl th 
n1agnetic sector. Th col r- lectric charg s arc defined a · c1r1 U = 1. 2, 3) and the c lor-
magn ti charge gEz· ( i = L 2. 3). where u-J and fi denote' the weight vect r ancl t h root 
v ctor of th SU(3) algebra. respectiv ly. These c l r harges satisf)· the irac quantizati n 
condition. 71-j · gfi = 2n1n11 . wh r m 11 is an integer. Th se charges possess th<.' gl 1 al 
Weyl , ymmetry, whi h i p rnmtation invarian an1ong c lor labels of thes ·barges. Hence. 
th W yl invarianc guarantees the color- ' ingl t crit rion f the t hcory. R cc ntl. , w ha 
d v loped th DGL theory to 1nak this W , l ::;ymm try manifest by th n'dcfinitic 11 of the 
dual gauge field B i11 = gfi · B11 [32]. and f nnl that the -.L Lagrangian (1.2.1) can b 
written in the forn1, Lo ,L = I:r=l Lg) ,L' where 
( 1.2.2) 
H re the dual gauge coupling i redefin d as g' = ~g. and WC' hav used the rdat ion 
f~v = L:]=l Wj~J/.Lv· Thethre dualgaugefielclsin (1.2.2) fulfill th constn.int /- 1 B 711 = 0 
due to I:r=l fi = 0. Clearly, this fonn i. manif stl invariant und r the p<'rnmt.at.iou of 
lab ls i or j: since they ar sun1med ov r. The resulting form appar ntly has a [ ( l) f~ 
dual gaug yn1m try. Thanks to thi extension of th dual gang symmetry <'ach piec<' of 
the DGL Lagrangian LghL can b treated as a the (1) dual Ab !ian Higgs ( H) m )(lc l 
corresponding to th infrar d effe tiv 1nodcl of SU(2) glnodynamics in the belian pr jcct ion. 
In this ense. an analy is of the U (1) DAH mod l i also UH ful to l arn th ssc11c J of th 
dual superconductivity des Tib d by the DGL th ry. More c1 tails of a dcrivatiou of th 
DAH 1nodel from the SU(2) gluodynmnic. will be discuss d in chapt r 2. h L th ry 
is discu eel in chapt r 6. wher w will obtain th DGL Lagrangian (1.2.1). The manifestly 
Weyl yn11netric d scription lik th xpre. sion (1.2.2) will b pr s nt d in chapt r 7, wh x 
th application of th fi ux- tub ol u tion to the und r. tanding f hadr n structnrc iH d iscussc J. 
1.3 String picture of hadrons 
In th dual supercondu ·ting va ·uu1n ru describ d by th D L th ory th color-clc' ·t ric ft ux 
n1anating from the color- l tri charg i · qu z d into an aln1 st n -dim nsional obj ct 
lik a tring, du to th dual Meissner eff ct cau. eel by monopol cond nsation. W ·all this 
hadronic color-el ctric flux tub , or. i1nply th flux tube. An cxarnplo of flux-tub profil i · 
hown in Fig. 1.2. Th color-el ·tric flux e1nitted from th quark is absorbed by th antiquark, 
4 
forming th tube 'tructure in bet\\' en. This i!:-' in t th cxi~tenc f inclucecl col r-ckctric 
field originating frmn n1onop l super urr nts thr ugh th dun) Rradi:ly law. As shown in 
Fig. 1.3, the e up r urrents ar irculR ting around the Hux tub . Figs. 1.2 and 1.~1 show 
the cla ical flux-tub olution. di. cus d first in hapt ·r 3. Quark' t brth r with gluons ar 
then confin d into th in 'id of a fuzz. r cl ( f larg c 1 r-cl tric fi ld str ngt h), or 1 rcrdes 
star- 'hap d obj t , or ring . which orr spond to th Yariou~ hadr nic bj cts lik m sm1. 
baryon. glueball r p tivcly. The flux tube has a onstant nrrgy p r unit 1 ngth. th string 
ten i n, which characterize th lop of the lin ar p tential b tw n t h color chargrs. This 
is dual analogu to th formation of Abrikos v-Niel , n-·Olrs n (A rt in an rclinar. 
up rconductor [33, 34]. Her , n1agn tic monopol play th sam rol as t hRt f the rlect ric 
Coop r pair of BCS th ory. Two ypi al seal s of dual ,' UP r ·oncluctivity ar pr vid d by 
the n1a s of the dual gaug field n1 B = V'Jg v and th mass of th m n p l fi lcl 111 \ = 2 >. u. 
Thes masse charact rize th thickn ss of th transiti n r gi n b Lwecn t.h n nnal pha.s 
(the interior of th flux tub ) and th dual. up rc nducting phas (th surroundiug vac1mm). 
They play a crucial rol to d t nnin th profile f th flux tube ''lnd th string t. nsion of 
the flux tube. Th rc i a vacuu1n property cla., ificcl by th ratio f tw mass s K. = m \/111 T3 , 
all d th Ginzburg-Lan lau para1net r; we have a ty1 -T (h: < 1) or at. p -II (ti > 1) va ' lllllll. 
Th border betw en the type-I and the type-II vacua given by K = 1 is call('d thC' Bogomol'nyi 
li1nit, where on can find everal r ults analytically [35. :36]. Details of h fiux-tnb solntion 
ar di cussed in chapt r 3 within th U(l) DAH m del, and in ·hapt r 7 within Lh [ (l)f 
DGL theory. 
It should b not d that his flux-tub pi tur of hadrons is n t in ·ontradidi n t) th 
prop rtie known frmn en1pirical data, uch th R gge traj ct ri s and duality [scattering 
an1plitude [37, 38]. Th R gge slop of hadron pr vide:' th valu [ th sLring t nsi n, a ~ 1 
GeV /fm which characterize th trength of th c nfin n1 nt. In tb xtr m typ -II limit 
( K:, >> 1), one can explicitly d riv th . tring r pr ntati n f th D L th ory [~)9 42], which 
can b r gard d as th theory of the Q D tring th ry s ntially d rib cl by Lh N c- mbu-
Goto action and a rigidity t nn [43, 44]. It i. xp · d th t u ·h ff ctiv hadr ni · string 
theory do s not to contain th conformal anomaly [45], du f th ol ·hinski-
Stroming r term [46]. Thi~ 111ean that on may b abl . to . tabli 'h a quantum string LlH ory 
within the four-di1n n ional pace tim [41]. In t rn1 f th :tring d 'Scril ti n of hadr ns 
th linear rising inter-quark pot ntial btain d by tlL ar a-law d ·ay f th Wil. n 1 p 
e 1n trivial. Befor going ov r to th tring r pr ntati n, th hadroni · flux tubf' can be 
r gard d a rather compli ated oll ·tiv xcitati n in th Q va ·uum. In a simplifi d 
fon11 the o-call d flux-tube 1nod l can b appli d v n f r th study of cattcring prop .rties 
of hadron. [ 4 7]. 
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1.:1. ' tring picture of hadron: 
Figure 1.2: (a) h profile of olor- l ctri · ficll and (b) its str ngth in th<' fin tul <'. 
Figur 1.3: (a) h profil of In nopol sup rcurrcnt and (b) it~ .'tr ngth in th fiux tub . 
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Figure 1.4: The profil of the flux tube in the SU(2) lattice gc-mgc' t h<'ory iu the l\IA gaug<' 
at {3 u( 2) = 2.5115 (The lattice spacing rcprcs nts o = 0.0 () fm. dct ermined from the st riug 
t n ion fo = 440 MeV). 
A few year ago an int resting quantitative exampl of H nx tul)( was iclcnt ifi<'d in Lh 
Monte Carlo simulation of U (2) lattice gang theory. shlcliecl in t h l\1A proj ction [4H] The 
author hav tudi d the profile of the olor-electric flux b tw en heavy quarks UH'asuring tlw 
correlator of both th color-electric fi ld E aucl th monop k sup r ·nrrcnts k, with Ab 'lian 
Wilson loop . So far, thi type of mea ur n1ent. performed on a ~~21 lattic' · t {Js (2) = 2.511!} 
has not been repeated to check th results for the . caling. Such ·orrelators, divided by the 
expectation values of the Wilson loop themselv s, d scribe the exp , ·tati n values of c 1 r-
electric field and monopole up rcurrent. induced by th presenc of a static color-d ctri 
charge *. For the Abelian WiL on loop in th z-t plane. th z component E z ( R) of E and 
th azin1uthal cmnpon nt ke(R) of k w re found to be non-vanishing as shown in Fig. 1.4. 
The di tance from the c nter of th flux tub i,' R = /;r2 + y2 . aud th azinmthal angl () is 
defin d as u ual tan()= y fx. Not that th s quantiti s wonld vani. h in vacuum. In pr 's ~n · 
Ab lian Wilsou loop. E ancl k arc created 
xpectation valu s of op rators in the vacuum with xtc>rnal sour 
wi ll b explained for a s imilar cas in the s ction 1.4 . Th form (O ) ... x 1.- r na l q q = (WO)o/( W)o. wh r W 
d note th Wilson loop operator and 0 an another op<>ra tor. phys ical] corr f-> poncl. to th<> dual objC'ct (4.4.5) , 
th ' t Hooft loop op rator H [49]. 
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1 A. Open pro blcms to bt clee1l t with in this t hcsis 
1.4 Open problems to be d alt with in thi th IS 
Now, we would like to specify our view point on this :·mhjcct. s explain d in the previous 
ctions. in order to get ckcper th oretical insights into the hadronic prop rti s in terms of 
quarks and gluon p rturbing th vacuum. it is us( ful t pa~· att ntion to the dn·1l SllJH'tTon-
cl ucting picture of the QCD vacu un1. In this fram w rk the vacu nm (monopole conch nsa t() 
is present alr acly at the trc 1 vel. Then this picture enables one to coniH'd th<' string-like 
properties of hadrons with QCD. 
On this lev L 
• th analy. i of flux-tube (effective ·tring) stati. an l dynmnics d s Tib db~· the -.L 
theory should be done for th purpose of syst 1natic unci "rst anding of the observed 
hadron prop rtie . . 
We consider that for t hi. purpo e it i · u ·eful to apply 1 he manifC'st 1. WC'yl symm t ric form 
of the DGL theory, as already explain din Eq. (1.2.2). which is has'cl on tlw icl<'a that tlH' 
hadron should be a color-. inglet stat . Ther for , using this fra1nework. 
• we hall tudy the hadron structur s corr sp nding t t h m s n , th ben yon [GO]. and 
the glu ball tates [51 J in tenns f the flux-tube oluti oll in the D ~ th ry. 
In particular, th baryonic stat i th m st inq ortant· applicati n of th' n1· nift'stly Wcyl 
syn1n1 tric form of th DGL th ory. , inc it contain. all t hrc typ 'S of th co lor-d c-t ric 
charges . A · a new application of th flux-tube . olution of th D L theory t hadr n st rnct nr , 
we pres nt the tudy of the glue ball . tate a: a flux-tnb ring. This id a is b· s d on t h 
exten ion of the op n flux tub used in usual mesoni, c nd baryonic stat s. with valC'nce 
quark at th end · to th con pt of a closed flux tube. Th glue! al l, whi ·h is conf;idcr d 
a bound tate of gluon. without any val n quarks. ·an bP regard d as toroidal flux 
tub . W ummariz th tring pi ture of the haclronic states in ~ ig. 1.5. Th' mcsoni · and 
baryonic tat s ar tudi d in chapter 7 on a classical l '-'vel, and t h glue ball :tatcs wi ll l 
discu d, for an attempt t quantize the flux-tub ring. in chaptc'r 8. 
B for doing u h analy is. 
• it i al o i1nportant to find th region of appli ·abilit f th D 11 theory. 
Fir t. this effectiv th ory (1.2.1) annot cl . cribf' all pr p rti s f ~ ~D (1.1.1). More im-
portant. being an ff ctiv th ory. its couplings nmst b ~ r lat d to Q 1 • In other words , for 
quantitativ d cription f infrar cl Q D in t h franwwork of th DGL th , ry w would lik 
to know how to d t rmin it . c upling parame rs dir ctly fr m Q 1D. 
1.-t. pen problem~ to be d<.'alt with in this thesi: 
QJ 
(J = I , 2, 3) 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figur 1.5: Th , tring picture of haclrons corresponding t (a) meson. (b) baryon , and (c) 
glueball tates. 
A. a fir t step in thi. dir ction. on a phenom nological 1 vel. r · nt ly an st imat ion of the 
paran1eter of th DAH model corresponding to th Abelian-proj ct 'd , (2) gang<.' the< r. l1as 
b n p rforn1 din [52], wher the ten1plate profile fthe ('Olor-cl ctric flnx tnb lwtw<'Cll hC'nvy 
quark and antiquark hown in Fig. 1.4 ha"' b n analyzed. Th profiles of t hC' ·o lor-<' l<'ct ric 
field and the monopole upercurr nt ha: b en fitt d 1 y th classical fiu;r-tub solntion c [ t h(' 
DAH 1nod l. The re ult uggc ts that th mass s of th dnal gang(' fidel and t lw mo11op lc 
field are aln1o t th an1 , approximately 1 GeV, such that the so-callC'd Bogomol'nyi lilllit 
een1 to be realiz din the dual supercondnctor vacuum. The authors als m<'ntion that the 
tring t n ion of th flux tube can be reproduce l, ru a classical en rgy 1wr length, in the 
DAH 1nodel with th obtained par am ter set within 94 <;(' f the original S (2) string t nsion . 
Thi r ult upport the hope that th DAH mo iel as a classical field t heor. is rich nough 
to de cribe th infrared properti s of U(2) gluoclynamics not nly qualitatively bnt also 
quantitativ ly. However. the DAH n1odel , rclat d by duality to gluodyn·unics, is supposed 
to be an effective theory on th quantlm1 level. Then the result of Ref. [52] is just a fit.. 
final taten1ent on the . tatu of th DAH mod 1 and on the paran1eL r which correspond to 
gluodynan1ics can b n1ad only when the profile of th flux tub known from gluodynamics i::) 
reproduced within th quantized DAH n1odcl. Notic that no pr dicii n is 1nacl' by Ab lian-
proj cted SU(2) gluodynamic for the profile of the m.onopolc field. If this is r-mcc ,ssfully 
don , oth r vacuurn prop rtie can b tudied: typ of vacumn, renonuali/jcd dual ph tou 
mass monopol mas , 1nass gap (glu ball n1as ), field s rength corr .laton;. tc ... 
In this the i . 
• w r strict our ta. k to th study of the quan itativ rela i 11 b tween thC' S (2) glu -
dynmnic and the DAH n1od 1 at th quanturn lev 1 [.13]. 
The ain1 of this tudy i. fir. t to know und r which cir ·urnst<: nc s how mu ·h of the :la.'3. ical 
d cription of th flux tub in th Ginzburg-Lanclau typ modPl can be reproduc d by th 
quantun1 version of it taken as an infrared C'fft ct iYc uwdl'l f non- bdian ga ngc t hcory. 
Second, and not 1 ss important, we haYC' to cstabli~h 1nicroscopicnll)· the link lwtw'<'n ' (2) 
gluod:vnamic and th DAH 1nodel in '{ WH)' which tell~ us the conplings of the lat tcr. f 
cour e. ur final goal i , t s h·e this pro blcm for t h ' ( ~~ ) case. 
Ford finitenes w refer to exactly the casc of pure ~U ( 2) gauge tlwor~· at 3st '( :2 ) = 2.5115. 
i. e .. th lattice vacuu1n we arc interested in is cxRctly that \\'here tl1c Hnx-tul c tcmplat 
con1es from. Non-Ab lian fiux-tubc data for oth r dst' ( :2 ) ar not yet available. Th '11. m1r 
. trategy is th following: We f ens att ntion to the monopolr degr C's of frt'<'dolll. whi ·h 
are con1n1on ingr dient of both the (2) gang th ry (in the hC'lian projc( tion. after 
perforn1ing the l\1A gauge fixing) and the DAH model. In the DAH model. t h monopol<'s ar 
figuring a the n1onopolc field. Th y can be 1nad explicit. however. in t lH so-called mono pol<' 
repre entation of the DAH n1odel. This offers th p ssibilit) to match the monopol< act ion. 
known frmn the monopol cont nt of th Ab lian-projcctccl S (2) confi~nrations. with the 
n1onopol action to be obtained frmn th . 111 nopol' representation of t lw II mod<'l [5 ]. 
The first part comes from 1\1ont Carlo sinmlation of ' (2) latt ic gang' the< ry. l)('liau 
proj ction, and then adopting the xtend d Sw nelsen m t hod [55. 24] The s<' ·ond part is 
obtained analytically, such that one can infer the DAH model parameters. inally. Ali 
i1nulations can be perfonncd which h uld giv the fiux-tnhe pr )filc and the stri11g tension, 
b th at the quantum level, to com par then1 with the SU(2) r imlts. St ll lyiug 1 hr r~pproarh 
to th ontinuun1 lin1it would be worth of further. tudies. Howev r. th< matching should b 
don at a cal wh re the monopol dynamic. i sufficiently sin1ple. The cl '1 ails of this stndy, 
the 1onte Carlo in1ulation of th SU(2) lattice gauge th ory, t h monopole n pres( ntaLion 
of the DAH n1odel. the extended w nds n method. and th , sinmlat ion of the AH Ill del 
will be present d in chapter 5. General featnr s of th Monte arlo simulation of the AH 
n1odel is discu s d before in chapt r 4, where , 0111 u. eful uotation and technical d tails of 




Dual Abelian Higgs rr.todel derived 
from SU(2) gluodynamics 
In this chapter we are going to deriv the d11al Ab lian Higgs ( All) wod<.'l from the S (2) 
gluodynan1ics. First , we adopt the Ab lian gauge fixing. which shows the existeun of Ab<'lian 
1nagn tic 1nonopol , in the SU(2) gauge th ory. Second. by pcrfonui11g th beli all proj< ct ion 
n1ethod [12]. w extract these monopoles as collective nwcles, which is base d 011 the hypotlH'sis 
of Ab lian don1inance in the nonp rturbativ vannun [13]. At this stage, th ' (2) gluody-
nanlics is reduc d into an Abelian gauge theory including t h Abelian magnc tic monopol s as 
additional degr es of fr dom , which form clo. d worll-lin s in four-dim nsional spew -time . 
Finally, w a sun1e that the vacuun1 i characteriz d by th c·o1nplicat eel dust ring of th S(' 
n1onopole world-lin , . The partition function of grand .anoni ·al ens mbl of such mouopolc 
current " y ten1 can be r fonnulat d in tern1s of a "nwnopole fidel." I11 orcl r to s1m1 up 
these n1onopol trajectorie including interactions. it i .; useful to introduce tlH' dual ge: ug 
fi ld which directly couples to n1onopol currents by a duality ransformation. One fiwls that 
the re ulting 1nodel i nothing el e but th DAH n1 d ] d scribing th vacuum as th dual 
uper onductor. 
2.1 SU(2) gluodynamics 
2.1 .1 P reliminaries 
W tart from the U(2) gluodyna1ni · d scrib d by the a ·ti n 
Ss (2) = j d11 x.Csv (2) · 
11 
(2.1.1) 
2.1. 'U(2) gluod:vnamics 
where L, P(2) i , the Lagrangian densit~, in the udidcan nwtric. giv<'ll b~' 
£ , f '( 2) (2.1.2) 
where A 11 denote the S (2) non-Ab lian gauge field 
A = An rt'll {l f.l.L • (2.1.:~) 
Here, 'T0 (a = 1. 2, 3) ar generators of the SU(2) Lie algebra satisfying the conunntation 
r lation [T0 .Tb] = iL~= l Enbcrc. T 0 (a= 1.2.3) arc standard Pauli matrices 
1=(0 1) T - . 
1 0 ( 
1 0 ) 
() - 1 ' (2.1.4) 
which ati fy a norn1alization 
(2.1.5) 
Th SU(2) quark curr nt is introduced a , the exterual source Jt: = (]!1/l'aq, which couples 
to th SU(2) gauge field A~. 
Now w can define the covariant derivative Dp based 011 the gauge principle' as 
th n, the field strength t nsor G'"w written &'::i 
c,_.L/.1 i
1 {[.b11 ,Dv]- [a,l,b/1]} 




Not that th hat " ~ " 111 an that it operate on wave functions of the right. The ·otmlmtator 
of derivativ [ B11 , Bv J plays an important role to keep th( S (2) fi ld strength tensor r 'g11lar. 
The action i invariant under the S (2) gauge transformati n (gauge principle), d fined 
by using the el ment of SU(2) group U(:-c) E S (2) &'3 
Here U ( x) satisfie 
A,.(:r) --+ A~= U(:r) (A,.(.c) + i~a,,) ut(:c), 
D11 -4 D~ = U D11 Ut = D1.t + ieA;1 • 
G11v(x) -4 G~v(x) = U(x)G1w(r)Ut(.r-). 








lwlian ga ngc fixing 
2.1.2 Singular gaug transfor1nation 
By u ~ing the covariant derivative (2.1.7). the field ~treugth after the S (2) gangc tran~for­
Ination G~v(.r) i explicitly cmnputcd as 
G~l/ i~ u { [ D w D II] - [ (J/1" (), /] } [ t 
~ { u [nw b,~] ut- u [D,1 • D,~] t} 
1
1
c { [ u b~~ut. u b,/ut] - u [cJ11 , iJv] ut} 
o1~A~- ovA~,+ ic [A~,. A~~ ] - i~ [iJw iJ,~J [ t. (2.1.14) 
wh re we hav used 
(2.1.15) 
It is in1portant to note that if the gauge fixing function U( .r) E ' (2) is ~ingular, that is 
[8J.L ov]U(x) =/= 0. the last tern1 in (2.1.14) remains. Th Ab lian gang<' fixing is classifi<·d into 
thi typ . 
2.2 Abelian gauge fixing 
2.2.1 Diagonalization of gauge depend nt variable 
We con ider son1 gauge dependent variable X(.r) E su(2)* 
(2.2.1) 
Abelian gauge fixing is defined by the diagonalization of this kind of matrix 1 y using the 
gauge fixing function D( x) E SU (2) ru 
t ( A+ (:r) 0 ) D(x)X(;r:) D(.:c) = O \ , 
"' ( :r) 
(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
H r A± ( x) repre ent eig nval u . of X ( x). nc finds 1· hat thcs cigcnvalucs dC'gcn rate as 




ar ati. fi -d. Sine ach c nclition cl scribe,' a thr e- lim nsimwl ~urfa<.'<.'. the locu~ wh lT all 
of then1 are sati fiecl will be a '''orld-line in four-dimensional spacc-t inH. 
Now. the degen racy p inti ' our n1ain intere~t. In orcl r to und r~tand the structur of 
the n ighborhood of thE d('o· neracy p int. we parametrize the world-line by the prop r time 
T. and perfon11 the Taylor cxpan ion around a certain point o nt fixed tim fn. Then we 
have 
XCr) X 0 (to. xo) T 0 + ()i)\.a(to. xo)(x - xo)iTa + O((x - xo) 2) 
'-...----' '----v---' 
= 0 nf ylf·ctrd 
(2.2.S) 
If det C -=/=- 0. thi n1ean. that t her xists an inverse n1apping; So \ e can (l< fim a linear 
tran fonnation to new coordinates 
a- ca( )i 
'ID = i X- XQ . (2.2.G) 
In tern1 , of thes new coordinates wa we find th h clgehog configuration near t h<' dcgcJH'nH'Y 
point xo, given by 
This is t he sirnpl t 11011- trivial solution ·orresponcling to the homotopy gronp 7T'2 (S 
= 1r2(S2) = Z . The eigenvalue and th degeneracy point are reprc>s<'utul by±~ 
and w1 = w2 = w3 = 0, resp ctively. 
Let us parametrize th new coordinat w 0 by polar coordinates as 
w = (w1 . w2.113) = (rsinBcos¢, rsinBsin¢ rc sB), 
then the gauge depend nt variable X ( w) becmnes 
cose 
ei¢ sine 
Thus, one find th gaug fixing functi n D(w) E S (2) in the form 
- up sine ) 0 
- c s e 
( 
i¢ () 
f2(w) = e ~OS 2 





- i¢ cos~ 







wh re th gaug d pend nt variable X hru only a T 3 cornpon nt. In this s us the gaug 
d gre of fre dom in th ' (2) no11-Ab lian gang th ory is fix d by O(.r) up to a rc1naining 
14 
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2.2. Ab lian gauge fi.'ing 
the Abelian gauge synu11etry. After this gauge fixing. a~ is dear frmn the cxprc~~ion (2.2.1 1). 
ther rc1nain only th 1naxi1nal Abelian subgr)np of 'll(2). that is U(l). 
It is worth noting that we hav many choices of the lwlian ga ng fixing function owing 
to th re idual Abelian gauge symmetry. In fact. in~t acl of nl (u·). it is possihl ' to chC)()S 
the form 
0 ( 11 ) = ( - cos g 
iqy sin ~ (2.2. 12) 
Here. 0 1 (tu) and 0 2 (w) arc rclatt'cl by the rc~iclual Abcli<.-m gang(' symm try as 
( 
- i<.p 
0 2 = 0 0 ) 0 = --2u//f' ·l 0 i<P 1 1 . (2.2. 1:~ ) 
By u ing this n1atrix 0 2 ( 10) . one al ·o leads to the quat i n (2.2.11). 
2.2.2 Appearance of magnet ic Dirac string 
By th Abelian gauge fixing function D(.r) , th gauge field A11 (.r) is transfonned as 
(2.2.1 ) 
Now, if the original gauge field A 11 is regnlar. th first term of (2.2.14) is still regular. However , 
the second t nn provide a ingularity. To confinn th appearance of singularity lc t us 
con1put the flux originating fron1 th s cond term of (2 .2.14). The fiux is giv n h. the palh 
int gral along a clo ed loop C : r , e = const .. ¢ E [0, 2n) as * 
1 [ 27r D i .fo d¢ O(w) D¢ o t(w), (2.2.15) 
where w have us d th form of 8/ Dwa in the polar coorclinat ', 
(2.2.16 ) 
"'Thi is r lated to the surfac integral of th fi ld str ngth 8~A~2 - DvA~} through tlw StokC's th or m . 
H r , we do not tak into account other terms in th fi eld . trength t nsor: [A~2 A~2 ] and 0 [811 , 8,/]nt [S , Eq . 
(2.1.14)], which play important rol wh n w di. ·u.s the Abelian projPction. 
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2.2. bdian gauge fixing 
Inserting D = 0 1 • th flux i. explicitly cnlcnlat d a~ 
1 lo 27r ( icp C'OS f}_ 
-:- deb 2 
l o -sin ~ 
. · 0 Slll} 
1
c:> co~ ~ 
47r 2 e ,:3 
--cos -1 = <P1 (B). 
e 2 
( - i¢ C'O~ g 
.· 0 Slll} 
. 0 ) - ::-llll l 
up COS~ 
We find that this gives non-zero contribution even in th <:Rse that the dosed path 




On the oth r hand, for e = 7r, this flux vanishes. T'hat is to sa .. along the <'L'Cis at () = () 
there exi ' tS the flux express d by th delta-functiou type, which implies the PXist ('llC'( of' t lH' 
"Dirac string." Rewriting (2.2.17) as 
(2.2.J9) 
one can rccoo·nize that th first tern1 and th s nd t nn C'OlTC'. 'pOlHl to the flux which 
are originating fron1 th 'n1agnetic n1onopole'' with the magnetic charge 47r / = y and the 
"1nagnetic Dirac tring.'' re pectively. Here an interesting rC'lation. c g = 47r. appears. which 
i th so-call d Dirac quantization condition for the magn tic monopoles. 1 his qua11t i%ation 
condition guarantee the unobservability of th magnetic Dirac string wh 'never th<' lwlian 
gauge sy1nmetry i not broken. 
It i intere ting to con1pare with D = 0 2 . In this case th flux is cakulat l sinlilarly as 
47r y3 - 47r ( 1 + ~~o. e) ] ':~. 
e 2 
(2.2.20) 
Here , the role of the fir. t tenn and the . econd t rm ar th same as th previous dis ·ussion. 
Howev r it should be not d that in this ca,'e the flux has non-vanishing valu along th , 
axi at e = 1r, which m an that the dire ·tion of th mctgn tic Dirac string is cliff r nt from 
previou a e. In this . n. . one can . ay that th p sition of th Dira · string ·an lw vari cl 
by th re idual Ab lian gaug transforn1ation. The direction of thC' Dirac st riug is d ,fin d 
by th ign of th charg or g. If w defin as > 0 (e < 0). th flux of th Dirac. tring is 
ab orbed ( n1itted) by the magnetic mon pol (an i-mon pole) [S , , ig. 2.1] 
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0 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1: Th direction of the color-1nagnctic irac string for t h 
function (a) D1 (w) and (b) D2(w) . 
2.3 Abelian projection 
7T 
belian gauge fixing 
In the previous ction. we hav 'hown that the ' (2) gauge t hcory ('Ollt aius mmwpolc-
like singularities in the Ab lian gauge. Our n xt task is to "extract" t lwsc sing11 larit ies as 
monop lcs. T do thi . it is e ential to ad pt the AlH'lian project ion met hod, which rcdu ·c's 
the non-Ab lian gauge th ory into an Abelian gang theory. Th<' resulting A lwli an ga 11g<' 
theory ontains Abelian magnetic 1nonopoles as additional degr cs of frcedmn. 
2.3.1 Abelian gauge transformation of the gaug fi ld 
In order to extract the Ab lian gauge field from the theory aftC'r th bclicm gang<' fixing 
we p rfonn the Abelian gaug transforn1ation. L t A~ be the gauge fidel aft ('r the A lwlian 
gauge fixing as given in Eq. (2.2.14). Using th Cartan dccmnposition as 
(2.3.1) 
we writ the gauge fi ld A~ 
(2.:3.2) 
wh r the diagonal part and th off-diagonal part are xpos d. L t us perform th Abelian 
gauge transformation by making u, e f d(x) E U(lh 






Th n. on find ~ the following transformation: 
( 2 0:3 ..1) 
Thi uggest ~ that the off-diagonal gluon parts C2 and c,s; h COllH' dtarged matt(']" f-ields and 
lose the property of a gauge field. Only the diagonal gln n ;;:~ still bchaYc's as HIJ b !ian 
gauge field. Here. w have used th relation 
[T3 .E] =E. [T:~.Et] = -Et 
A Be- A= B +[A. B] +~[A. [A. B]] + · · ·. 
2. 
(2.:3.r5) 
Now, we have found which is th Abelian gauge field iu terms oft he r<'siclnal Ab 'liau gaugC' 
synu11ctry. Following the Abelian don1inance hypothesis as a low-c'nc rgy prop('rt :v of t ltc !lOll-
Abelian gauge theory in a ·uitabl Abelian gauge. we extract only the Ab linn gaug<' fi<'ld 
by dropping* the charged Inatt r fields c~ ancl c,~* 0 This is thC' step of Ab('lian proj<'ction. 
Only the diagonal con1ponent of the gauge fidel defined by 
(2.:3. 7) 
is taken into account. The field ·trength tensor of th 'U(2) gauge tlH'ory is t hC'n written as 
1 a !LA~ - BvA~ + ir [A~. A~2]- -:- O[d11 • CJ,/ ]nt 
'---v--....- tr 
n g/('cLed 
81-LA~- BvA~- ;_0[811 , a,,.]nt. /, (2.:3.H) 
It hould be noted that we drop the off-diagonal gluon part after the Abelian gang' fixing , 
never before on . Since the Abelian gaug fixing i , of cc ur. , among the nou-Ab 'liau gaug 
tran forrnation , th diagonal and off-diagonal components of t h gaug field can mix ach 
other. In other word , th gaug fi ld which i finally align cl with th 'T:3 dir ction is originally 
panned by all of the SU(2) gen rators T 1 , T 2 . and T 3 . 
2.3.2 Abelian field strength tensor 
The Ab lian component of th field strength tf'nsor can b xtract )d 1nultiplying by T:3 = 2T3 
and taking th trace. Th n. aft r th Ab lian projection th fi lcl strength t nsor F,-t,/ is giv n 
1 
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by 
F - t. [ :3cn] f.lV - I T jll/ tr [T:l (i!,,A~} - ii,A~; - i~ O[il1,.il, ]!l1) l 
dpAv - u,I AJL - 2._tr [T:3n[iJJI' D,/]nt] ' 
/(' 
wher we hav defined the '·Abelian gauge field" Rs 
(2. ·~.9) 
(2 .:3.10) 
Here, if the field , trength tensor F1111 is regular. as evidence of this. th<' following Bianchi 
identity i atisfied: 
(2.:3.11) 
However. the last term in Eq. (2.3.9) br aks the Bianchi identity. which llH'Hns that a magu<'l ic 
current kJ.L # 0 appear ·. In what follows, we see this mechanism mor pr cis( ly. 
We introduce '(auxiliary Riggs-like fields '' (jyn (n = 1,2.:3). defined by using tlH Ah<'lian 
gaug fixing fun tion 0: 
JyaTa ==: ot 7:30. 
One finds that ¢a have the following prop rti s: 
oJ.l((/JaTa) = - [Lfl• (/JoTu] 




In gen ral, the explicit form of ¢a depend , on th choice of Abelian gauge fixing ftmction 
D( w) . For instanc , for 0 1 ( w) or 0 2 ( w) thi · ¢ 0 takes th form 
¢a = ( in e cos lp, :in e' in 'P : CO.' B)' (2.3.16) 
which param trize the implest h dgehog configuration f monopol In this case, the rel·-
tion (2.3 .13) is trivial. Her . LJ.L it. lf lead. to th relation 
which corre pond to the br aking of the Maur r- artan formula (dL + L 1\ L = 0). 
By virtu of the relation. (2.3.13) (2.3.14) . (2 .3.15) and (2.:3.17). the Ab lian gauge fi ld 




:.. . ~~. A hdian projection 
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Figure 2.2: The cancellation of th color-magnetic Dirac string i11 t hC' Abelian field st r<'ngt h 
obtain d by the Abelian projection nwthod . 
1 hen, we also hav the relation 
(2.: ~ . 19 ) 
which l ads to th Abelian fi Jd str ngth tensor 
(2.:L20) 
Th la t t rn1 res n1bl s the 't Hooft-Polyakov tensor us cl in the <liscussion of the ' t Ilooft-
Polyakov n1onopole in the Georgi-Glashow mod J [17. 58]. We find that t hC' non-commu t abl' 
tern1 of the derivative in (2.3.19) is ''exactli" cane l d by the sc:un<' tcnn i11 (2.:~.9 ) [Sc . 
Fig. 2.2). This correspond. to the cane llation of the 1nagn tic irac s tring. 0Hc fi11d s that 
the Abelian fi ld str ngth t nsor FJ.Lv can be d fin d without the magnetic Dirac string. Dn' 
to this fact , w can afely d fine the n1agnetic charge of th monopole. 
H r , by in erting the explicit forn1 of D( w). one can asily confirm that the non-commu tahl<' 
tenn of the derivativ i nothing but th rnagn tic Dirac ,·t ring. In fact. if W( USC' n ('u ) = 
nl (w), we g t 
(2.:3.21) 
For anoth r form of Abelian gaug fixing function D2. w lave 
~tr [T3D2[8w 8v)D~] =- 47r fJ.LvB( -z)O(y·)o(y)¢3 = + 47r f 1_wB( -z)b(1·)8(y), ~e P 
wh r Ef.l!l denote EI2 = -f2] = 1. En = f22 = 0. Th r lation q;:3 = cos e in (2.:3.16) is us d. 
Not that the direction of th Dirac tring coincides with th singular flux disc·uss d in th 
ub ection 2.2.2. 
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2 .3.3 Breaking of th Ab lian Bianchi id ntity and n1onopol urr nt 
Due to the pr s nee of the last t rm in (2.:3.20). '"e ha,·e tlw equnti m 
~~ ~ fJ.wpa F 
uJ.I 2 pa 
- 21 f{W(ia fabc·DI, ( 9a Op cPb nadl ) = k'' i= 0, (2.:3.2:3) 
where the current of the Abelian n1agnetic lllOHopol kll appenrs. Of cours<', t h' Abelian 
Bianchi identity i now broken. 1ore explicit l:v, one call calculate the the mngm't i(' chn rge of 
the monopol g by considering the spatial integral f k0 as 
ko = _ _!_EpOpafabc0J.l( ¢aaPJboa Jr ) = _!_fiJkfohcD1 (Jad1JbiJk Ac·). 2e 2 
Thu , the 1nagn tic charge g is calculated as 
g = r d3.rko 
} V ( phys ) 
_!_ r . d3.d)i (ftjkfaiJrJnn) Juih.J(') 
2 Jv<phv. l 
_!_ 1 _ dS,EiJkfnbrJ/1()
1 
;tJch ¢c 
2 Jav<physl ( =S~phy,l) 
_!_ 1 . abcJad;j} (\ dJc, 
2 Jav<int.l( = S~'nt ) ) 
(2.:3.24) 
(2.:3.2G) 
wh r dS1 = dx2 1\ dx3, dS2 = d.r3 1\ d:r1, and rl :3 
paran1etrization of q;a in (2.3.16), we finally g t 
cl.r 1 1\ d.r2. 13y umkiug ns<' of the 
1 !o7r !o27r 1 g = - dB dtp 2 sine = -- · 





This is th n1agnetic charg of the 1nonopol for the sin1plest hedgehog confignrat i Hl. In 
general the paran1etrization of (2.3.16) can b more con1plicat cl clue t) anoth r choice of 
th Ab lian gauge fixing function n [S . Eq. (2.3.12)]. In sud cas' W' have th<' g<'lH'ra}iy;ecl 
relation 
n = ~ 1 abc(iJad(iJb 1\ dJr 
8n Jav(intJ(= 2 ) 
wher n i an int ger characterizing th homotopy class of th _ mapping S'~phys) ---4 S'~int.) : 
7r2(SU(2)/U(1)) = 1r2(S2) = Z . This integ r i n thing but th c v ring (winding) numb r 
counting how often the mapping fron1 on on splwr if' wrappc:cl ar und th othPr sph xc. 
Thu . we hav the g n raliz d Dira quantization condition for t h 1uagn tic m nop 1 s 
g = 4nn. (2.3.2 ) 
To um1narize. the Ab lian proje :tion after som Ah Jian gaug fixing r ,du · th non-
Ab lian gauge theory into an Ab lian gaug th ry in ·h1ding magnetic monop l s. 
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2.4 Dual Abelian Higgs model 
In thi section w construct the dual Abelian Higgs (D H) mod<.'l bnscd on the Abelian 
fi ld strength ten or obtain d by the AbcliRn projection method. In th pr<.'\'ious secti )11. 
w have obtained monopole C111Tcnts as a result of th' lwlian proj( ction [12] nssnming 
Ab lian dominanc [13]. Now. we imagin that t be complicn ted duster of monopoh' nllT('ll( s 
in four-di1nen ional spac -tin1e 1 ads to a nontrivial vacuum. whC'rc color confiiH'lll('ll( tnkes 
place*. This situation can be regarded as monopoles cm1cl nsation analogons to the oop<'r 
pair conden ation in the ordinary super onductor. Ind d . this dual SUJH'rcmHluct iug pict ur<' 
of th va ·uum is numerically supported by th recent stnclies of ]attic gauge theory in tlw 
n1aximally Abelian o·aug [17 31]. 
2.4.1 Path-integral duality transformation 
We know that th Abelian fie ld ·trcngth tensor derived from ' (2) glnodynamics m th(' 
Ab lian projection has thc fonn (2.3.9), 
(2. .1) 
wh r (8 1\ A)J.Lv = 811 A 1/- 8vAJ.L , which satisfies the Bianchi identity CJ1/(i) 1\ A)1w = 0. We 
have defined I:t~ a 
gi:!\1 
• J1LI - i~ tr [T3D[ow 01/)Dt] 
g { E 1wa(3d0"~1 (.r(~))8(:r- .r(~)). Jr. ! (2.4 .2) 
The last expression n1 an that the string singularity is represent ,<l as a nonlo ·al tcnn. Not 
that when the Dirac tring is a straight line. this nonl cal term is xplicit ly written by using 
a con tant four-vector ni-L de. cribing th dir ctiou f the string. a~ 
wher (xi n~a IY) i th kern 1 which satisfi : th quation 
1 (n · D)x\xi~IY) = 8(4)(x- y). 
n·u 
This solution i found to b 




i. shown in • ig. fi. 2, wh r he latti ·c• formalism is c dopt d. 
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Here pi an arbitrary real number and 6(:3) (.r) is the --function defined ou H thn c dillH nsional 
hyper- -urfac which has the nonnal Yector nw so thnt .r.1 Hnd Yl an' threc-w'dors (g('lH'ri<."=tlly 
not spatial) which are p rpcndicular to nw Factorizing the mngnc tic charge from the cmTcnt 
1 A A 
as kll- = :..!I.k11 = gkw w hm·e the relation 
~1 1 ' 
J-ll l = --.) EJII I C\ , 17lnk,~ . 
11 . ( 
In any a e, the term g:E~~~ breaks the Bi·1nchi id ntity as 
wher the star '' * .. denot s th dual gwntity. 
(2.4.6) 
Now, w con1e back to the action of S (2) gluo lynamics after the Abeliau projection. 
which has the form 
wh re j 11 = ~fi111-q is the Abelian electric current. which is t rented as an {'Xternal sonn·<' . Th< 
factor 1/2, the weight of the SU (2) algebra. com s from the projection t r('l' :~T:3 ) = l /2. tt<. 
to this fact , again we would like to n1cntion that t h )irac quantizat iou condition for t ll<' 
fundan1ental charg is given by ~ g = 2n. Thus, the resulting part i tio11 fnnd ion is writ t <'ll <: s 
(2.4.9) 
Here, we adopt the first-order forn1alism to achi v the duality transformation of the 
ff ctiv action [59]. During thi step. th n1onopol curr nts naturally app ars in the action 
as dyna1nical variable which coupl to the ' dual gauge field." In contrast to Zwanzig<~r's 
formulation [60]. thi approach enabl s us to dir ctly c mnect th Abclirm-project d lwory 
with it dual fon11 [61]. 
First, we introduce an auxiliary anti. y1nm ric ten, or B 11 v thr ugh tlw identity 
In erting this into the partition fun ·tion, w g t 
Z J VA11-Vj11-V:E~~VB11-v 
x exp [- J d4 x { ~ ( B~v + 2i*B~v(8 A A)pv + 2gi:~~(D A A)1.w + (g~t~J 2) + iA~j, } l 
J VAI1-Vj11V:E~~VB11 v 
[ J d4 { 1 B2 1 ( "~1 )2 . ( ~} *B . ~ } x xp - · 4 11v + 4 9L..Il-v - ~ r.111 11v -- 'lgull- (2 .. 11) 
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\v; can integrate ov r th Abelian gauge field A11 • which lead~ to n d lt ·l-fnnctiou m t be 
111 asure 
A (;:;} *B . ') :\I . ) 
U Up Jill - l.lJ( {I O-J{I/ 1 - ) ,p · (2. -L 12) 
Thi resolution then ha , the form 
) ) .,. r-.J c .,E B1w = (C 1\ B {l/1 + ig 111.~ + 2 fll l ' 
where h dual gauge field " B1, •• is natnrally introcluc d . Here. '' luwc i11 trod ll('('d the 
''electric'' Dirac tring ~~v, which satisfies the equation 
c •:) *"E . 2 o,l 6 p11 = J1"' · (2.4.14) 
This ~~v can be represented in a analogous fonu to Eq. (2.-1.2) a~ 
(2.4.15) 
For the traight electric Dirac string. we hav the more explicit < xprC'ssion 
(2.4.1()) 
where w have d noted 2] 11 = J 11' Similar to the clcfiniti n of t be magnetiC' dtnrgc in t h0. 
above eli ussion , the Eq. (2.4.14) can b consider cl as the breaking of the 'dual" Bianchi 
id ntity, which is ind eel n ces ary to define the ''electric'' charge in the dual world. We get 
th following expr ssion after the int gration of B 11v. 
z j DL:~vm:;~~DB~' xp [- j d4 J { ~ ( (iJ A B)1w + 2 ::v r-ik,,B,, + i.,-' 
(! DL:~vDBI' exp [- j d4x { ~ ( (8 (\ B)1w + 2~~") 2 - 1k1,Bi'}])! 
,, 
(2.4.17) 
wh r we hav u eel th equation (2.4. 7). and accordingly. th dual gauge fidel B 11 cmtpl<>s 
to 1nonopole curr nt kw One find. that th squar tern1 of ~~~ is ex ctly ·an · 11 d. Th' 
integration over ~t~ i written as a · rtain avcrag f th mouopol curr ,nts dc•notC'd a."l 
( · · ·) kp.. It is int resting to note that th last term in th first lin '"I:;~~ ~v r ,pr sC'nt th ' 
"linking'' between the electric s ctor and th n1agn tic sc ·t r, whi ·h counts th muubcr how 
n1any ti1ne the electric Dira · string ar link d by th rnagn tic irac string. This tc>nn is 
explicitly writt n by u ing (2.4.2) and (2.4.15) a~ 
J d4xiw~~~~~v = 2wiE1wa(3 { da~~(:r(~)) { da~r3 ( i ("7))<5(ff· (~) - .1'(77)) = 2w·iL. (2.4.1 ) ,_ ,_ lr/·1 )2:, .. : 
wher L i the linking nu1nb r (int ger). Th n. thi · t rm d .· n J iuflu nc Z as long ru· th 
Dirac quantization condition i. sati ·fi d. 
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2.4.2 Ensemble of monopol curr nt 
Now. we 8.'3 ' Ulll that the monopole currents Rn' cli .· tributcd in a complicntcd wa~' forming long 
range loops in four-dim nsional ' p·'lcc-tinu.'. ,,·hich we call a dustt ring of monopole ('lll'n'nts. 
Since one monopol current itself fonns a dosed loop. it can be pnnl.lllC'trizcd as 
(2.-1.19) 
where x(n)(s) parametrizes the world lin of n-th monopol trajC'ctor~' in four-dinwnsionnl 
space-tin1e. Then. the con1plicat d clustering of monop lC' ClllTC'nts would be d( scrib( d l y 
the "grand canonical en ·emble" of these closf'd n1onopolC' loops. which leads to t lw ('Xpr<'ssion 
L:-1ri[r 
=ON! L= l ./o 
(2.4.20) 
where x~') ( D parmnetrizes one clos d loop of monopole C'lllT<'llt. As showu ill Refs. [ 1 G. 09]. 
this partition function can be rewritten as the partitiou function f the w<'ll-kuown dual 
Abelian Higg 1nod 1, whi h d scribes the clynami ·s of the dual gang<' field B1, coupled to a 
complex calar monopol field x 
z I VL-~1/VB~Lvxvx* 
xexp [- I d4xn ((81\B)Jw+ 2 E , · 2 '2 2 '2 2 } ] ,,) +l(lJ~+I.gB,,)\'1 +A(Ixl - v) 
(2.4.21) 
where Jv1 2 is repre nt d ru l\12 = -2Av2 . If A < 0, whi h 1neans Af2 > 0, the 1nonopolP loop 
d n ity is uppre. d by th factor .xp( -stM2 ). n the other hand , if A > 0 ('i.e. J\,{2 < 0), 
infinitely long 1nonopole loops can appear. h d lta function in q. (2.4.20) r pre's ,nting 
the short-rang (repul. ive) int raction 1 etween monop le curr nts pl ys an jmportant rol' Lo 
keep th monopole loop density finite. whi ·h l ads t th . lf-iut raction t rm of tlt monop 1 
field ( AX4 ). Thi ituation i d . cribed a: monopole ·ond n:atjou . In a vi w p iut frmn th 
lattice fonnulation (15]. l\! 2 can be r gard d ru h free nergy of th syst m written in the 
forn1 A12 = ex - ln(2D - 1). where ex is th monopole s lf- ncrgy and D the dim 11sion of th 
y tem, th n ln(2D - 1) repr s nt. th ntropy of the . yst 111 (Th factor 2D - 1 ·om s from 
that th monopol -current syst m can b r gard d ac; a f If-avoiding random walk sys em.). 
2.) 
'mnmary and out look 
H nc , one under ' tands that thE' sign of A is r lated to the YalmHT of emrgy-cntrop~· of tlw 
n1onopole-current sy tem. In this case, A< 0 (A > 0) corresponds to th<.' eu<'rg~· (entropy) 
dmninant system. 
2.5 Summary and outlook 
In this chapter. w . have obtained the dual Ab lian Higgs (D H ) model ns nn in fran d dfect iv<' 
n1odel of th SU(2) gluodynamics bas don m ainly "t Hooft's Abelian projccti 11 and t h(' p·1t h-
integral duality transformation. The resulting DAH action has the form 
SoAH[B, EE X·\*] = J d4 J' n ( (0 fl B )"v + 2 :;., r + [(iJ1, + igB1, )\ [2 +A([ \ [2 - t 2 ) 2 } . 
(2.!).1) 
In the following chapter, we 1nainly st udy this DAH model. it s classical prop< rt i<'s by 
investigating the DAH action (chapter 3) and the effects oft h(' corresponding q I!Hllt lllll t hcory 
by studying the partition function of the DAH model (ch apter 4). The quantulll effects arc 
studi d by n1eans of the Monte' Carlo innllat ion on tlw ''cluc:d lat tin'.' ' Th par am t <'r fixing 
of th DAH 1nodel will b e attempted from SU (2) gluoclynamics ( chapt cr !) ) . The ext cnsion 
to SU(3) gluodynamics is straightforward , which will be addressed ill ·h aptcr 6. 
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Chapter 3 
Classical properties of the DAH 
model 
In this chapter, we 'tudy the classical properties of th DAH model. The All model dc-
cribe the vacuun1ru a dual superconductor as a result f monopole condensati m arwlogonsly 
to th Cooper pair cond nsation in th ca. e of orclinar. sup rconcluct i vi t y. Since t h( dual 
gaug field. which conn cts the color-electric s ctor and the color-magnetic s ct >1'. lwconH's 
rna siv through the dual Higg 111 chanism, the color- lect ric field num t p ' 11 ' 1 rat<' into the 
whole vacuun1 du to the finite propagation range of the clu c:tl gauge field . In this s<'nsc. 
the color-electric field i xclud d frm11 the vannun. or v. e can say, confined b the vHc nnnL 
Thi i call d th dual M i , ner eff ct. Sine the color- 1 ctric sourc appears as thC' ucolor-
electric Dirac string., in thi vacuun1. the color-cl ctric fi ld can survive only around this 
string fanning an one-dimensional obj ct, which w call color-dect ric flux tnb(' . or simply 
the "flux tub ." Th DAH n1odel po · esses such flux tub sac..; topologically stable solution. 
3.1 Dual Higgs m echanism 
In this section. we xplain the dual Higgs n1cchanism in th , DAH model. We start from thP 
Lagrangian d nsity of the DAH rnodel obtain din th pnrvions ·haptcr , which ha."' the form* 
wher Ell and x are the dual gauge field and the cmnplex . alar uwnopole field. rcspcctivdy. 
'" In order lo avoid onfusion. th ymbol " ~ ,. is r . rv d for thf> par mf't rs of th e DAII model. La ter , we 
consider the DGL theory ·orr sponding to th SP(~3) gluodynamics in th Ab li an proj ·tion. ln that cru e. 
we do not u e thi notation. 
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interaction. The mon pole condensat l' determines the nut~s :calc of the 
dual field . trengt h tensor * F111_~ ha..'-1 th f rm 
H nH lcl. T'hc 
(J.l.:..) 
Here. the nonlo al term ;;v repr s nts the color-cl ctri · Dirac string. whi ·h is r 'lntc d t ) the 
external quark CUlT nt j 11 = 2 CJrr1q through the brok n dual iauchi idcntit~· ~iJ11 *}._,:: 11 = j 11· 
The factor 1/2 i th weight of the S (2) algebra. cc rdingl~'· r·/2 h<'COllH'S thC' b ·linn col r-
lectric charge in SU(2) gluodynami sin the belian projecti m. H<'n'. th(' t<'rm (() 1\ 13) 1111 = 
811 Bv - 8vB11 in the dual field ·trcngth tensor contains anoth r color- 1<. ctric inw string 
attach d to the color-el ctric charge of a quark (since the dual iauchi id<'ntit~· iJ1/(i)I\J3) 1111 = 
0 is sati fi d). which is exactly cancelled by th col r-cl ctric ira· string in th<' nonlocal term. 
In oth r word , the color-electric charge of the quark is d f-inc'd b:v th cancellat iou or t lH 
color-electric Dirac tring in the dual fi .ld strength tensor [G2). 
It hould be noted that the color-electric irac string is "dual'' to th<' origi11al uJagn<'t ic 
Dirac tring which is attach d to a 1nagn tic monopolC' in the IH'lian gaug< t lH ory. On<' 
111ay r n1en1b r that the dire ·tion of a magnetic Dirac string cau be varied by a si11gular 
Abelian gauge tran forn1ation. and hence. th magnPtic irac st riug is unphysical ill t IH' 
sen that one cannot detect it. In our cas . however. the syum1ct ry which is n·sponsibl<' for 
the dir ction of the color-electric Dirac tring is the d'Ual ga'Uge syrn,m,et·ry, achiC'vc d by a s ~ t . 
of tran forn1ation : 
X~ X if x* ~ x* -i f 
where th dual gaug fixing fun·tion can b singular ([D1L.o1_~]J 1- 0). The last rc' lation 
in (3.1.3) det nnin the new dir ction of the color- l ctric Dirac string. This dual gang<' 
ymn1 try i brok n by monopol ond n.'ati n (OixiO) == v. his is tlH' so-call 'cl dllal Higgs 
m chanism, which i r aliz d by in rting = ( v + ¢/ J2) irJ (where ¢.17 E R) into th' 
DAH Lagrangian as 
LD H 
(3.1.4) 
where th phase of th 1110110pol fi ld T/ is absorb d into th dual gauge fi ·ld as n;J, = 
BJ.L + 81-LTJ/ g. and a cordingly1 th dual gaug fi ld and the monopol fic,ld a ·quir the masses 
rn 8 = -/2gv and m = 2v0: A. r p ctiv ly. In that ca.' . only th r gion wh r th fi ld x ~ 0 
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resemble ~ th normal phase as oppos d to thC' dual sup rcondndor nl 'lllllll. which means that 
the color-electric field ran stu-Yiv onl)' in t 11C' region \ ~ 0. ThC'n. the color-cl 'dric 1rac 
tring ha a physical1neaning. sine the "nonnal r gion" follows the color-electric Dirac string 
o a , to minin1iz the energy of th system f rming the color-el ctric flux tub . It mC'nns that 
the 'hape and the size of this norn1al rcgi m arc det rmin d by t ht' direction of t h cc lor-
electric Dirac string ancllength. re p ctiv ly. The width of the flux tube is dwrnctcri:;,cd by 
th inver mas e ·m£/ an l m\ 1 • which COlT 'sp nd to the pcndrntiou l 'pth of tht' color-
electri field and the coherence length of the monopole fi ld. rC'spcdiw'ly. On' important 
vacuum property. the type of dual superconductivity. is govcrn<.'d 1 y the ratio of these' two 
lengths. the o-called Ginzburg-Landau (GL) parameter 
(:t l.)) 
Her , K, = 1 is t he critical case, the o-called Bogomol'nyi limit , and the WH'Ill llll is ·lassified 
into two types divided by thi li1nit: ti < 1 belongs to thC' t. pe-l WU'lllllll and h. > 1 is 
the typ -II vacuum. The profil function conn cting tlH' normal plws in the ccnt<'r oft h<' 
flux tub . with the dual sup r ·onducting phase outside arC' ·la.:-;sically d<'t erminC'd by the field 
equations 
( :3 .1. (j) 
(:3.1.7) 
wh r ki-L i th monopol upercurr nt which circulates in a c rt ain transition r gion , sep-
arating confined normal phase insid frmn th dual SUI rc uducting pha.'"' '. Solving thcs 
field quation , the boundary conditions of fi lds ar d tcrmin 'U by tlw positio11 of the' color-
1 ctric D irac string. 
3.2 Flux-tube solution 
In thi ection we tudy the topologically . tabl solution , th , fiux- tub . olntion r Jatcd to 
a eparated quark and antiq 1ark yste1n by solving the ·lasHical fi Jd quatic 11s in thC' AH 
mod l. The flux quantization condition and the boundary condition for .·olving th ' fiPld 
equations are clarifi d fir t. 
3.2.1 Flux quantization condition 
In order to obtain th topol gically , tabl solution, it- is importan to provid th prop r 
boundary condition which . ati fi th . '·flux quantization condition" [34]. Th flux i.- giv n 
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by the urfacc int oTal of the dual field strength tensor as 
A',. - Jf *F d Ill/ - f B , .1' ( r r 
'*' = . Ill/ .a- - . Jl ( .l + 2 ./ j (:~ .:.. .1) 
~her a-{w i , a two-di1nensional surface clement in four-dimensional spac -time. 8)' usiug t h 
polar d con1position f the n1onop le field as\= (/J 117 (¢.17 E R) in th( field quat ion (:~.1.6). 
w get 
( :L2 .2) 
W ubstitute this cxpr s ·ion into (3.2.1) and integrate al ug a larg<' clos 'd loop whC'lT the 
n1onopole 'Uper urrent kJ..L is vanishing. Thus we get 
E d pv 1 f D f ,It Ill/ ,CJ --:- JllJ(.l . g. 
This expre ion ugge. t that there ar two possibilities to obtain a finx-tulw conhguratiotl. 
One is originated frmn th ingularity in~~~/ and the oth r is from thC' singularity in U11 rJ. 
Cl arly, the form r cas correspond to th finx-tube with finit length. which has the color-
electric ource and . ink at both ends. Since the non local term ~!~1.~ < '~' 11 lw expn'ssC'd by t hP 
delta-function typ singularity, thi · 'Urface int gral is already qua11t izC'd. '1 hC' qnant i:;t,<'d flux 
just correspond -. to the color- lectric charge attached to both <'nels of the irac string. whi ·h 
can b und rstand as the Gaus law. On the other hand, the latter cas , sin"(' the only 
requir n1 nt on the phase r7(x) L that x(.r) should b a. ingle vn.luul. the line integral do s 
not n ce arily vani h. It means that 77( x) can b vari cl by 21rn (n-integcr), which I 'ads 
the flux 21rn/ fj. Integer n i r garded a.s th winding nmnl r of the finx tubC' cmTesponchug 
to the topological charge. Howev r , it is important to note that th phase 17(:r) does uot 
contain the information of quark. . It means that the . ingular lin originating from t lw pha .. s 
[81-L 8v]77(x) -:1 0 does not hav ends, or w can say that it is clos d. H nee , th t1ingularity 
from the phase 77 cannot l ad to the open flux tube corr sponding to a q-q sys!cn1. or th 
hadron with no val nc quark . uch a.s th glu hall , tat r pr sent d by a clos cl flnx tIt be . 
th flux-tube ring [51]. we need to tak into account th singularity from the phase 77 , which 
will be addre sed in th chapt r8. In what follows, w , 'SUlll that th r > is no singularity in 
8J..L77 to concentrate on th op n flux tube. In such ca. , the phare can h sinq ly absorbed 
into the dual gaug field Bp by th r plac m nt Bp + D1177/.9 ---+ B1.~,. 
3.2.2 Decomposition of the dual gaug field 
In order to xpos the b havior of the dual gauge fi ld. it is u. ful to d · n1p s he dual 
gauge field into two part .. th r gular (no Dirac string) part and th singular (Dirac . tring) 
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part [62] . 
B = nn·g + n sing fl - /l fl . (:~.2.4) 
The 'ingular dual gaug field B~ing is dC't rmined s as to caned t ht' color-de ct ric Dira(' string 
in the non-local t nn as 
;..:) Bsing - a B sin g + ~ E - c 
u 11 I/ 1/ 11 2 I j// = 2 I II/ . (:~.2.5) 
wher the r.h.s. has the forn1 * 
C l'v(1') = 4~2 J cf'' Y j.r ~ Yl2 *((}A j(y) ),, . ('3.2.G) 
One finds that th rol of cj..ll/ r ~elnbl s th 't Hooft -Pol:vakov t nsor US('d wh ' ll W(' com-
put d the n1agn tic charge in th previous chaptC'r [r:: 7, 1 ] , sine this t<'rm app<'an-; aft ('1' t h 
cancellation of th Dirac string. Not that if there is n quark sourc·c', \Ve do not JH eel to ha 
BJ..ling. Now, the dual field strength tC'nsor is rC'writtcn as 
* _ ( ') r<'g) (' C FJJ.v - r: 1\ B 111/ + -;::) 1J.v· 
L. 
(:3.2.7) 
In the static q-q yste1n, where the color-electric som-cc is giv ' ll by 
(:L2.R) 
the cj..ll/ turns out to be the color-el .ctri field which is originating from tllC' color-electric 
charge lik the l ctric field induced by an electric charge. L t us denot t h color-d ctric 
fi ld E oulomb _ C tl l t · k -Eijk ij , 1enw O)am 
E oulomb(x) = _!_ ( X - X] __ X - X:2 ) 
7f I X - X l 13 I X - X 21 :3 . 
(:3.2.9) 
We note that the cross tern1 of the regular dual field tensor *F,~~g = ((J 1\ Br<'g) 111; and JlV 
can be int grated out , and the . quar of CJ..lv ancl its int gration gives th " \mlomb Pll<'rgy' 
including the self-en rgy of the color-electri · harg . 
3.2.3 Cylindrically symmetric syst m 
Let u now con ider a y t m with cylindrical geometry. wh r all field variabl s can be d -
(r, <p. z) as shown in Fig. 3.1. H ,r . we s t x 1 = (0 0, - a/2) , 
--------------------------------
*Th differential form is us ful to d riv th Eq. (3.2.6). LE~ t w; d not the dual fi e ld s trc>ngth t nsor 
*F = dB + ~I:, where * d notes th Hodge du l, and d expr ssc>s th xt rior dPrivativC', which d fine's th 
mapping from k-form to (k + 1)-form ,. ati. fy ing d 2 = 0 . Th braking of th ' dual Bianchi idC'ntity is cxpr ss d 
as dL: = *J· We write as B sing = ~N. wh r = -~ - 1 0 . H rf' , ~- I can lH' r garded a" th<' Coulomb 
propagator , given by th inv r. of~ = (d + 6) 2 = do+ od : ~~~ - I = ~ I~ = l (0 is th codiffC'rentiaL 
whi h d fin the mapping from k-form to (k - 1)- form , snlisfying 62 - 0) . By using [d, ~ - 1 ] = 0, we hav a 
relation d =-I:+ ~ - 10 * j. which I ads to thE' fin f:l l xpr<". s ion *F = dBr ~ ~C. whPrE' G' = ~ - !8 * j. 
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Figure 3.1: The q-q system with th cylindrical symm try. 
and x 2 = (0, 0. a/2). Then, the q-q distance is given by a. In this syst 111. WC' get an <'xplicit 
forn1 of the singular dual gauge fi ld B~ing fro1n the relation (:~.2.[)) as 
Bsing ___ ( z + a/2 _ z - a/2 ) 
- 1rr Jr2 + (z + a/2)2 p + ( z - a/2)2 lp· (:~.2.10) 
where 'P is the azin1uthal angle around the z-axis ;:mcl r df'notC's the radial coordinate. 
We fir t inve tigate the id al system for the li1ui t a -~ 
l. Bsing e 1 1n1 = --e = ---e 
a--+oo 47rr <P !Jr '-P ' (:3.2.11) 
w her we have us d the Dirac quantization con eli tion e.§ = 47r. 1 h n , t h fields cl<'pcucl only 
on the radial coordinat , 
Breg( ) 
¢ = ¢(r), Breg = Breg(r)e ~.p == r 
r 
(:3.2.12) 
and the field quations (3.1.6) and (3.1.7) ar writt n as 
d2 J3reg 1 dJ3reg _ 
dr2 - -:;:~- 2g (9Brcg- 1) ¢2 = 0, (:3 .2 .1~3) 
d2 ¢ 1 d¢ ( !J B r g - 1 ) 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 
-+--- ¢i-·2A¢(¢ -v)= O, dr 2 r dr r 
where the monopole sup rcurrent is giv n by k = k(r)e<P . where 
lc(r) = -2(; en'; -1) r/>2 (3.2.15) 
The tring ten ion can be defined as th en rgy of th fiux tube p r unit l ngth 
(J = 21f fo rdr [ ~ U d!; g) 2 + (~~) 2 + (gflce;- 1) 2 <f>2 + 5-(</>2 -1i?J . (3.2.16) 
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Since the filLx-tub 'Oluti n should hav a finite string t "nsion ( clH.'rg~') , one finds the explicit 
fonn of boundary c nditions: 
jjrcg = 0. ¢= 0 as r ~ 0. 
jjreg = 1 (:3.2.17) ~ . ¢=f a~ ,. ____. 
g 
whi h. of course. sati fi s the flux quantizati n condition. 
The existence of the flux-tube solution cc:m be shown analytically in the extn'llH' typc-II 
linjt: m\ >> 7TIB, the so-called London limit. Iu this vacuum. one can tr at the fi< ld equati ms 
(3.2 .13) and (3.2.14) analytically within th n1ean field a1 proximati )11 ¢ ~ t' with the cntoff 
rna = ma B(r - rn;:- 1 ). Note that th mean fi ld appr ximation itself is ali l at larg ,. 
(>> m~ 1 ) and breaks for s1nall r at the core region of th flnx-tnbe . Thus. \H' only consider 
th out ide region of the cutoff T > rn ~ 1 • The usc of th 111 an fidel approxi1natiou leads to 
the dual London equation fron1 Eq. (3.2.13). 
d2 iJreg 1 dB reg A A - r A '2 
dr 2 - ---- 2g(gB g- l)u = 0. r dr (:3.2 .1H) 
The field equation for the ¢ field i decoupled here. sinve it is an tomatically sat isfi<'d . which 
does not depend on the behavior of the dual gauge fi ld jjr<'g. The replacemC'nts r = m /J 1 i· 
and iJreg ('?) = n/ g- f·J{(f) give 
d
2 
K + ~ dK _ ( 1 + 2_) f{ = O. df2 f df f- 2 (:3.2.19) 
W know that the solution i giv n by the first- rd r nto lificd B ssel function J{ 1 (f). which 
asyn1ptotically behave a K 1 (f) ~ j;; -f . Thu. on < 1 tains the 1 rofilcs of th dual gauge 
field and the color-electric field. 
B- r g( ~ ) n A~ - r r ~ -- r - e g 2f· . (3.2 .20) 
The color-electri fi ld i x lud d fron1 th vacumn and hence ·onfiue l inside a cylindri-
cal region f < 1 (r < mj;/) , which 1n ans that mn d fins th' thi ·kn ss of th fiux-tuhe 
configuration. 
In ord r to g t the flux-tub olution in an arbitrary typ ' of vacua, w ' ucC'd to solve 
th coupl d fi ld quation dire tly. Du to th non-linearity of monopol s lf-int ract i n, 
how ver , it is hard to olve th fi ld equations analytically, whi ·h m ans that son1 nmn ri ·al 
te hniqu ar requir d. In Fig. 3.2. w .·h w th nun1 ~rical solution of th flux-tub profile' 
for the ca ms = m x · Thi. is a olution obtain d by th finite cliff renee method. Cl arly, 
on find that th color- 1 ctric fi ld is ·onfim--d in a fini t r gi n around the c nt r ( th Dira 
tring) . n al o find. that th boundary c ndition (3 .2.17) an' fulfill d . 
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Figure 3.2: Th profiles of ingredi nt of the flux tub , th n lor-cl<'ctric field ~ (P). tl1<' dna] 
gauge field Breg('r) (" * ,. reprc,ents .f3rcg (f-)). the lllonopolc field <j; (P). and lh <' monopol<' 
upercurrent k(f) , for the Bogomol 'nyi limit (rn 13 = m\) , where r· = mu 1r. 
For th case that th quark-antiquark a is finite. ru; sh wn in Fig. :3.1. wr tH cd to solv(' 1 h<' 
following field quations: 
82 .f3reg 1 a.Br g 82 .f3rcg 
8r2 - ;. a:;:-+ Dz2 
-2§ ( g.f3reg- ~ ( z + aj2 - C z- a/2 ) ) q} = 0, (:3.2.21) 
2 Jr2 + (z + a/2) 2 V r2 + (z- o/2) 2 
8 2¢ 18¢ 8 2 ¢ 
ar 2 + ;. ar + a z 2 
- ( gf3c g- ~ ( ),,:::~~2)' - }r':(:~~/2)' )) 2 </>- 25.¢ (¢2 - ii2) = () . (:l2.22) 
where the fi lds have th z d pendenc a..':l .fJreg = iF g(r , z) and ¢= cj; (r. z). The boundary 
condition of th dual gauge fi ld for infinit ly distant region r z --+ , is 1nodifi 'd as 
.f3reg--+ _!___ ( z + a/2 _ z- a/2 ) . 
29 Jr2 + (z + a/2) 2 /r2 + (z- a/2) 2 (3.2.2:3) 
Th resulting profil of th color- lectric fi ld. which is d fin d fr 111 th dual fi ld str ngth 
t n or (3.2.7) a: 
E e V X B r g + - C 
2 
Ereg + ECoulomb. (3.2.24) 
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Figure 3.3: The profil of the color-electric field in th Bogomol 'nyi limit on r -;;, plane. The 
sun1 of (a) the regular partEr g, and (b) th oulomb part ECoulomh creates (c) tll<' flux t 11lw 
structur . 
Figur 3.4: The chen1atic figur of the linking between the indue d lectric field and the 
n1onopol supercurr nt. 
is shown in Fig. 3.3. It is inter sting to note that ''iuducecl.. color- lc·ctric field in Er('g 
prevent the usual Coulombic color- le ·tri fi ld in E oulomb frmn p n trating into th dnal-
superconducting vacuum. By compen:ation. the ·olor-dectric field is for· d to form a flux-
tube tructure. This ituation i al. o unci r toocl in tenns of a dual Faraday law, siuce w ·an 
con ider the induced color-electric fi ld i. originating from the app arai e f color-nmgnc i · 
monopol upercurrent kJ.l- i= 0, circulating in a c rtain t ran:ition region b twe ,n the 11 nnal 
phas and th dual up r onducting phas . They are always "linked'' to ach other as shown 
in Fig. 3.4. 
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3.3 Properties of the classical DAH vacuum 
In this s ction. we discuss Ill On' closely the vacuum properti s of t h D H 1nod 1 within t h 
das ical level by paying attention to a special cas . ('Orresponcling to t h border lH'hw'en the 
type-! and th type-II vacuum. Thi · is th so-call d ogomol'n~·i limit. Thi~ limit is an 
interesting case which allows to d riv several analytical results [:3[). ~W]. 
3.3.1 Bogomol'ny i limit 
Let u continu to study the cylindrically synunctric system. In this s)·stem the string tension 
(3.2.16) i xactly r written as, 
(:L:tl) 
H r , it is obvious that if the coupling· ~ atisfy the relation 
(:3.:3.2) 
the self-interaction term of the monopole fi ld elL ap11 ars, and only terms which have a 
quadratic form re1nain in the r int gral. Then, w find that this string tension is rcd ucC'cl to 
when th two "first-order'' differential quations ( orr .sponding to the quadratic tcnns in t hC' 
string tension (3 .3.1)) ar fulfilled: 
d¢ ± (9 B r g - 1) <£ = 0. 
dr r 
1 dBreg , . 




The profiles of the color- l ctric fi ld and th n1on pol fi ld cau bP obtain d for tlw minimum 
energy onfiguration by olving th s fir. ·t-ordcr cliff rential quatious, taking int accouu 
the boundary condition a.s di u d abov [35, 36]. Note that thesc> field equations of course 
are reproduc d from th oncl-order differ ntial quations (~3.2.13) and (3.2.14) when th 
r lation (3.3 .2) i impo d. 
L t u consider them aning of (3 .3.2). W have two charact risti · 1nru s scales: the 1nass of 
the dual gauge fi ld m.B = V'i§v and th 1nonopol fi ld mx = 2/Xv. Thu., th Bogmnol'nyi 
limit in th DAH model i. a parti ·ular symmetry b tw en th dual gaug fi ld and th 
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n1onopole field, since th relation (3.3.2) is nothing cls but mn = m\, COlT sponcling to th 
GL-paran1eter i\ = 1 [ e q. (3.1.5)]. Th Bogomol'nyi li1nit will turn ont a~ n critin~llimit. 
imp rtant to ... eparate th vacuum into h\'O types, t:·pc-I and t:·p '-II. 
3.3 .2 Interaction of flux tubes 
On interestino· property of th vacuun1 is pr b cl by th interaction ( [ Hu. · t ulws. This 
depends of whether the superconducting vacuum is typ -I r t. '})('-II. Her , ''' consider t lt<' 
interaction between two parallel flux tub s. In generaL flux tubes would int rad with each 
other. How ver. in th Bogomol'nyi limit, appar ntly. th rc is no int 'raction I dw en them. 
Thi can be under toad through an investigation of th gcncrali~ d string tension for 1-111 
exotic state wh re th c:olor-el ctric charg s at the ends ar n r /2 and n x - e / 2, h<'rc n 
i, an integer. In this systcn1. we ea ily get the generalized string tension, 
just proportional ton. Thi mean · that, f r in, tancP. th ncrgy f two separated flux tub'S. 
with winding n = 1 each, and on flux tub with winding numb< r n = 2 arc t ll<' sc-u11c>, 
independ nt of th paration di. tancc of two flux tubes . This implies that thC' interaction 
energy vanishes. It is consider l hat this comes frmn the balan '(' of propaga t io11 n ngc 
of the dual gauge field and the monopol fi ld sincP 1nB = m\. Iu thP type-I or in th 
type-II vacuum, away from th Bogon1ol nyi limit. the int 'raction rang of th se fields arc 
not in balance. and the flux-tube int raction mani£ sHy appPars. Th string teusion is not 
proportional to the winding number n any more. Frmn the xprcssi 11 011 th string tension 
(3.3.1) , we can understand the following property: \Vhil tw pan-tll l flux tubes in the 
type-I vacuum exp rience attraction, th flux tub s rep 1 ach ther in th typC'-Il va ·unm. 
Nu1nerical inve tigation of th interaction bc>tw n tw or more parall l ftnx tub s arc' given 
in R £ . [64. 65]. 
3.4 Summary and outlook 
In thi chapter 1 we hav s udied th ·lru i ·al properties of th AH mod l. Th , struct nrc of 
th topologically table olution relat d to th q-q sy. tem. the flux-tub solntion is cliscnssul. 
What we hav 1 arn d about the flux tub i . mnmariz .d in Fig. 3.5. ur next intPrcst is 
direct d to th '·quantun1" prop rtie of th the DAB m d l. which is d scribed by th 
partition function of th DAH mod l. Thi: will b given in n xt c:hapt r. In rcl r to study 
thi . w will introdu ·e th dual lattic f rmulati n. whi ·h nabks us to study the quantum 
ff ct de cribed b th DAH partition function by m an.- of th 11 nt ;arlo. imnlation. sing 
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the dual lattice fonnulation. it is also possible to soln' tlw classical fidel equations nmlH'rically 
n1ore elegant way. Then th stud~, of quant mn proprrtics of th finx-tub' solution bccom('s 
al ·o po sible. 
.... 
Dirac string 
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Figure 3.5: The structure of th fiux tube in the DAH model [cf. Figs. 1.2 and 1. ~3]. 
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Chapter 4 
Quantum properties c,f the DAH 
model 
The n1ain topic of thi chapter i · th stu ely of the propc rt iC's of the quantized AH n10d 1 
using th duallattic fonnulation. Th tL of th dual latti C' C'nablcs us to inv<'st igatc n t 
only th clas ical profile of the flux tube in a nwrc elC'gant wa,v c·mnparC'cl with t IH' pr('vious 
chapter, but also the quantun1 prop rti s of thE DAH 1noclel by nwans of the 1ont <' \trlo 
silnulation on the dual lattice. Then, it would be int~c resting to study. for install<'(', how 
the classical profile of the flux tube is n10dified in th quantum vannun. In this ·haptcr, 
therefore, we first forn1ulate the DAH 1nod l on th dual lattice. and explaiu bow w< can 
g t the classical flux-tube solution. Next, based on this formulation, we per£ nu th M nt 
Carlo simulation and tudy the quantmn ffect. To valuatE' this , we especially study som, 
ord r paran1et rs in the DAH n1odel. This infonnation is imp rtant to xplorc tlw pha.•w 
diagram which i an i1nportant tep to detcrmin . the vacuum st ruct nrc of the II mocl 1 
at th quantum level corresponding to chromodynan1i s. 
4.1 DAH model on the dual lattice 
In this section, we formulate the DAH model 011 th dual lattice. Th DAH nwdC'l describes 
the Abelian dual gauge field BJ.L(x). a con1pl x scalar m.onopole fi lcl x(x). and the C'Xt rnal 
color-el ctric Dirac tring 2:~11 (x). Fir t, w d finc' these fi lds on th, dual lattice. t th 
dual gaug field b defined on dual links a! Bl-1 (s). th n1on pol fidel on dual , it s as x(s), 
and the dual fi ld strength tensor and th color- lectri Dira · . ·tring term 011 dual plaqu tt s 
as *FJ.L 11 (s) and 2:~11 (s), wh res= (x, y, z, t) i. a. et of fonr-discrctiz d coordinat s. Tb color-
ele ·tric ourc and ink are at ached to th end of t h col r- lcctric Dira · string. N xt. we 
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-1.2. lassical flux-tub solution on tlw dual lattice 
go over to dinwn ~ ionle fi lds by th transfonnatiou : 
B ( ) BJi(.) 1-L s -----+ A o 
ag 
E (L') ~ Ill/ ,, (4.1.1) 
wher a i dual lattice spacing. which has tbe dimension of 1 ngt h and C"Hl b' rcinsC'rtccl when 
needed. Accordingly1 the seal is absorbed into t h d finition of ma~scs. of the dual gang<' 
field rna = /'igt. and of the mon pole field m \ = 2 )J'. TheiL the actiou of t hC' AH 
1nodel on the dual lattic is given by 
S = L [ D2 H L * FI~V ( S) + i L I/\ ( 8) - i B P (. ) \ ( S + {l) 12 ,\ (I \ ( S) 12 - l) 2] • ( 4. 1. :._) 
1-L < v 1-L 
wher the couplings are defined as 
f3D I-I ==: 1/§2 . 
4 A2 
- _ fJDA H711 H 
1 = 2 . (4.1.:3) 
Th din1en ionl ss n1a s ar defined by 1iza =rna ·o and 61\ = m\ ·o. Th, intC'gral.fd'1.r 
r pla ·ed by Ls a4 . The dimcn · ionles~ dual fidel str ngth tensor with th ext< rnal sou IT<' 
given by 
(4.1.4) 
wher th relation betwe n the color-electric charge and th color-magnc>tic chargC'. the irac 
quantization condition. eg = 41f is us d to g t t h fact< r 21f in front c f A ~1)8). ThC' color-
electric flux quantization i now realized by taking 
(4.1.5) 
on just a single plaquett in the p,v plane. The sign d pends on tlw dir ctiou oft he flux. In 
th dual lattic formulation. the kin tic term of th mon p 1 fi ld is written a...., 
~ ( u,L ( s) x (. + fi) - A ( s) ) l 
a 
(4. l.G) 
Where u,L(s) i a (compact) dual link Variable, 
(4. 1.7) 
4.2 Classical flux-tub e solution on th dual lattice 
In this ection, we adopt th abov dual latti ce forrnulation for th purpo. of .-olving th 
field quation in th tati · three-dim n 'i nal . yst m. and try to obtain the profile of the 
color-el ctric flux tub on the duallattic . 
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In the . tatic thre -dimensional ' ~·stein. we )nly n eel spae< .. '-lik<. links I' or 11 = 1. 2. ;~ and .'-i 
is thr -cli1nensional lattice point . Hereafter. w<.-' us i. j. and k to sp<. cify spH tiHl links. of<' 
that a four-dim nsional Ionte Carl simulettion f the D H model is possible if ' <.' Hdd the 
time-like link contributi n. which will be consid n din the next section. The field eqnnt ion on 
the dual lattice i obtained \vhcn we fonnulate the c oling proc 'durc. \\·hic-h aims to minimize 
the action (4.1.2). \Ve require that the first derivatin., of the action with respect to the dual 
gauge field and the monopole field bee-om s zero. For the due~l ge~ng field B1 1 . 2 .:~(.-;), this 
condition leads to 
which orre pond to Eq. (3.1.6) in th contimnnn limit. H re we have defined 
b~ 3 )(s) = XR( ) (xR(s + z) C'OS Bi(.s) - \J(8 +f) sin B,(s)) 
+ ~ 1 ( s) (X R ( · + /) sin B i ( s) + \ 1 (. · + l) cos B i ( s)) . 
b;2\s) XR(s) (xR(· +])sin Bi(s) + \1(s +f) cos Bi("')) 




The labels i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 should b taken cyclically. \l\le realize that th four terms of t.h<' 
dual fi ld trength ten or *Fij(s) rv *Fki(s- k) in (4.2.1) ar nothing cls0 but the snm of 
plaquette attached to th link at s pointing into i-directi n. Th subscript of th monopole 
field R, I d note it real and it in1aginary part. respe 'tivcly. The c-anclidat , va]uC' of tlw d11al 
gauge potential, which locally sati fi the dual lattic fi lcl quations xi (s) = 0, is obt:'linc cl 
by a relaxation st p taking into account the s , ·ond clerivativ of the acti 11. a la Ncwtcm ancl 
Raph on 
( 4.2.4) 
For th monopol field .. imilarly. the lo al olution i. given by t h update a f rmula 
~ ( ) ~ t ( ) ~ ( ) XR(·) 
XR ---+xn s = n s- 6 + 1 ~ 2 ( ~ 2( )+ A2( )-- 1) 2 rrtx XR s I s 
m~xn(s) (XR(s)XR(s) + )(I(s)XI(s)) 




4.2. la.'sical filL'\:-tulw ~oluti 11 011 the' dunllatti 'C' 
3 { 6\R(s)- t; (:X:R( · + i) co B;(s)- \1 (s + i) sin B, ( .. )) 
+ ( YR(s- i) m B;(s- i) + \1(· - i) sin B;(s - i))} 
1 ~ 2 ~ ( ) ( ~ 2 ( ) ~ 2( ) 1) +2m>.."'(R '<R 8 +\ 1 8- . 
3 { 6 • 1(s)- t; (\R(s + i) sin B,(s) + \1 (s + i)c s B;(s)) 
+ (XR(s- 1)(-. in B,(s - i)) + \.I(s - i) cos B;(s - i))} 
+~m~x1(s) (x~(s) + ~ J(s) - 1). 
( .2. 7) 
(4.2.H) 
The dual lattice field equation for the n1onopole field ar Xa(s) = X 1 (s) = 0. wl1kh cmT<'-
spond to Eq. (3.1.7) in the continuun1 limit. 
One finds that th fonn of the clas ical profil do s not dC'pC'ncl on t h c up ling f:JnA 11, 
since this is factor d out fron1 the fi ld equation. H nc , nC' can SC't. any f3nA 11 to study t.hC' 
behavior of profile. At the a1n tim , thi · in1pli . that it i · not uccc ssary to spc'cify Uw !aU icc 
pacing a. One th mas s ms and mx ar provid d in physical units, th lattice sp;.lCing 
a is known to charact rize thickne and } ngth of th flux tube. It is not od that wlll'll W(' 
di cus the clas ical tring t n ion of the flux tub , {31 Ail h uld b takeu into acTount. In 
such cas a also become important, since the din1 nsionful physi ·al quantities ar' r covered 
by using this a. 
We find that the boundary condition of the dual lattice field Pquations b comes v ry asy 
to handle, ince all we have to do i. to pla · as t of plaquettcs t~v (s) -=/= 0 which is pi reed by 
th color-electric Dirac tring in the thr dim n. i nal spa · . or in. ' tanc , if Wf' C:l.'-)sum that 
a straight color- lectric Dira tring i. pla don th z-axis. which means that thf' quark aud 
the anti-quark are plac d on th z-axis, th only non-vanishing plaquett is t{~2 (s), wh ,re 
= (0. 0. z) and z belong to the r gion bf'twe n a quark and an anti-quark. A schemati 




lLx (a) (b) 
Figure 4.1: The color-el .ctric Dirac string dual to singular plaqnc't ks (shad<'d) ending in 
ext rnal charg s. 
a connect d tack of plaquett s dual to th . c lor-de tric irac string connc ·ting q and q. 
H re , E~v(s) = +1 (-1) 1nean that h color-electric I irac string is r<'gardcd pi<.'tTing th<' 
p,v-plane at s top, 1\ v ( -p, 1\ v) direction . 
In Fig. 4.2 we how the profile · of the ·olor-clectric field, the color-lllagnd ic current which 
circulates around the flux tube , and th n1oclulus of the monopole fi ld. Her a :32:.$ dnallat t icc 
i used, and th rnass paramet r are taken as DAII = 1. 1rL13 = /il\ = 0.5. The quark an l 
the antiquark position ar taken ass= (.1·, y, z ) = (0.0 , -8) and (0,0 , ) , rcs1wrtivdy. The 
color-electri fi ld i giv n by th spac -Hpace ·on1ponents of the dual field strength tensor 
( 4.1.4) , *Fij ( i j = 1. 2, 3). The color-magn tic CUlT nt i. 1ninus of the last tenn of XL 1 ,2.:3 (.c;) 
in (4.2.1) , k11 (s) = -m~bf( ), which corrc ponds to kJ.l(:r) in (3.1.6) in tlw continuum limit. 
The length of th arrows in the figur shows the r lati v strength of fi lds. In t ll<' figun 
showing the color-ele tric field one an ob. erv th oulmnl ic behaviors of lhc field at ( H 'ar) 
th po ition of the quark ( ource) and th antiquark (Hink). Here in ord r to obtain t h vector 
variabl s defined on site fron1 th color- l ctri · fi ld on plaqu tt cs and th col H-magneti · 
A fi . A A A 
current on link , th appropriat averages like Fi?(s) = (Fu(s) + ij(· · + k))/2 wlHre 
( i, j. k : yclic) etc. are asso iat d with center. of cub s. This is also wh r th , quark and 
the antiquark ar located. No that th paran1 t r s t us ,d h re is optiiYwJ for a :32 :~ dual 
lattic and intend d to on1par with R f. [52]. wher the r lation of thP ftux-t ub profile 
b tween th classical olution of th DAH mod l and hat f the Abelian proj ct 'd S (2) 
latti e gauge theory [4 ] i dis u s d. 
Th r lation rha = rhx i1npli that th vacuum i. at th Bogon10l 'nyi lirnit , just b tw n 
th typ -I and the typ -II vacuum. Th int r-quark potential is shown in Fig. 4.3. On 
.J.2 . 
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Figure 4.2: The profile of th color-electric fiPld in the .r- z plane at .lJ = 0 (1 ft ) . t h<' morropole 
sup rcurr nt in th -:r-y plane at z = 0 (right-upp r). and th modnl11s of thP monopo!C' field 
in the x- z plane at y = 0 (right-low r) of the mesoni · flux tnl)(' in the AI-l mod<'!. Th<' 
quark and the antiquark ar placed at Cr . y , z) = (0. 0, - ·8) aucl (0, 0, ) . n sp<'<"l iv<'l y. 
finds that the slope of the linear part of the potEntiaL which is the string tension ohC'ys th< 
analytic re ul t on the Bogon1ol' nyi lin1i t, as CYL = 21rv2 ·a 2 = {3oA IJ 7rT7?1-3 "' 0. 78 [:35 , :~G]. li<'rC'. 
the superscript ' L " denote th di1n nsionlcss ' tring t nsion. Note that th fore<' always 
contains a Coulombs lf- nergy. which is included in a :onstant t rm in th p t utial V(R/a ). 
If we chao a fin r dual lattic . s1nall r a, the s lf n rgy b comps largC', and accordingly, 
the constant takes a larg r value. In uch cas , w , conld obs rv th fin stnl('tlln' of the 
short-distance behavior of th potential. 
It i worth empha izing that the dual latti ·e f rmulatiou pr sented here is also applicabl 
to th "b nding' flux tub [Se . Fig. 4.l(b)]. If w assunw that th b uding is r<'s1ri :tC'd 
in x-z plane. that m an that a x-con1ponent of th color- l ctric irac string app ;. rs , i. r. 
smne terms f:~3 (s) have non-vanishing value, ±1. In this cas<', th ~ sign of this plaqnctt.c 
is similarly treated a di cuss d above. In this senSE\ th dual lattice fon 1ulation is quit 
u ful to obtain various hapes of the fl1x-tub . olution~ , in th DAH mod 1 nnm rically. In 
th chapt r 7. w inve tigate the DGL theory with the. imilar t<'chniqu , which corresp nds 
to the S (3) gluodynmni ·. in the Ab lian project ion. In tlw the ry, thcr app ars a 
flux-tub tructur which includ s thr e val nc qnark carr . ponding to the bary nic . tat . 
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Figure 4.3: The quark-antiquark potential th mcsonic flux tul in th H mod<'L wh('n' 
R/a denotes the q-q distanc . The param tcr s t is tak n as f-31 All = 1 m n = ·61 = ()}). 
4.3 Monte Carlo simulation of the DAH mod 1 
In this section , in order to study the general prop rti . of th H mod 1 including qnant mn 
fluctuation. we p rform th I\1onte Carlo sin1ulations on tlw dual lattice. w, we t akC' into 
account all direction of dual link ~L = 1, 2, 3. 4 and a four-dimensional lattice. Some details 
on the Monte Carlo si1nulation of the DAH n1odel are snnunarizccl in the Appendix A. Hen' 
we only m ntion the g neral idea. W have two fi ld .. th dual gauge field and t.h(' mouopok 
field, which are updated in alternating order. The swe p is v ,ctorized. 
require to do th updat in an even-odd checkerboard fru hion. 
tail 'd balan<'(' 
Fir t , we explain the treatment of th dual gaug f-i ld part. Th kin tic part of the 
action for the dual gauge fi ld has a Gau ian form. Th r fore w can pr par a candidat 
dual gauge field by rnapping fiat random numbers to Gaussian on s by using thc Box-Muller 
transformation. This would be all of th o- all d h at-bath algorithm, if the dual gange fi ld 
would b a the fre fi ld. How v r , th dual gaug , fi ld int racts with th 1nonopol fi ld. 
by the kin tic t rm of th latter. It n1eans that thE additional tc>rm in th , a ·ti n cont ainillg 
th dual gauge fi ld hould b tak n into a ·count. To r pair h ah ve heat-bath lll'th d , a 
Metropoli acceptanc ch ck mu. t follow. This combin d procedur is al.'o applied to gcnerat 
monopol field which an1pl th w ight of the action. For this cas(' t h kin tic t nn f the 
1nonopol field i Gau. ian. o it i also possible to adopt th , heat-bath algorithm. Th s 'lf-
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-interaction term of th monopol field ·an be taken into account b~· a Ic tro1 olis <:HTeptnnc 
check. 
By supplying the lual gauge field B 11 (. ·) and the nwnopole fields \ (s). \ (.">) snlllplcd 
according to th weight exp(- DAH[Bw \· \ ]). we can sinmlatc the H model. In otlwr 
word . on an ensemble of fields proYidecl b~· this w ight. w can compute the <'XJH'c·tntion 
valu of an op rator O[Bw \· \ *]. 
(O[Bil, \· *]) ~ j DBIJ-D\ D\ *O[Bw \ , \ *] cxp( - ., ,)j\ ,I[Bw \, \ *]) 
~ ~ L O[{BJ.l. \· \ *}z]. 
N i=l 
( 4 .:t]) 
as a simple arithm tic average. relying on "important s~:unpling... The lRbcl i dcuotc's the 
i-th vacuun1 configuration in a Monte arlo seqnenc . Z is t h part it i n fun('tion 
Z = J DBilDxDA.* exp( -SnAII [B11. \ · \ *]). 
To summarize. by iterating these updat , we will finall, get th t h rmalized coufigura t ion 
of th dual gaug . field and th monopole field (with an cxterual sourc<'). It m 'cUls that 
we can pr pare an vacuun1 including all the quantum ftuctun.tiou of fi lds. whi('h <'llal>lc tiS 
to cal ulatc the expectation valu of some operators. 'incc the DAH Ill ode! co1tt.ains t hr '<' 
paran1et r , the dual gauge coupling ,BDAH = 1/ g2 , th , 1nass of the dual gaug field 1r1u and 
the monopol field mx, the properti of th vacumn repr sent 'd by th(' simulati n <'HS<'l11b1<' 
{Btl x*} dep nd on th choice of th , parameters. 
4.3.1 Structure of the DAR vacuum 
A a preparation forth study of flux tubes, we inves igat th structnr of the DAIT vacuum 
without ext rnal charge at the quantum level, the so-call d pha:-;c diagram. iu tprms of the 
DAH param ters, ,BDAH, mB , m . To begin it is useful t l'ClllC'lllbPr first the London limit 
case ( mx ---4 oo). In this limit , it is known that th DAH va ·num possess s two type's of 
phas , the Coulon1b and the Higg phas [66]. ru shown schcntatically in ig. 4.4, whC'rc 
,BDAH = l/g2 . :Y = ,6oAHm1/2. A a driving n1e ·hani. 111 for the appC'arancC' of two phases, 
topological excitations, o-called 'vort x xcitations' originating from the nml ti-valu dnC'ss 
of th ph e of th 1nonopole field. ar held re. ponsibl [ G. 67]. Th vort x xcitatiou is a 
lo ed color-electric Dira tring fonning a m re or l ss compl x n twork. In fact. in thi. 
limit. the DAH mod l can b analyti ally r writt n in t rms of it s string r pr . entati n by 
virtue of that the modulu of th monopol fi ld can bE' fixEd as lxl = 1 [6R]*. In t rms of 
] are studje of thC' J\bf'lian Higgs (A il ) mod I. How vf'r. s incf' th DAII 
model cliff r onl:v in th interpretation of th AH mod l. w can mak us oft h SC' studies. 
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Figur 4.4: The phase diagran1 of the DAH 1noclel in the London lituit m \ 
the string representation of the DAH n1oclel. the existence of 'or lex <'Xci tat ions is manifest. 
Regarding th d n ity of vort x excitation c s an imp rtRnt orcl<'r paramct C'r. it is shown that 
we can cl sify two phase of th DAH 111od l [67). 
In th field theory. turning att ntion to topological excitatious is often hC'lpful III lllldC'r-
standing the phas of the syste1n. For instanc . in con1pad ( 1) gauge theory. then ap p< ar 
1nagnetic monopoles originating from th p rioclicity of th lattice gauge action. TbC'y play 
an important rol in the confining phru tran ·iti n through magneti m nopol concl('nsat ion 
[69 71). At the ·an1e ti1ne, the Mont Carlo n1ethod i v ry us ful to si1nulaJ(' t l!C' systC'm , 
since analytical under tanding i mnetimes restricted to ideal case's. In the All mod 1 for 
g neral parameter case, the phase structur det nnined in th London limit case would he 
1nodified. Mor over , we do not have an exact expr .ssion of the string r pr s ntat ion of thC' 
DAH mod l for general paramet r ca e. In this s n. , aud for ur purpos w n ' d to r<'sort 
to a Monte Carlo exploration of th phase tru ·tur . 
In thi ection. we would lik to sp cially pay att ntion to th B gomol 'nyi limit case 
(ms = rhx)· Note that some tudi of th DAH 1nod l show that th Bogom l'nyi li1uit is 
nearby the reali tic at th classical lev l [52). h n. it would be int r sting to invC'stigat Lh 
vacuum tructur of at the quantum l vel by virtue of th 1 nt 1 arlo meth d. 
In ord r to scan the pha.s . of th DAH va ·uum, in th followin g. w evaluat xpc>ctation 
valu of everal ob rvable in a grid of points in the parmn tPr plan . B sid s the vor x 
den ity son1e of th m are exp cted too. candidat s of order param t .r. . If OinC' drasti · 
changes of th value of th xp ctation value · ar bs ·rv d, it can be a signal of a phas 
tran ition. 
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-(1) Plaquette en rgy density: 
wh re Np i total numbers of dual pla Ill ttcs. 
(2) rviodifiecl hopping term: 
R e ( \ * U 11 \ ) _ R e 2::: s , ~~ ( \ * ( s) 11 ( s) \ ( s + /1 ) ) / 1 
(\ 2) - Ls lv(s)l 2 /Ns ( 4 .:1.4) 
wh r Nt. and N 8 denote total nmnbers of dual links , and dual sitC's. 
(3) Vortex density: 
.'i, fl 1/ IN~~~(.~ 
Np 
( t1.:~ .G) 
wh re N~v( ) E Z is the modulo 2n of the vort x current J111~(s). TlH' vortc" C'lllTC'nt is 
construct d from th phas of the monopol field 17(s), where \(s) = (/J(s)cxp(ir;(s)). First. 
we ubtract th multipl of 2n frmn th derivative of tlH phase as 
( 4.:LG) 
wh re n~(s) E z i the lnodulo 2n of Bf.L(s) + a,lr;(s). Th n , th vortex C'lllT nt is giv('ll by 
( 4.:3. 7) 
Note that if the n1odifi d pha ij( s) i regular. h vortex current vanishes. WC' add morC' 
explanation about th vortex den ity. The vortex density is th fraction of plaqnC'ttcs which 
are pierced by the color- 1 ctric Dirac string which i. generat 'cl as xcitations in thP vcu·num 
configuration. Since the origin of appearan · of such Dirac strings is th singular pha,sc in 
the 1nonopol field. it form. clo d sheet (world h et f ·l s c1 col n-electric irac striug) ou 
the dual lattice. Frmn this valu , we an l arn that the 1uantum vacuum is how far from 
th clas ical vacuum. If there exist. a non-vani hing vort x density the profil , of the Hnx 
tube inserted as the xt rnal our e would b m difi d. for ov r. if su ·h vort x cxci tat ions 
don1inat in the vacuun1 the tru tur of th flux tube would lw "d stroy d.'' W imagin 
that wh n th vacuum fluctuation b con1e. larg -', the vortex d nsity tak s the larg<~ value. 
Then, the vortex density is exp t d a good ordC'r parameter t char act rizC' th \Htlmuh 
ph e of th DAH vacuum. 
We how the num rical results of the cxp ctatiou valu s of obs rvables in Fig. 4.5. 1 h so 
ob rvable are m a ur d in the va uu1n withon t xtenu 1 color- lC'ctric . ourc s. t~v ( s) = 0 
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Figur 4.5: Obs rvabl : (a) plaquett energy density. (b) modifi d hopping tC'nn , (c) vortex 
den ity, as functions of m S mB = mx and DAII. 
and periodic boundary condition are adopted f r all directions. The lattice sizC' wa;; 1011 • For 
one et of parameter fJDAH mE = mx, W tak 300 configurations with 5 skippC'd C'Ollfiguration 
in b twe n; 200 measurem nt are skipp d for th th rn1alizati n. Not that the C'rror is 
ufficiently mall, hence, it i not . hown. 
From th b havior of ob. rvable. , on find. that for a larg (3D A 11 and a large man; rC'gion , 
th plaquette n rgy d n ity goes to zero, and the n10difi d hopping term i. almost given by 
one. At th an1e tin1 . th vort ~X d n. ity is aln1ost z ro. On t hP other hands, for a sn1all 




the n1odifiecl hopping term is appr aching by z ro. and th<' , ·ortcx dem.;it~· lws n m-n1nishiug 
valu there. which indicate the Higgs phase. A plRt au around the Yalue OA is ohscn-ccl. 
which i a ignal of vortex con lensati n. H(nce. from thi. · result. \\T fiucl that th vnnmm 
is ess ntially parat d into two typ s. th Higgs phase and tlw onlomb phase. similar t< 
the London limit as ~hown in Fig . ..1.4. ote that the modified h )pping term can h(' r<'ganlul 
a · an order paramet r. Thus. we expect that the D H model possesses at least two pha . ..:;('s 
at the quantmn level. ind pendent of the mass ratio fl.. In any <·as<'. W<' could <'xtrnct th 
information on the vacuum structur for a reduced pan1n1< tC'r s 't for the I3ogomol'nyi limi t 
K, = 1 cas . In th foll wing. we oft n refer to this phm::,e strnctur(' ns a 'wap" of qmmt mn 
vacuun1. 
4.4 't Hooft loop operator in th DA.H mod 1 
In this s ction, w introduce the 't Hooft loop pcrator [49) as four-dinwnsional C'X1. 'nsion of 
th color-electric Dirac string. which is in, crtccl a. the ext rnal sonrc·<. Th 't Hooft l >Op 
op .rat or e senti ally can be r garded a · the duRl version of th(' \Vilson loop. This op< rat or is 
then used to tudy the r . ponse of the DAH vacuum to extcrual color-<'kctric charges. For 
instance, the investigation of the profiles of the flux tub , t h evaluation of t h<' st ri 11 g ! <' !lsi on, 
are i1nportant applications of th 't H oft l op operator.. 
The 't Hooft loop operator H in th continuum th<:ory is dcfin<'d by the cliffcn nee of the 
action with and without the external source as 
_ [ ,BDAH J 4 • (( ~ ) E ) 2 f31 A ll ; · 4 ·( , . )2 l H = exp --
4
- d 2 u 1\ B tw + 2n:Epv + --
4
-. d .r r) 1\ B 1w . (4.4.1) 
Here :E~v denotes the external ource a already di:cus~; d, whi ·h d scribes tbc posit ion of 
the color-electric Dirac tring. Th expectation valu f the 't Hooft op 'rat or in the All 
model i then d fin d by* 
f VB H c -~ f d4 :r(fJA R)~,.~ 
~ j'd4 ( !-l J3)2 JVB - 4 X (J I\ Jlll 
.f VEe-~ .f d<~:r( ( 8A B) 1w + 21r~r:v ) 2 
~ {d4 (!1 B )2 
.f v B - 4 . X (J 1\ Iii/ 
fVB - S'oAH [B , ' EJ 
jVB - S'DAII [B ] 
( 4.4.2) 
( 4.4.4) 
fine the xpcctation valu , f anoth r 
*Here , w . hall omit to writ the monopol field part. On should rPgard such cant rihut ion is , of cours . 
included . 
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--1.--1. "t Hooft loop operator in th D H model 
op rator 0. 
r DB( - Sn ,\ll i B.~: i":l, 
JVBe- oAil[B.L::EJo J DBc -"o .\11IH J ( 0 ) E - - -----=------=---4.-' ":f:O- fVBe-SDAH[B.~Ej - fDI3c - 8 DAil i l:U:: E ] 
J'VBc ·"D II IH ] 
J r>Bc - 8 nAJI IH I flO 
./ Dnc ·"D ,\i tiH I 
j'r>HIIc 8 nAJI I R1 
J T>Ht - Sn,\ll ]H ] 
(HO)'i',, . _0 
(Il)'i',E () 
( -l. . !) ) 
Here ( ... ) E:f:O denote. an average in th vacuum with an external sourc·"' (source-in \'Hcunm), 
and ( ... )L:E=o without external source (pur vannun). This relation snggC'sts that the t'X-
pectation valu of an op rator 0 in the source-in va unm is the sanH' as the ratio of t h(' 
expectation value of 0 nulltiplied hy 't Hooft l op pcrator iu th(' pure' , ·ncuum and tla 
expectation value of 't H oft loop op rator it ·elf in th pure' vacuum. In this scm.;c. t ht' JtH'H-
urenl nt of an operator in the source-in vacuum can 1 c regard ,d as a (' Jrrelation function 
betw n an op rator and the ~t Hooft loop operat r. ThC' op< rator . which can b r<'gardPd 
as a local probe, is now specified to m a ·urc the listrilm ti n of the color-dC'ct ric fi ,ld, t h(' 
1nagnetic current. the modulus of th monopole field etc. 
In the dual lattic formulation. th 't Hooft loop op rat r is d fin d h. 
( .4.G) 
wh re the definition ( 4.4.5) i also appli ·able in th lattic fonnnlation. 
Finally, we would like to n1 a ure th profile. of the finx tu bC' by ins 'rting t h ' t Hooft loop . 
We pr par th vacuum including th 't Hooft l p frmn the b giuniug. This c )fl'('Sponds 
to th direct n1easuren1ent of th l.h. .. of Eq. (4.4.5). Th prol is the fidel str('ngth 
*F,.w(s) = (8 1\ B),.w(s) + 27r~~v(s) d fined in (4.1.4), th Higg~ Inodulus vlx(s)l2, and tlw 
n1agn tic supercurrent ki(s) = -m~b~2 )(s). H r , b~ 2 )(.s) is dC'fine lin (4.2.:~). or all input 
paran1eter , we us h re ,BoAH = 0.4. mB = rhx = 2.0. '1 his point just ])('lougs to th phase 
tran ition r gion di cu. din the previou. . ·tion. The v rtc>x d nsity is about 14r;(. which 
n1 an that a non-trivial noi y contribution from th vort x x ·itation enters. 
In Fig. 4.6 w how th profile. of th flux tube for t h middle plane of th q-q systC'm. 
where the lattic siz i 164 and open b undary conditions are adopted for tllc spatial din•c-
tion of th lattice. Wh n we insert th t Hooft loop. th p 'riodicity is br k ,n du ' to t h , 
app aranc of magnetic upercurr nt whi ·h ·i rculat . around t h ' irac string in ach tim 
slice. Thus , in principl . we cannot u a s1nall lattic o mea, ur th' pr fil s. Howcv r th 
use of opeu boundary condition nabl . us to ·ircumv nt this prohl 111 , whi ·h 111 ns that 
we can u e a relatively 1nall latti · . W hav tak n 1000 c nfigurations to p rform for th 
av rag . with 5 w ps in b tween. aft r a thenualization of 30 sw pf:>. The 't Hooft loop 
IZ 1 x 16. plac d on z-t plan . Th m :nr 111ents an., p rfonn ,d at th middl of z a.xi:. 
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Figure 4.6: The profiles of the flux tube. (a) color- l ctric fi ld. (b) 1nodulus oft he mouopol<' 
field , (c) color-1nagnetic monopole sup rcurr nt. as a function of :x:, at y = 0 and z = 0. 
In ord r to g t thr e-dimensional variable . we first take the av ragP along the tim<' dir<'d ion. 
Then. all data ar similarly tr at d as in th s ction 4.2. Th profiles arc shown as a fundi n 
of x, where s = ( x . 0. 0) . One find that th color-el ctric field is localized aronncl the cent r 
( th place of the 't Hooft loop). In thi , n. . the' color- l ctric fiC'ld is still confinC'd forruiug 
a tube tructur . At th same time. th magnetic sup rcurr nt circulat s around the CC'ntcr. 
However. it i important to not that the b havior of th modulus of th mon pole fidd is 
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con1pletely diff r nt fr m the classical one . car the c ntcr. onl)· ~Ill all de ,·iatio11 from the 
constant value is found. Ioreover. this con~tant i~ not giv 11 b)· OIH' (~nu1.llcr than Oill') . 
To sununariz this section, we m ntion our experience"~ of ~canning t lw protik~ of the flnx 
tube for v ral points. In the Higgs phase. described by large nwssc':-. ·u1 llargc dD.\ 11 . when' 
the vortex density es ntially vanisllC's. we could obtain the flux- tube' profile which is quite 
i1nilar to the classical one. On the other hand. in th onlomb phase . d 'scribed by small 
1nasse and 1nall PDAH· where we have larg 11 n-vrmishing vent 'X dcusit~·, it b cm1ws qnitc 
difficult to xtract th dual supcrconducting signal frmn the profile. \Vc never got n good 
profil for the n1agn tic supercurr nt. In ot h r words, in the oulomh phase. t h 't Hooft 
loop as the xt rual sourc is not 'ufficicnt to s th flux-tnbc profile'. lu our cxpc ric'llC'C\ at 
30 o/c vortex density the flux-tube tru ture i. ' no mor r cogni~ccl . In this sense, th<' vortex 
den ity is a quite in1portant quantity to detcnnin not only the phase diagram, bnt also t h' 
profile of th flux tube in the quanhun vacnmn. 
4.5 Summary and outlook 
In thi chapter, we hav studied th quantized DAH nw<lclusing the dual latt icc fonnnlat iou. 
We have found that this fonnulation is quite us fnl not tnly to obtain the classical Hnx-t ubc 
solution in a nun1erically n1or elegant way, but also to evaluate the quantum cffpc\ dcscrilH'd 
by the partition function of he DAH n1odel. As a remarkable fad. whether we cau >hs<'rvc 
the profile of th flux tube i v ry s n. itiv to the d nsity of vortex 1 ops. r th large vort x 
den ity. th classical tructure of profil . obtained by solving the field C'quations, is dc'stroyed. 
In the next chapter, we tudy the quantitative r lation hetwce11 the DAI model and 
th SU(2) gluodynan1ics. In oth r words , we try to fix the DAH couplings from S (2) 
gluodynamics. Then, the infonnation of th vacuum struc:tur of th DAH model ' tt the 
quantum level would b us ful to understand th n1 aning of the r sulting couplings of the 
DAH 1nod l. 
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Chapter 5 
SU(2) gluodynamics and the DAH 
model on lattice 
We have shown ad rivation of the DAH model from th' ' (2) gluodyuamics in tlH' d1npl<'r 2. 
During thi step. however. th relation of couplings in beth mod ls r<'mainc c1 nncl<'i:l.r, sine<' 
w did not know how to detern1in the valu of the .·elf-·coupliug of t h mmlopol<' fiC'Id and 
monopol condensate. In other word . cmnp nsating for the unknown inform at ion about t h<' 
nonp rturbative non-Abelian vacm1n1 by freely adjustal ll coupliugs, WC' conld const rnct I he 
DAH n1od 1 as an infrared effective 1nodel of SU(2) gluo~lynainics. 
In thi hapter, we would like to try to fix the DAH couplings by making nsC' of t hC' l\1ont <' 
Carlo sin1ulation on the lattice. sp ially. by 1natching S (2) original !attic<' and ( 1) Higgs 
dual lattice, and study how quantitativ ly well the AH mod 1 can sC'rv as infrar<'d pff ctivc 
n1odel r placing SU(2) gluodynan1ics at th quantmn level. ur strategy is th' following: 
W pay attention to 1nonopoles, inc both the SU(2) gluodynamics and the DAH tuocld 
have these degree of freedom in common, a shown in th chapt r 2. n tlw S (2) latt icc. 
we can xtract such monopole curr nt by Ab lian projection afler the 1naxin1ally Abelian 
(MA) gauge fixing. The e currents can be us d to xtract a monopole action which - ou thC' 
other hand - can b derived fron1 the DAH mod 1 [54]. This C'xtraction from an ens 'mble 
of monopole currents i. done by n1ean of the inv r. e rviontc arlo 111 thocl , Uw ext ndcd 
Swend en method [24, 55]. Thi pro dur 1 ad. finally t the coupliugs of th AH mod('!. 
By u ing the obtained param ter , w an sitnulat th DAH model on tlw dual lattice. and 
con1par th imulation result with the original ' (2) on . In particnlar, w pay att ntion 
to the profile of th color- 1 tric flux tub and th string t nsion that hav b n obtain d 
at {3 (2) = 2.5115. 
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5.1 A few words about SU(2) lattice gaug th ory 
In thi section, w tart from the (2) lattice gauge th 'Or~·- and <'.~· plain how to <.'"· tract the 
monopol urT nts in th 1IA gauge. 
5.1.1 SU(2) Wilson action 
In the lattice formulation. the spRc -time coordinat s ar di:->cTeti:;t,<.d with the !attic<' :-;pacing 
a. The tandard lattic a tion in the U(2) gauge theory is gi\'<'n by 
S l' (2)[U] = ri. l'(2 ) L { 1 - ~R 1r[U1,(s)J}. 
,J1 /) 
(5.1.1) 
wh re UJ.Lv ( ) E SU (2) are plaquctt variables 
(f>.1.2) 
and U11 ( ) E SU(2) denote link variables 
(f> .1.:3) 
where and ya = Ta /2 d note the gauge coupling and the gencr:-1 tor of t lH' S (2) gang<' 
group. Th coupling is defined by* 
4 (S.l.4) Sl (2) = 2· 
Thi lattice action is u d to generate a configuration of the vacuum as a set of link variablcs 
{UJ.L(s)} , where th heat-bath algorithrn can be adopted with ut aclclitional11C'tropolis st<'ps. 
In the continumn lin1it a ~ 0. this SU(2) latti ·c action r proclncC's tl1C' w Jl-known f rm of 




This lattice action i u ed to imulat th physical expectation value' of an obsC'rvahl 
(op rator) O[UJ.L], based on the path integral r pres ntation of th partition function. as 
f dUO[UJ.L] xp ( -S'[UJ.L]) 
f dU xp ( - S[U11 ]) 
1 N 




5.1. fe,,· \\'Ords abont t (- ) lattice gang<.' theor:v 
where a configuration of link variables d not d { C1,} 1 an' genera ted b~· the 't\Iont e arlo 
met hod. The configurations of link variables ar generated by a n'cl orizcd heat bn t h proce-
dure in the local SU(2) group. in the checkerboard realization . The~· arc sampliug the weight 
exp( -S (2) [U11 ]). , uch that all configuration can be consider 'd equnll.v important. Then. t lH 
expectation valu of the op rator L- obtained as th aY rag ' of the valn of the operator for 
many configuration,. In the ' (2) case. reHecting the non-Alwlinn property. the He clt-i>ath 
reconstruction of th (2) link variables is only somewhat mor involved than t lH lwlinn 
ca e. For our purpose. we were not interested in calculating av rages, lmt to tramd'onn the 
configuration into a particular gang . suppress the non-diagonal gluous. nnd to produn au 
ensen1ble of in1portance-weightccl 1nonopole currents. 
5.1.2 Maximally Abelian (MA) gaug on lattic 
Th maximally Ab lian (MA) gauge fixing is achieved by the gang<' transfornwtio11 
(!>.1. ) 
so as to n1aximiz the variabl 
R = 2 . >· b u" ( s h us ( ) } = 2 L [ 1 ~ 2 ( { u,~ ( 8) r + { u,; (s) n l
S,/1 S, /1 
(!>.1.9) 
where V( ) and vt(s + fl) corre pond to th MA gauge fixing functions located ou tllC' site's 
s and s + fl, respectively. Then. th op rator 
x ( s) = I:: [ u 11 ( s) T3 u,~ ( s) + u,~ ( s - p,) T:3 u, L ( .c; - r,,)] (G.l.lO) 
1-L 
is diagonalized. To see thi , let u con id r th infinit si1nal gauge transformatioll, V(s) = 
1 + iaa(s)Ta. H r 1 R is transforn1ed R ~ R' = R + 6R. I hen, we havC' 
6R = i L aa( )tr [Ta [u,l( )T:3U~(s) T3]] 
S, J.-L 
+i L aa(s + P,)tr [Ta [u~(s)T3U11 (. ), T:1]] + O(a~) 
S, J.-L 
i L aa(s)tr [Ta [X(s), T3)). (G.l.ll) 
·11 
Here , if R i alr ady 111axin1iz d, th n 6R :hould vanish. This uwans that X (s) is cliagonali7. d 
ince th r lation [X(s).T3) = 0 i, .ati fi d for all sites. In this gaugC'. the absolute valu f 
off-diagonal compon nt u,; ( s) and U~ ( s) arc r8udercd ar srnall a.c;, I s. ibl . 
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5.1. f w words about ' (2) lattice gauge tlHory 
5.1.3 Extraction of 1nonopol curr nt 
\Vc briefly review the proc dure of extraction of b(_~lian nwuopolc cmTt'nts from S (2) lntt icc 
gauge field configurati ns. Aft r the IA gauge fixing. by using the art an decomposition. th 
S (2) link variable ~ can be factorized into the diagonal(.~ b lian) link variabl<' u1,(s) E (lh 
and the off-diagonal (charged 1natt r field) parts c1,(. ). c;,( .· ) E 'U(2) /U(l) : ~ as 
(G.t.12) 
w her uf.l ( s) is xplici tly written as 
0 if.l(s) = ei()p (s) ( -rr < e ( ·) < -rr) l - II f/ < II • ( G.l.l:~) 
The corre ponding Ab lian field strength (plaqucttc) is t h<'ll has th(' fonn 
(G.l.14) 
The U(1) link variabl s ar xtractcd by th Abelian pr j<'ction. dropping th<' orr-diagonal 
gluon contributions in Eq. (5.1.12). They are. in general, mul t ipl<' valu d fnuctious r<'fi('ding 
the cmnpactn ss of th residual U(1) gauge group. It means that (1) link variables contain 
on1e topological defects, the n1onopol s. L t us clivicl the Abelian plaqncttcs into two parts 
as 
(0.1.15) 
wh re nf..Lv(s) E Z i the 1nodulo 27r of Bf..L1As). H re. the d f ct b comes manif<'st thr01tgh the 
br aking of th Bianchi identity 
fJf..L *Bf..Lv(s) = ~Ef..Lvpo-Dvnpo-(.s + fi) ::= k/)(8) # 0 (G.l.l6) 
where kf..L ( s) de crib s th monopole current as defin cl by De rand and Toussaint in compact 
QED [70]. The fir t t rm of r.h . . in (5.1.15) ati fi .. he Bianchi identity ()1/(} 111;(.c;) = 0. 
Note that the magnetic curr nt carri integer values, th so-call c1 topological charg<'. In this 
ca th limit of monopole current are lkf..L (s) I ::; 2. Th mon pol(' currents arc conserved as 
(5.1.17) 
where 8~ i the backward derivative. which guaran t. l.t cons<'rvation of nwnopole curr .nt 
at each ite of the dual lattic . Th refore. n1onopole curr uts form dosed 1 ops 011 the dual 
latti e in four-dim n ional , pa · -time. 
Finally. w would lik to m ntion the r lation of originallatticP (where quarks and glu ns 
are defined) and dual lattice. h latt r i.· already adoptN1 to formulat the AH rnod 1 
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5.1. 
() = *d* 
Q-form 1-form 2-form 3-form 4- form 
q A,/ i11 F,l\' B k X II ft ® X / 47 @ original lattice 
® * @ 0 / X dual lattice 
*q A.,/ *},, 
* F,," Bu ku X . . 
*4-form *3-form *2- form *1-form *D-form 
() = *d* 
Figure 5.1 : The chen1ati under. tanding of th~ r lati n l C'tw<'<'ll original lat1ic<' aud clnaJ 
lattice in tern1 of cliff rential form on lattice. 
on lattic in chapter 4. To un ler tand this r lation the differ nt ial form on lattic<' is quit c 
useful. In four di1nensional pac -tin1 , original sites. original liuks. and original plaqnd t('s 
can be interpr t d as dual hyp reub s. dual cub s. and clu;;d plaqucttC's on dna] lattin· by 
th duality tran fonnation. This i achi ved by the Hodge dual " * ,. as shown iu Fig. G.l. 
Th monopol current kJ.L(s) correspond to 3-fonn variallcs d fined by thn· -dilllcnsioual 
cubes on the originallattic . Th n we obtain *1-form variables in thC' dual dcscript.iou, which 
can be defined on dual links. The dir ction of n1onopolc curr nts arC' pC'rpC'ndicnlar to the 
three-dimen ional cube on the original lattice. No tic that this is t llC' place whcrC' t hC' dual 
gauge field is al o d fin d. In th original latti . th .. xt rior cl rivativ ~· d ,. expr<'ss t h 
mapping from k-form to (k + 1)-form, wh reas th mapping fr 111 *k-form to *(k + 1)-fonn on 
the dual lattice due to the r lation d = *<h. H r , ' 5 ,. denotes codiffcr "atial corr<~spoudiug 
to the mapping from k-forn1 to ( k- 1 )-fonn, satisfying a relation 5 = *d*. ThC'u 1 his also ha.<..; 
th m aning of mapping from *k-forn1 to *(k- 1)-f rm. ThC' breakiug of the Abelian Bianchi 
id ntity i · under toad ru 5 * F = k. 
--
H model 
5.2 Monopole representation of th l)AH mod l 
In thi ' s ction we derive the monopole repr s nt at ion of the AH modd with no t xtC'nwl 
ource * vYe ·tart frmn th lattice partition function gin'n b)· 
Zo H = j_ DB j_ D\ J D\ exp { - Sn.\ 1I[B. \. \ "' ]} . (G.2.1) 
wher the form of the lattic acti n D 11 is defined in ( 4.1.2). One(' the kinetic t <'l'lll of t lH 
monopole field i wri tt n as 
(G.2.2) 
the lattice DAH action ( 4.1.2) has the form 
SoAr-dB. X· x*] = L [ D2AJI L *F,7v(s)- ') L (\ *( s) fl(s)\(·" + (l) + /i.e. ) 
J..L <V fl 
+8ilx( s) 12 + >. (I y(s) 12 - 1 f] . (!i.2.:l) 
In rting th , polar d con1po ' it ion of th . monopole field into modulus awl phase> 
\(s) = <P(s)cxp(i17(s)) ( !>.2. ·1) 
into th action (5.2.3), we get 
SoAH[B, ¢ .17] = L [ ,Bo;H L *F;v(s)- 2')' L ¢(. )¢(s + /1.) cos(d1J1,(s) + B11 (8)) 
fl <V fl 
+ ic/>2 (s) + 5.W(s) - 1)2]. (!i.2.!i) 
where d'T]p.(s) = 17(s + P,)- 17(s). 
Let u now adopt the Villain approxi1nation 1 
exp (a cos b)= L exp {a - ~ (b + 21f1) 2 } . 
l EZ 
(G.2.G) 
where the un1 over l go over all int gr.· whi ·h r pr .cnting tlw p riodicity of th<' cosillc. 
Then th partition function i given by 
ZoAH = j DB j1f D'l] r D ¢2 L cxp { - SI)AJI [B , ¢. 77: l]} . (.1.2.7) 
-oo - n Jo l E Z 
wh r th action has th form 
So H[B, ¢.17: l] = L [,Bo;H L *FZv(s) + i' L (¢(s)- ¢(. + /t)) 2 
J..L<V /.L 




5.2.1 Integrating th dual gaug field B 11 (c ) and th 111 nopol pha e lJ (s) 
In order to integrat out the dual gauge fi ld B11 (s) and the phase 11 (s) . \\' t ' insert tlH' id('utity 
cont. = VHxp{ - Lr ()\ , )[H 1,(s) (/>sos+ p .~ .JI 
-2ii¢( )¢(.- + p)(d17,(s) + IJ1,(s) + 27rl)f } (!i.2.9) 
into the partition function. Then, th action (5.2. ) becomes 
SDAH[B. ¢, 17 , H ; l] = 
(G.2. 10) 
By using th Poi son r ,sun1mation fonnnla 
f VH L 2ni( ll ,l) f (H ) = L J (k). 
- l EZ k EZ 
(G.2. 11 ) 
we get for the partition function 
(G.2.12) 
wh r 
SDAH[B , ¢, 17· k] ~ [ ,BDAH ~ * 2 - ~ ~ 2 ~ k~ (.c;) ~ -2- ~< F~w( ) + 'Y ~(¢(s)- ¢(.c; + Jl )) + ~ 4i¢(s)¢(s + fl.) 
s J1, 1/ 11 11 
-i ~ k'"(s) (d'l" (s) + B,(s)) + .\W(s)- 1)2] . (!i.2. 13) 
Note that t h n1ea ur of th monopole field modulus ha. chang d as follows 
4 
V ¢2 x II ¢-~ = 2¢V ¢ x ¢ - 4 = 2¢>- ·3v ¢ = V ¢ 2 (5.2.14) 
Jl,=-4 
H re the action r lated to the phas 17(s) i extracted as 
-i L kf-L (s) d17J-L(s) = -i(k, d17 ) = -i(6k.17 ). (G.2.15) 
·11 
where we have used th abbreviated notation of a diffE rcntial forn1 on !attic . Then tlw 
ph e 17( s) can be integrated out to giv a c5-constraint 
[u v., cxp{i(Ok.17)} = O(Ok). (5.2.16) 
·o 
5.2. Ionopole representation of thC' D H model 
The urrent k11 () i ' regarded as the n1ouopole nurcnt. and this dt'ltn fmwtion <'xpnsscs its 
conservation. l\Ior over. adopting the Lanclnn gauge 6B = 0. the kinetic term of t h(' dunl 
gauge field can b written in short hand as 
L *F;l/(.) = (dB. dB)= (B. 6dB} = (B. (6d + d6)B) = (B. D.B). 
s.p<v 
Then the action originating from th dual gauge field B1,,(s) in (;).2.L3) is 
,8o2AH L *F;3v(s)- i L k,,(s)B,,(.) 
S,fL<V S.JL 
,BoAH (B. tlB) - i(k . B) 
2 
,BoAH (B- _i - 6. - 1 k)tl(B- _i - 6. __ , k) + 1 (k. 6. 'k). 
2 ,8oAH fJDi\ll 2dnAII 
(5.2.17) 
(!>.2.1 ) 
wher 6. - l repr sent the Coulmnb propagator on lattice. Then. we can integral<' out t h<' 
dual gauge field BIL(s) as a Gaussian integral forB'= B - itl 1 kj (JI)i\ll· ThP n'snlt is 
where 
ZoAH = L exp { -Sc011 [k]} fo D ¢ - 2 xp { -8}?011 [¢; k]}. 
kE Z .bk=O 
( !>.2. EJ) 
1 f3 (k, 6. - 1 k), (G.2.20) 
2 DAH 
~ 2 ~ k~(s) - ~ 2 2 
= :Y L.)cb(s) - ¢(s + [1)) + ~ _ ( ) ( A )+).. ~(¢ (s)- 1) (G.2.21) 
S,fL ,fL 4"'(¢ S ¢ 8 + /L ;; 
S}jon[¢; k] 
5.2.2 Integrating the monopole field modulus ¢(.s) 
We valuat now the ¢(s) integral. L t u rescale the va:riabl as ¢(8) ~ ¢(s)/ ,ff. th n Lhc 
action (5.2.21) becmne 
(5.2.22) 
wher 
\ ).. - 1 - -
/\O = --=--2. vo = 'Y. 
' 
( 5.2 .2~3) 
By introducing y( s) defined by y( s) = q;- 2 (. ) . w hav 
(G.2.24) 
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wh re 
sy;on[y: k] L (-1 _ 1 . )'2 
S.JL JY[S5 Jy(s + fl) 
1 ~ J . ') ~ ( 1 l) '2 +- L y(s)y(s + p)k/L(s) +An L -(-) - l'o 4 v 8 .~ ,Jl .~ . ( r:: ') 2'-) ,)._, d 
Let us put y(s) = 1o + y(s), and changf' tlw intf'gral r gi< n ./~1 ~ V,1} ---4 J · V.t/. The 
approxin1ation up to fj 2 ( s) leads to 
j_ Vfj exp { -S~}011 (.D: k]} 
{ Lo ·) } j { 1 2 cxp --llkll- Vycxp --:~ II.Q(s)- ,i](s + fi)ll 4 _ 4u0 
4 4 
1 ~ ~ 2 - 1 ~ ,__,_ 2 - - • 
-- L L kp.(s)y(s) - -1(. L L-J kP (s)y(s)y(s +ft.) Jl.= - 4 )Vo s p == 1 
4 } 1 2 -2 Ao - 2 -:~ + 32v L L kJl(s)y (s)- ~ LY (s) + O(y (s)) . 
0 J.L=-4 0 8 
(G.2.26) 
Now wear in the po ition to evaluate tlw Gaussian intqTral over ,1/(s). siug tlJ<' <·onv<'lli<'Jll 
definition of variables 
4 
p(s) L k~(.s). (G.2.27) 
jl.= - 4 
A(s) ).0 2 1 4 + 3- ~p(s), 
vo vo vo 
(G.2.2H) 
BJ.l.(s) 1 1 2 (G.2.29) - 23 + ~k1.~,(s), vo vo 
C(s, t) A(s)5 ,1 + D(s , t). (!) .2.:30) 
1 4 
D(s. t) 2 L(BJ1.(s)5 +f.t.t + B11 (t)51 jJ ,8 ): (G.2.:n) Jl=] 
1 ~(s) = -A -l (s)p(.s). (G.2.:12) 16 
we obtain the monopol action in the fonn 
SH011 [k] = v;llkll 2 - 21 LA- 1 (s)p2 (s) + ~Trln C(8,t) 
s 2 
4 
+ L L ~(s)D(s. t)~(t)- L L ~(s)L)(s. u)C 1 (11. w)D(w, t)~(t ). (5.2.:3:3) 
Jl=l .s,l u.w 
Here w urn that Ao i, large. Thu : w ncgl ct the fourth aud fifth term in (5.2.33), since 
the fourth t rm yield th non-local interaction of orcl r 1/ ).6 and th fifth t ,rrn is f ord r 
1/ ,\5. 
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In,erbng (5.2.2 ) into (5.2.33). the s cond term i~ cn1luat cl as 
1 ~ - 1 2 
-2 L__,o .. tA - (.)p () 
s.l 
[- u~ l ~ P~ ( s) + o ( 1 1 ~). 2 /\l) ·' ( [) .2 .:34) 
The trace term is evaluated a. 
~TrlnC( .t) = ~TrlnA(.s)6.., , 1 + ~Trlnll(5~.1 +A 1 (s) (.-;.t)ll 
~ L ln A ( s) _ ~ L D ( s 0 t) D ( t 0 s) 
2 4 ' ,I A ( 8) ( t) 
( r: ') o) r:) , ) __ odt) 
Rene , up to 0(1/ Ao) the action is 
(G.2.:3G) 
Finally we obtain th n1onopol rq rcscntation of th D H mod<'!. which i~ < 'Pn'sscd 
exclusively in tern1 of monopol curr nts, as 
where 
ZoAH = L exp {-SoAn [k]}, 
k E Z 
1 
( 
3 ) 4 ( ·1 ) '2 - 1 Vo Vb 2 Vo '2 
SoAH[k) = 2{3 (k,6 k) + 4- 2.5A llkll - ~~HA L L k11 (s) DAB 0 0 ,r; 11 4 
(G.2.:37) 
(0.2°:~ ) 
Thi form of action is adopted in a fit, using nwnopole current configurations cxtra.ctcd from 
SU(2) lattice gluodynamics in th Abelian projection from the MA gaugP. For this pnrpos 
Swends n' inv r Mont Carlo method. extended from spin to cnrr nt mod Is by Shii>a and 
Suzuki [24 55), is u edo Once the couplings, 
1 (Go20:39) 91 :::: 2{3oAII 0 
- vo v5 
92 
= 4 - 2·5 Ao 0 (Go2.40) 
v4 
- 0 93 = -- 0 
2 Ao 
(002.41) 
ar d t rn1in d by thi procedur , w can translat this infonnati n into our st audard (field) 
repre ntation of th DAH mod l (4.1.2) by th definition (5.2.23). Not that ·onplings g1 , 
92 • and g3 de crib th str ngth of th C ulomb th 2-point. and the 4-point intcractiou of 
the monopole current. re pectiv lyo 
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5. ~~ -
5.3 Extended Swends n method 
\f\T briefly xplain th iterative method used to determine tlw mmwpolt' action corresponding 
to Ab lian-proj cted ' (2) lattic gluodyncunics [2--1. 5[)]. \Yc start from the action written 
a a smn of vari u tenus. 
(G.:3.1) 
where { Si[k]} i._ a set of independent operators clq ending on the monopole nuTcnt, {y,} nrc 
th corresponding coupling con ' tants, which can be recover d by the following met hod from 
an n cmble of configurations {k}. 
We tart fron1 a general ob ervation. L t usc nsid r thC' <'XPt'c!Rtion value of n c<'rtain 
operator O[kL 
(G.:L2) 
where 8~ d not s a backward derivative and the Kroneckc: r del! a enforces JllOlH>pol<' cmT<'ll1 
conservation. H r , w define Si[k] as a part of S'z[k] which dqwnds on the mmtopol<' C'tllT<'nt 
running around a particular plaquette (s', {/, v'): kp'(s'). k,/'(-"' + P'), h·1"(s' + v'), and k,,,(.'i'). 
Th n, one finds that the partial (local) averag " of the op rator 0 defined by 
(G.:3.:3) 
has th property 
(O[k]) = (O[k]), (5.:3. ) 
2. e. it can be substituted instead of O[k] in th averag . H re. tb k nm ov<·r 
(5.:3.5) 
where th limit m 1 and m2 guarantee that no k exce d. th ' maxinmm value of mouopol<' 
charg . In th DGT monopol cas , this i Jkl :S 2. 
L t u define an operator O[k] = O[k. {gi}] using a guess d set f coupliugs {.qi} in (G.:3.:3). 
Then we can com par it. averag with th n. 1nbl av< rag of O[k]. For a corr ,ct gu 'ss 
gi = 9i for all i. on must find 
(CJ[k]) == (CJ[k]). (5.3.6) 
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\ \e apply this for the op raton" { --.i[k]}. ~long a~ lh =I= .<J 1 for an index i. W<' t'XJ><UHl the 
differ nee ( i - -i) up t th fir.-t order f (.q 1 - .(J1 ) an l get an algt'braic ('quat ion: 
( i - sz ) = I: (s i -.;1 - -.-;-J) (.q J - /j 1 ) . (f>. :~.7) 
J 
W olve this equation iteratively for 9i until th s t of c mpling const auts is found. which 
corre ponds to the n emblc av rage. in th sens of :q. (f>.:t2). ote that in our <"lS<'. 
operator are given by 
<1 
SI[k] = (k.6. - 1k) = L L k1,( , )l~ 1 (s - t)k11 (f). 
. . I ~~ = 1 
·1 
S2[k] = llkll 2 = L L k~(s). 
8 /L = ] 




W already hav th n1onopole action derived from the All model as g1v<'ll 111 (G.2.:~~) . 
Now , we can det rmine the oupling (5.2.39). (5.2.40). and (5.2.41) by using the <'XI<'lld<'d 
Swendsen n1ethod. Note that thi L th plac where the originalnon-Al)('lian dynami('s cut<'rs 
our pecification of a proper infrared effective d scriptiou. 
We hav generated several sampl ·, a h of 40 configurations of t lw S (2) la t t icc gauge 
fi ld, r pre enting th va uu111 at (3 · (2) = 2.1115 equivalent t a scale asu(:z ) = ().()~() fm [4H]. 
The lattic pacing as (2) has b en in£ rr d from a comparisou with t h<' full 11011-Al)('lian 
string ten ion assu1ned to be equal to a-s (2) = (0.440 Ge V) 2 . These c· )llfigurati Jlls have 1 < c11 
put into MA gauge by a tandard over-relaxation gaug fixing procedure. AftC'r the AIH'liatl 
projection we have localiz d the trajectori ,· of l m,Pntary ( 1) monopol s <: <·c· >rding to the 
111ethod of DeGrand and Tou saint [70] . No blocking to type I or type II Abelian mouopoles 
has be n don , in order to have the an1e lattice spacing. H nc ' . the lattic sp·tcing of the 
DAH model aoAH is th ame a as (2). In Fig. 5.2, w show one> configuration of monop Jlc 
world line clu ter on th 164 latti (proj 'ted o a 163 lattic hy contracting the Eudid<'an 
tin1e dir ction). 
Th n 1 by fitting the ampl of 111onopol curr nt configuration.· by uwans of t h(' cxteudC'd 
Swend n method , we have found th couplings 9i ( i = 1, 2. 3) for !ls 1 '( '2 ) = 2.G11G as 
91 = 12.47 ± 0.20 
92 = 0.4 34 ± 0.031. 
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Figure 5.2: The monopole currents project cl into R 3 in the SU (2) In t tic<' ga 11g<' t h<'ory in t h<' 
l\1A gauge with 164 ({3 (2) = 2.5115). There appears a global net work of mou )pol<' world 
lines. 
g3 = 0.01563 ± 0.00~30G. 
The lattice 'ize depend nee of para1net rs is check d by using anothc r lattic·c si7-C'. for iustaucc' 
104 lattice. However. no trong iz d pendencc is observed. 
Solving th coupled algebraic equations (5.2.39). (5.2.40) and (!J.2.41). we obtain (1n;.. 11 , v0 
and -\o: 
f3DAII = 0.04007, 
- -2 
-\o = 5.4 8 = -\/1 . 
v0 = 2 .16 5 = i' - l . (!J .. 2) 
Then, from (5.2.23), w find the coupling param ters of th original AH mod<'l, i aud i 
The corr ponding bare mas par am ters ar given from the r lation ( 4.1.3) by 
A {lfi' 2 mB = -- = = 4.801. 
f3DAH {JDAHVO 
A 2 rr ~ m'( = v ~ = 2v--;; = 3.1 ,4, (5.4 .:3) 
W 1npha ize that th m hav no res mblance to thc> rc>uonnali:;,ecl masses. rom the 
analy i of the phase diagram of the DAH model, we find that t hi. par am t r set b 1 ngs to 
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S.S. 
just the pha ~ tran , ition regi n betwc n the oulomb pha~c all<l the Hit-,g:-; phas<.' . Tht' s<. t of 
param ter JoAH· - .and 5. has b en used to simulate tht H mo<.h'l (-!.1.2). 
In the following two sections. \\' shall concentrate on h )\\' wdl t lH' H model ( -1.1.2) is 
able to rcproduc th original (2) results. t.< .. the profile of th(' color-d<.dric fiu.· tul ('. 
which has been reported by Bali t al. [.-1 ]. aud th string t nsi n. This will requin two 
different .... et of lattic sinullations. with c lor-electric irac strings in:-;<.'rkd iut o t lH vac1mm 
and th measur 111 nt of 't Hooft loops in t h vacm1m. 
5.5 Monte Carlo simulation of th DAH mod 1 
In thi ection, w "tucly the profile of the color-electric fiux tube and t h string tension for 
the obtained paran1eter set in th previous section. 
5.5.1 Measuring the flux-tube profil in t h JDAH 111 d I 
First , w tudy the profiles of the color- lectric fiux tu he·. The ntlllH'rical techniqll<.'s how to 
rneasur th profile ar th . arne as explain cl in th chapt<'r 4. Th<' ·t Hooft loop is ills<'rt<. d 
from the beginning whenever th configurati n of the dual gaug<' fi<'ld and th<' mnnopol(' fidd 
are generated in the DAH vacuun1. Op n boundary couclitious ar adopt ('c] for t li<' spatial 
directions of the dual lattice. The latti · ize used is 24'1 and thC' 't Hooft loop is placC'cl at 
z-t plan with th size 12 x 24. We concentrate on the middle of th z axis for llH'asltr<'llH'lll s. 
In Fig. 5.3, we how the result , wh re we have taken 4 500 config11rations for the av 'rag(' 
at ev ry 10 sweep after a th .rn1alization of 200 sweeps. Thr c-dim nsioual varinhl s arc 
obtain d after averaging the tim slices. As di. cussed in the chapter 4, clc>arly. t.h 'se profi lf'S 
are different from the classical on s, which is du to th prC'SC'IH"< of nm1-vanislJiug vort<'x 
d nsity. wher the vortex density is about 50% [ e, Fig. 4.5]. 
W would like to con1 pare th 
Fig. 1.4. A explain d, th lattic 
re ults with the original S (2) one's which is shown i11 
pacing of th DAH m d l aoAri i~ th same asP(~ ) = O.OHG 
fm. On may find that th behavior of th olor- l ctric field sPen1s t roughly coillcidc with 
each other. However, inc we ould not g t good profil for th magnetic supcrcurr nt ( ordy 
tiny ignal of circulation of current around th nt r i. · observed). we should consid 'r that 
thi i accid ntal. Now contrary to th riginal (2) gluo lynaruics. w ' havP t h(' monopole 
field. One find that th b havior of this fi ld is complet ly different from t h<' classical on . 
Nod viation of the 1nodulus of monopol fi ld around the · ntcr is fou11d. It tak ~s a constant 
value around 0.6 ( < 1) ev rywhere. 
In Fig. 5.4. w how th profil of th col r-electric from an i h 'r point of vi w, wh rc 
we hav as um d cylindrical . . mm try around th cent r. taking th' av rag apr ropriat ly. 
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Figur 5.3: he profiles of the flux tube , (a) color- 1 ctric field. (b) modulus of thC' mm1opol(' 
field. (c) color-magnetic n1onopole sup rcurr nt , as a function of I. at y = 0 and z = 0 
corresponding to f3s (2) = 2.5115. 
Since now we are using a finite size of the 't Hooft loop. t his contains information of C'tHls of 
the olor-electric Dirac . tring, that is , the Coulmnb fi Jd. As discussc•d in the chapt r 3 (Se , 
Fig. 3.3] : w can decompo. th content of th color-el ctric fi ld of th flux tulw into two 
parts. the induced field and th Coulombi · fi ld, respectively. An important point is that if 
th re i no induced color-el ctric fi ld. w only hav Coulombic field. which p 'nc>trat s into 
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Figure 5.4: The profile of the color-electric field as a function of nuliw.; cmT< spoudiug to 
f3s (2) = 2.5115. where the lattice spacing is aD 1 r = 0.0 G fm. Th(' solid linC' rcprcs<'nl s n 
contribution fron1 th Coulon1bic color-el ctric field. 
th whol vacuun1. In this sense, th profile of thC' color-electric field of tlt<' Hnx t 11b<' should 
have a different curv expc ted frmn th oulombic b havior. Here. the solid lin<' shown i11 
Fig. 5.4 correspond to the Coulombic color- l ctric field. which can be caknla t <'d from t h<' 
xplicit fornl of cf.LLI in Eq. (3.2.9). 11 finds that lattice data sllow the dC'viation froltl the· 
Coulon1b behavior. In thi , sen th color-el ctric fiC'ld. whi ·h is origiuating from t IH· q-q 
sy ten1, is confined forming a tube structure. 
5.5.2 Measuring the string tension 
In the previou subsection we hav de cribed onr udy f the pr )p rhes of tlw ftux tub<· in t h' 
quantum DAH 1nod l. However, we have found that it is difficult to ·xtract th ·onTsp<mding 
classical paran1eter of the DAH model inc th form of the profile's are dearly diff('rPut from 
the classical one du to the exist nee of non-vanishing vort x cl nsity. Then, it is import aut to 
measur another mor direct quantity to · n1parc with the original S (2) r sult. Therefor " 
in this ub ction, w mea. ure th tring t n. ion of tlP flux tube in t rms f thC' ('Xp('ctat ion 
value of the 't Hooft loop op rator [49]. 
In ord r to know th fr n rgy of thL stat with ext-ernal sourc s, i. r. in excess to tlH' 
vacuum. we need to know th partition function corr . ·ponding to th , simulation. · of th' last 
ection and then to calculat the ratio with th · partition funcbon without external sources. 
Exa tly. thi ratio is defin d by th xp 'tation value of th 't Hooft loop op rator. Within 
the dual th ory it erve as a ub titut for th Wil:on loop (iu the case f th(' Jton-Ab lian 
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or Abelian proj ct d th or.v). the starting point from which the quark-nntiqnark forcC' nm lw 
calculated. 
It i.._ well known that a l-.Ionte Carlo sinnda tion docs not pnn·idc' the' p<-Ht i tion function 
tog th r with the va uum expcctntion vnlm'~. in our case of the dual fi ld stn'ngth or the 
monopol current. The 't Hooft loop per a tor as ratio of partition function~ nw. hm\TVc'r. 
be obtained by a series of 'imulations with Gil bs mcasnn's interpolating lwtwc'C'll ~:;'11 ( s) = 0 
and ~~v(s) = 1 on the subset of plaqu ttcs which an dual to thC' arcn of the' 't Hooft loop. 
Vve introduced a parameter~ E [0.1] continuously modifying :::,1 (s) ~"-':::1 1 (.~) itt (4.1.J). 
With this gcn ralization. the partiti ll function zl)i\ II [ E] bt'COllH'S a function of~ vin 
(:>.S. l ) 
with the action SoAI-dB,~ 8 ,x, *] fro1n cq. (4.1.2) now containing. instead of *F~ 111 (s). 
( r: r: ' ) d.d .... 
Then the logarith1nic derivative of the partition function with rc'sJ><'ct to~ is simpl. 
_ j dSoAJI) . 
\ d~ I~ (!>.S.:~) 
where ( ... )1~ indicates that the average i · tak n with resrwct to the inicrpolatiug 1 il>bs tlH'a-
sure modified by ~ E [0, 1]. 
Her , we find that the execs of fr 
int gration over the ~ parameter, as 
nergy !::iF(R, T) can bC' con1putccl frmn (5.!).:{). by 
!::,F(R,T) = 2rr/3oAH [ d~ j :L *Fvv[B ,~EE](s) ;;v(s)) . 
0 \ ,Ji < V I~ (!>.!>.4) 
where this value is related wi h the expc tati n valu of the ' t Hooft loop operator as 
ZoAil [~ 8] ( 2) (H) = ZoAH[O] = exp ( - !::iF (R. T)) r-v ~xp -II ll<ul . ( ;: r: r:) .) .. ) .. ) 
where IIAII = R x T denote the nu1nb r of plaqu ttcs contributing to the suw iu (!>.G.:3). 
Her , "rv" expre ses th xp ·ta ion that if th ·t Hooft loop sat isfies th ' ar a law d ·ay, 
with 11AIIa2 ju t th ar a A f th minimal surfac . we can extract the string t nsion CT. Mor 
preci ely. th exc . i. xp ·ted to contain th r t rms b~. ·id ~ of the area term. dcp nding 
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Figure 5.5: The value of (dSoAH/d~)IE as a function of~ for various sii';('S of the 't Ilooft loops 
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Figure 5.6: Th int r-quark pot ntial as a function of q-ij di. tance, whC'n' the lattice' spa<"iug 
is anAH = 0.086 fm. 
only on the size of area IIAII· In any case, one th exress of fr(' energy is calculated for 
variou sizes of the 't Hooft loop , at th s t of couplings of th DAH model as dct<·nnincd 
earli r, w can extract th inter-quark pot ntial. 
In Fig. 5.5 . we show the value of (dSoAH/d~) l c, as a function of~ for various sizes of th 't 
Hooft loop 2 x 10, 4 x 10, 6 x 10. 8 x 10. and 10 x 10. Th ~ solid lillC' is a polynomial fit of 
the data for each ize of th 't Hooft loop .. Then th xc .. of freC' euC'rgy is calculat d by 
integrating ov r ~. Dividing this by the constant t n1poral l ngth T of loops. we> finally gC'l 
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the int r-quark potential &'-i shm\'11 in Fig. d.6 . karl~·, this cun-c contnins a linear!~· rising 
part. Fitting this ~ Jape by u:ing th ansatz 
we find the value 




0.44 ± 0.02. 
- 0 .25 ± 0.0:3, 





T he dimensionful tring tension a- = a-L / af1 1 r is t h n caknlR t<'d h~' rest )ring t h<' ln t t icc 
spacing aoAH = as (2) = 0.086 fm , as 
/(i = 0.38 ± 0.02 GE' V. 
Not that thi valu reprodu s 0.3 / 0.44 = 86% f the ' (2) string t <'nsion ast {:2). This 
r ult i v ry excibng for us, inc this suggests that the n1ost infrared propC'rt . of th<' SlJ(2) 
gluodynan1ics can b reproduced by the DAH nwdcl quantit a tively well at th<' qwmt tllll lC'v< l. 
5.6 Summary and outlook 
Finally we would like to sun1n1ariz thi chapter. W . hav studied th qnantitati v<' rela-
tion between the Abelian-projected S (2) gluodyumnic, and h dna l Abelian Higgs (DAil ) 
model on the lattic , ext nding th con1parison to th quantum l('vcl. 'I he input bar<' pa-
rarlleter of the DAH model ar obtain ,d by n1aking us of the cxtC'll(kd Sweuds<' ll lll<'l hod. 
wher n1onopole currents fron1 SU(2) lattic gaug theory in thC' maxillla lly Abdiau (M A) 
gauge are fitted by a monopol action. Th latt r L th n put into rdat ion to the Jllollopolc 
repre ntation of th DAH 1nodel. Th profil of th color-d C'tric ftnx tu bC' R-lld tll< st ring 
ten ion (from dual t Hooft loops) ar r produc d within the DA modC'l by lllC't-ws of .rv'Jonte 
Carlo sin1ulation . We have p cially paid att ntion to the case' (isl (2) = 2.01] G. Our rPsnlt 
of the tring ten ion show. that SU(2) lattic gaug th ory in th . l\1A ga ttg(' is qnantitativ Jy 
w ll r produc d by quantized DAH mod l. 
Our next ta k i. to take th continuum limit of thi~ study both th , · (2) gang<' th 'ory 
and th DAH model. How vcr. w on. id r that th 1natching should bC' pc rfonu<'d at a 
large ale where th monopolc-curr nt dynami ·. is . ·uffici ntly simp] . Th 11. we can argue 
the renorn1aliz d m parameters of th DAH n1od l. For this pnrpo~ . W(' 11 ,(•d also to 
reanalyze th flux-tube profile in SU(2) gluodynamic. for anoth r (isu( 2). If w > could sn · ·c d 
thi proc dur . th ext nsion to the U(3) glnodynamics is iut r . ting. 
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Chapter 6 
Dual Ginzburg-Landau theory 
derived from SU(3) gluodynamics 
In thi chapter, we construct the dual Ginzburg-Landau (D -:rL) tlwor. r cl.."' an infrar<'d df< c-
tive theory for SU(3) gluodynamics [10, 11]. The maximal bC'lian subgroup is <'XI<'lld<'d t) 
U(l)xU(1) reflecting the S (3) gauge synnnC'try. In contrast with tile AH 111od< I d<'riv<'d 
frmn the SU(2) gluodynan1ic , th DGL theory has thr c typ<'s of color-e i<'C't ric dwrg<' nnd 
color-1nagnetic charge whi h are carried by the quark fi Ids and t h<' lllOilopok fi<'lds, rC'sp<'('-
tively. The interaction between th m is achieved by two indcpcud<'llt clnal gauge fields. This 
£ ature provides an interesting property of the flux-tub .'Olution, which cuabl s us to discuss 
not only th mesonic state given by th quark-antiquark system, but also the baryoni(' stat<' 
as a mnbination of thre quark . 
6.1 SU(3) gluodynamics in the Abelian projection 
In thi section, w con ider the Ab lian-project d SU(3) gluodyuamics. Th SU(:~) glnody-
namics is given by th Lagrangian den ity 
£ su(3) = ~trGili.IGil/.1 + iA~J~ (G.l.l) 
where All denotes th SU(3) non-Abelian gaug fi ld All = A~Ta . Th S (:~) g<'tH~rators 
ya = )...a /2 (a = 1 · · ·. ) . ati fy the commutation r lations [T0 , T 1)] = 'i L~= I faiH'T r. wh r<' 
fabc ar the o-call d structure con. tant of th ' (3) Li algebra. where A0 (a = 1, · · ·, ) 
are the Gell- 1ann n1atrice . The field . trength t nsor G 1w is written ai-; 
( 6.1.2) 
6.1. -. ( 3) gluod~·nmnic~ in the 1 C'liau projection 
whcr fJ11 denote th COVariant d rivRtin' 
The SU(3) quark current is introduced as an Extenud ~OUlT<.' J1~ = un 11 T 11 q. which cmtpk~ 
to th S (3) gaug fi ld AZ. 
Here. we alsop rfonn the Abelian gauge fixing. which diagonaliz<'~ a ·< rtain gauge depen-
d nt variabl X(.r) E su(3) a ' 
( 
(I (.r) 




) = .\tf(.r). 
(:~ ( .z·) 
(().1. -1) 
wh r r ulting maximally Abelian subgroup is (l)x (1) group du<' to a st tit abl, Ab('lian 
gauge fixing function O(x) E SU(3). The non-Abelian gauge field A 11 E ~m(:~) is sium ltatt<'ousl. 
transforn1ed a 
A1, _,A~= O(.r) ( A1, + i~ O,,) nt(r). (G.l.fi) 
Accordingly th field ' trength t nsor i. transformed as 
G11v ---t G~v = o11A~- ovA~+ ic> [A~, A;:] - i:,n[rJwiJ11]nt . (().l.G) 
When degeneracy point xi.'t in the ig nvalu s ( 7(.r) (i == 1, 2, ~3). si11gularitics arise frmu th<' 
second t rm of (6.1.5) as 1nonopoles. In this case. there ar thrcc cas<'s for the appcanutc' 
of n1onopoles: (l(x) = (2(x), (2(x) = (3(x) an l (3(;r) = (1 (.r). Since two of thPs<' cowlitions 
are es ential, independ nt 1nonopol ar occurriug in two types. 1 his m1mlwr is r<'lat C'd to 
the residual Ab lian gaug sy1nmetry U(l)xU(l). H re, tllC' order of thrc <'igPllvalu<'s is 
not essential. We can exchange the igenval ues anwng ,Rch ot h r in t nns of t h ' rC'sid nal 
syn11netry, the so-call d global W yl sy1nn1etry. Such n1onopol s nut lw extradC'd by t h ' 
Abelian proj ction m thod similarly to the SU(2) as in chapter 2, which corrcspon l to tit<' 
hon1otopy group 7r2(SU(3)/U(1)2) = 7r2(S2 X 52)= Z 2 . B f rc th<' l)('lian proj<'ction , W(' 
d compos the gaug fi ld into th diagonal gluon part and the ofi'-diagonal gluou part by 
th Cartan decmnposition, which reads for th gauge field 
3 
A~= A;J · ii + L(c~i Ef + c~i* Ei). (G.l.7) 
i = l 
where we have d fined as 




6.1. " (:)) gluod~·namic~ in th hdian proj<'ction 
\\re have al o used the ·t p op<:>rators E ±i 
(().1.10) 
where EJ = E-i· The redefined (:1) g n raton-; Hand E ± 1 (1 = l. 2. ;)) satisf~· the rclntion: 
(G.J.ll) 
(G.l.l2) 
where Ei (i = 1, 2. 3) are th root vectors of th 
Here. the residual Abelian gauge synnn try is (lh x U(l)w In ordPr io confirm th(' role' 
of the gauge field in tern1s of the residual symmetry. let us consider t ll<> A i><'lian g<\llg(' 
transformation given by a function d(x) E (1 h x ( 1) , 
d( X) = d( ~r )3 X d(. ·: ) = ieO(:r) · I7 (G.l.14) 
The gauge field ( 6 .1. 7) is then transforn1ed as 
3 (A;J- afte) . ii + L ( ,- i('e.-·1 c~2i EJ + ir · o·.(1c~i* Ei). ((L J. 1 G) 
i = l 
From this xpr sion, we find that while th . diagonal gluon IYtrt A11 brhavrs as t h , Al><'lian 
gaug fi ld. th off-diagonal gluon part C~i and C~i* become charged matt rr fiC'lds iu tC'rms 
of the re iclual Abelian gaug sym1netry. 
W extract the Abelian component by th Ab lian projection rnet hod. which is bas<'cl on 
the Ab lian dmninance hypothesi for the low- n rgy pr p rtius of the glnodynamics. The 
Abelian field trength tensor i then giv n by 
(G.l.16) 
where th Abelian gauge fi ld Aft i defin d by 
- _ - 0 _ [ - ( 1 r ) t] All = 2tr[H Aft ] - 2tr HD All + ie iJ11 S1 · (6.1.17) 
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6.1. 
Analogously to th (2) cas . tho last tenn of t hC' 1 dian field st rcugt h tensor dcscrilH's 
the color-magn tic Dirac string bctwcC'n mm1opoles. ,~.:hicb can b<. c. ·pr sscd by y._..~:1 : 
where th Dirac quantization condition g = -1n i.~ taken into an·ount. Th<' din'<·t ion of thC' 
Dira . string depend on the choice of the Ab lian gaug<' fixing fnnct ion n(.r) E SU(:~). The 
Ab lian Bianchi id ntity is now broken as 
;..) *F- a * -;_, - ~ L () u,, fW = g fl Ill/ - ,..,,) =;- ' (G.l.ID) 
wh re kp.. i a two- mnpon nt Ab lian mon pol nnTcnt. '1 h color-mHgnC't ic irac string 
'EJ..L;.J al o can be writt n in the following form by nsing th<' root vectors f . ' (:3) alg<'bra r, as 
3 3 ~ 1 _ "'""-." 1 _ "'""-. r d f (-. (~)).S:(. ·· (C)) L.Jp..v - ~ tzuip..v - ~ f1 )}_ 1\l EJLII(\/J aiorJ .z, '-, () .l - .! I <.., . 
i = } i = l I 
((Ll .20) 
Note that this i a realization of the manifest glohal-WC'yl synuuC'try, which is an importa11t 
r sidual yn1metry in the Abelian-projected S (~3) glnocl~'llamics. Tbf' monopole' cnrr<.'ut call 
be also writt n in a Weyl yn1n1 tric fonn as 
3 3 
k- "'"" ..... ~ *" r-.. f "'"" - k~ v = 9 ~ fiUJL L.JiJW = g ~ Fi ' w· (fL1.21) 
i = l i= l 
where kiv = Op.. *I:~~v· In thi color-1nagnctic charge of tho monopole is d 'fiw d 
by Q~1 = g~ as shown in Fig. 6.1. The lab 1 i = 1, 2 :3 correspond to t h<' color-nmgn<'t ic 
charges, dual red (*R) , dual blue (*B) and dual green (*G). Hrr<'. the star "* " r<'prC'sC'nts dual 
quantity. In such expression, however , one alway 'hould r mcmb r that all color-magn<'1 i<' 
Dira string ar not ind pendent due to th r lation Lr:= l f'z = 0. 
The resulting action of th U(3) gluodyna1nics in th . Ab liau proj ction aftC'r LhC' b lian 
gaug fixing has the form 
(G.l.22) 
where ) 11 is the Abelian color- l ctric current, which has th form ~1 = er7Hr1,q. Sine<' 1 h<' 
quark field i regarded as a fundamental r pre. ntation of ' (~3) gro11p as 
(G.l.23) 
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6.1. l ( :3) gluodynamic~ in the bdian projection 
8 
3 
Figure 6.1: The di tribution of th color-electric charge Q~~ = 1li.1 and th color-mngn<'t ic 
charge Q~ 1 = gi, which is defined on the the weight V<'ctors and the r )Ot \'C'ctors of tlt<' S (:~) 
alg bra. 
and the diagonal part of the SU(3) gencrat rs is expressed hy 
0 ) 0 0 
W;3 
wh re Wj (j = 1, 2, 3) are the weight vectors of the S (;3 ) algebra 
W1 = G, 2~) , W2 = ( - ~ 2~), '"l = (o. -~) 




)J.L = L Wj fi] T /lqj. (G.l.2()) 
j = ] 
H nc , QJ = Wj (j = 1, 2, 3) can be regarded as the Ab lian color-el<'ctric charg<' as sllow11 iu 
Fig. 6.1. The labels j = 1, 2, 3 correspond to t h thr typ s of thf' c< lor-clC'ct ric charg s r<'d 
(R), blue (B) , and gre n (G). Note that du to th r lahon '2:]_1 v.J = 0. thP color-<'lectric 
E charge are not all ind p nd nt. It i u eful to introdu · th color- lcctri · irac string IJII" 
which l ads to the dual ver ion of the broken Ab lian Bianchi identity r()1t *' ~:~~/ = "i/· Tit<' 
color-electric current also can be r pr s nted in th W yl ~'ymm tric form by using the weight 
vector of th SU(3) algebra Wj lik the color-magnetic current (6.1.21) a~ 
3 3 
'7 "" .... ~ *" E "" .... A. )v = ~ WjUJ.L L.JjJlV = P ~ WJ}Jv· (G.l.27) 
j = l ] = l 





6.2 Dual Ginzburg-Landau th ory 
In this cction. b ed n the Abelian-projected ( 3) gluod~'umuic~. we c<.mst ruct t h<' I 1-L 
theory as an infrared fi'ectiY th ory. Let us perform t h pat h-intcgral d nali ty tran~format ion 
forth partition fun tion of the bclian-proj cted ' (a) gluodynnmic~ as iu t lw Sl (:2) <·n~<' 
[59]. Th n. we obtain it dual exprcs.~ i n as 
J ~ ~ ~i\[ { ~ --: .~i\1 } Z = VAfLVj11 VL,JJvexp - P - SL,( 3 ) [AJI')J1• .:.... 111 ,] 
J ~E ~i\1 ~ VL,JlV VL,JlVV Bp [ J c1 { 1 ( ~ _,.I' ) 2 ~ ~ ( <] ~ :\1 _,. 1' }] xexp- d :r "4 (81\B) 11v+ ~~~~ - ik11 ·B11 +i-t* ;111 • 1;1, .((>.2.1) 
wh re th two-con1ponent dual gauge field B11 is naturally introduc<'d. which c·m1pl<'s to t lH' 
two-con1ponent n1onopole current kw Analogous!. to t hC' S (2) cas<', OIH' finds that the 
linking tenn app ars in the partition function. which is explicitly can h<' written as 
3 3 J d4 · eg *f i\1 i:E . eg ~ -- i\1 ~ -- 1~ Xl2 {LV. JlV = 'l2 L fi ijlV. L WJ )tlV i= ] ] = l 
3 3 
ieg ~ ~ mij E11 vn f3 { da-t,=w(i·i(O) /, .do-11'; , , j(.r1 (r J ))6(.r~(O - .r 1(11)) L L 2 f>_'r-. ' ,,., · 
i = ] J = l . I ' } 
3 3 
2n L L mi1 Lij, 
i = l j = l 
(G.2.2) 
where Lij denote the linking nun1ber (integer) as already discussed in thC' S (2) cas<'. Il<'r ' . 
w have used an interesting r lation of the root vectors and the W<'ight vC'ctors of the S (:3) 
alg bra which is given by 
( ~1 1 ~1) 1 3 1 1 Ei · w1 =- 0 = - L fiJk = - mu. ( G.2.:n 2 2 k= 1 2 
-1 
wh r mij is an integer which tak 0 or ± 1. W have also used h n' t lw ira · qnant i~alion 
condition eg = 4n to get the factor 2n. More precis ly, this c uclitio11 is writ t n by ew J · gr ,  = 
2nmji. Clearly, the Dirac quantization ondition i. in1portant to guarantcP t h barmlc'ssncss 
of the linking term. It i intere ting to not that th color-electri · irac string and the color-
magnetic Dira tring labeled by the mne £ t. that is. i = j. never coupl siiH'(' t be linking 
t rm alway vani h . 
We as un1 that the monopol curr nt. ar dust ring in the vacuum as in th S (2) cas . 




H r . 1'~ 11 \ ·) paramet rizes th world lin' of the n-th dm.,(•d nHmnpolc trajcctm)· ('Hrr)·iug th< 
color-magnetic charg gfj in four-dim n~i )lHtl ~pace-time. In ordc'r to :-.lllll m·< r mm1opok 
current , it i · u ful t pa~· att ntion to the \YC'yl S)'mmctr,v of the mmwpolc charg( ~. Our 
strategy i th following: \V first consid r a thr c-c mponent dual gauge lic,ld in~knd oft he' 
original two-cmnpon nt B11• given ly 
((. ') r:) ),_, , ) 
where we nee l to tak into account th constraint f_ 1 Bi~1 = 0 du<' to the relation 
0. By thi d finition. the interaction betwPPll the dual gauge field and n1m1opok cmTPnts 
b cmn s mani£ tly Wcyl . ymm tric. which is giv n by thre simi lar term~ . It IlH'Hlls that 
we can r p at the mu ·ummation tcchniquP as in tlw " (2) cas<' for each of I hrc (' s I~ [cf. 
Eq. (2 .4 .20)] . Thu , w get three typ · of compl .'-scalar monopol<' fields \ z (i = 1. 2. :n. The' 
resulting action apparently has [U ( 1) f3 dual gange S:Vllllll try. which i:-. rcali :;;cd hy the' S<'l of 
transformation 
l . 
B lp --4 B l fl - -cJ~, I (i = 1. 2. :3). 
g 
((i.2.G) 
W find that in order to k cp th , ununation of the redefined dual gauge fi<'ld invaria11l as 
I:r=1 B i M = 0, th phase have to atisfy a constraint 
3 
L a,ttpi = o. (G.2.7) 
i=l 
That i to say, the sun1 of phases 'Pi ' houlcl h constanL which we tak qual t.o :;;c'ro. Tlms. 
we finally get the partition function of th dual Ginzburg-Landau ( GL ) t hcory 
z j vf-~vv§" (.9 DxiDxi) O(t arg i) 
X xp [-J d4x{ ~ ( (a II B)l'v + ef-~v) 2 + t [I (DI' -1- igf; . fl,, )x; 12 + A (1xl 2 - 1'2) 2]} l 
( 6.2.8) 
wh r the constraint for th phas s of the mon pole field I:/- 1 arg \' 1 = 0 is cxpress<'d by a 
5-functional. 
To sumn1arize. the DGL Lagrangian i obtain d a.c.;* 
LDGL 1*_,2 _, _,E 0[1(r · _, _,) 12 ( 2 2) 2] 4 FruA B , 2: ) + ~ ()11 + ~.9f i ·BI1, Xi + A I il - V (G.2.9) 
--------------------------------
*In the DGL theory. w ,,A,. for Lh pararn tf'fs in ord(•r to distinguish frorn Uw DAII m d f' l. 
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().~~. ' mnnuuy and ( utlook 
wher the dual field strength tensor ha~ th form 
(G.2.10) 
In thi Lagrangian, Bfl and \ i den t the two-compou nt dunl gnugt' fi ld nud the t hr '<'-
compon nt cmnpl x scalar monop le field. The quark tiel l is inclwh I in the color-( lcct ric 
Dirac tring ten11 f~v· One finds that this Lagranghn has quit(' a similnr form ns the H 
n1odcl discus ed in previ us chapters. Then. a similar scenario is cxp( dt d to oc<·nr. It IIH'ans 
that the DGL vacuum is d scribed as the dual snpcrcondnct )L wh r t II color-elect ric tidd is 
xcluded frmn the vacuum due to th dnal ~I issuer ffcct cans<'d by lllonopolc cmHl<'usntion. 
Th typical scale of the DGL theory arc exhibite l by taking into account th(' dual Higgs 
1nechanisn1 the DAH model. By ins rting \t = (l'+ C/)d 2)e 11" ('vhcrc C;) 1 .1J, E 'R) iuto 
the DGL Lagrangian (6.2.9), we get 
LOGL 
(G .2.ll) 
wh re the phase of the n1onopol field 1li is absorbed into th<' definition of th<' dual g<\111-!,<' 
fi ld B~, as Ei · B~ = Ei · BfL + Op7Ji/g. and accordingly the clnal gauge field and t hC' lllOttopolc 
field acquire mas es, mB = J3gv, mx = 2~v. resp tivc>ly. Sine·(' these iu ('rsc masses 
correspond to the p n tration depth of the color-cl ·tric field and t hC' colwrence }pngt !J of t h< 
monopol field, r ,spectiv ly, the Ginzburg-Lanclan (GL) paralllet<'r is defin<'cl: 
_ m£/ ~ 2~ 
"'"=--1 =--=--. mx 9m /3g (G.2.12) 
A xplain d in th U ( 1) DAH model, "'" = 1 is a ca. e of .'p cia] int er<'st. the 13ogomol 'nyi 
limit [72, 32], which will be di cu ed in th following chapt r. In g neral. th<' vantlllll is 
separated into two type by the Bogon1ol 'nyi limit: "'"< 1 b longs to the typc'-I vacutml aud 
"'" > 1 i th type-II vacuum. 
6.3 Summary and outlook 
In thi chapt r. we have d riv d the dual Ginzburg-Landau ( 'L) th 'ory as an iufran d 
eff ctiv th ory of S (3) gluodynamic. ( U(3) Q 1 ) ba.s don thf' 't ooft Abelian proj ·ct ion 
and th path-integral duality transformati n. W have f< und that th r<'~mlliug fonn hc1s a 
quit tructure as th U(l) DAH mod 1 d riv d from SU(2) gluodynamicf,, describing th 
dual upercondu tivity of th vacuum. How v r. th dual gauge .'ynun try if:l now ~xt ,udcd 
0 
().;t 'ummary and out look 
to [ (1)]2 refie ting the original (3) gaug symmctr~·. and then app('Hr thn'c types of color-
electric charge and color-magnetic charge. This fact will turn out to be important w hc11 we 
discuss r alistic hadron. observed in experiments in terms of the Hnx-tulw solution. 
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Chapter 7 
Manifestly Weyl symn1etric 
formulation of the DGL theory 
In the DGL theory, the color- lectric charge of the quark is givt'n by I brct' contpOJH'tll s as R , 
B and G, which i panned by th w ight ve ·t r of S (:1) alg<'bra. On the )thcr hands. I he 
color-n1agnetic charge of the 1nonopol . is defined by c·onlpom'nts H.'-' R , B and *G, which is 
spanned by the root vector of SU(3) algebra. Now. wear , int reslc'd in the color-singlc•t s tate· 
corr sponding to th n1eson and th bary n , which should be i11variant under the cxchrlllg<' of 
the color charge . Hence, it is iinportant to pay attention to the vV< yl symmd ry in t IH' 'L 
theory. How v r , since th dual gaug fi ld B11 which connects t lw color-<'lc'dric charge and 
the color-magnetic charg h only two compon .nts in the sense' oft he 'artcm de<'o lll posi I ion, 
and accordingly the ind pendent color-electric flux h s two cmnpouents, w <'aHnot ohsC'rv' 
th Weyl ymmetric tructure in the color-electric flux tube itself. This fact makes it difficult 
to ee theW yl invariant structure of hadroni : at s. In order to expose the WPyl sylllm<'tric 
t ructur of the flux tube in the DGL th ory it would b favorable to r<'prC'seut the' dual gang<' 
field also in a Weyl y1nmetric way. 
In this chapter, ther for , w r formulate th D L th ory to make its global W<'y l sylll-
metry n1anif t . which we call th manifestly W yl invariant formulation, Th<'ll, W<' would 
like to tudy the hadronic flux-tub ·olut ion corr sponding to the uws nic a11d t h(l haryouic: 
tate u ing thi Weyl ymmetric fram work. 
7.1 Various representations of th dual gaug field 
In thi ction w write th DGL Lagrangian in various r prrscntatio11s of the clnal gauge fi .lcl , 
among which the Weyl ymn1 tric r pr . ntation of th dual gang fi ld is also discussed [GO]. 
We fir t pa a t ntion to th original Cart an r presentation oft he dual gauge fiC'ld with two 
2 
7.1. \ Tarious rcprc~entntion~ of thC' dual gnugC' field 
components. Next. w will di.'cUS8 other two po~sible repn~~c'ntntion~ of the dnnl gnug<' fie ld . 
the color-electric r presentation and the color-mngnC'tic npr ~<. ntation. whi('h nr<.' achicY< d 
by panning the dual gauge field with th weight Yector nnd the root , , 'l'tor. rc~p< ct in'!~'· 
7 .1.1 Cart an 3-8 representation 
The two-compon nt dual gatwe field B11 can])(' written ns 
- _ 1 :3 B1) ( H) Bp = g Bw 3 . (7.1.1) 
The fa tor J3 i to make 3- and - cmnponcnts sym1nct ric. Th(' dual fi< ld st r<'ngt il knsor 
becomes 
(7.1.2) 
wh re we u e th Weyl synunetric form the color-C'l ctric I irac string - ;::// = L} 1 .... }.; 1111 • Tll(' 
Dirac quantization condition g = 41f is also used h rc to gC't thC' factor 21f i11 front of ~·: 1111 • 
The DGL Lagrangian is written a 
£ 3- 8 1 (* 3 )2 1 (* )2 
DGL - 4g2 Ff.LII + 12g2 F/)1/ 
+I ( 8" + i~ (-B~ + nn) XJI 2 +A (lx 11 2 - 112 )" 
+I ( 8" + i~ ( -B~- n~)) x2l 2 + >. (lx2l 2 - 112)" 
+ l(of.L + iB~) X31 2 +A (lx31 2 - v 2) 2 . (7.1.:3) 
Note that the Lagrangian (7.1.3) is invariant und r th [U(1)f dual gauge' transformation , 
('i = L 2. :3). 
(B~, Bf.L) ~ ( B~- fJ11-j3 , B 11 - (/J1-'-f1 - a11f'2)) . 
where the phase fi fulfill the con. traint z:=;=l JL = 0 [10. 11). 
The field equation. ar 
1 !:} *p3 
2uf.L f.LII g 
giv n by 
i ( *!:} ~) ,. ) 1 ( B3 nH) * +2 X1u11X1- X1U11X1 - ~2 - ;/ + 11 XtXl 
i ( * ~ .:l *) 1 ( E '3 nH) * +2 2u11X2- X2u11X2 - ~2 - ~- 11 X2X2 








Fron1 the field equat ions, we find the boundar. conditions : If I~/:11 and *~~1 , hnvc n non-
vanishing nonlocal tenn I:)" J.lll" the dual gauge field n;~ aucl B1, also h<wc the siugular part . At 
the locu wh r the dual gaug field is 'ingular. the monopole fidel is rcqnir<'d to disappear. At 
large distanc from the ingularity, the n1onopole field \ i approadws the vacuum exp<'c! n t iou 
value v and t he dual gauge field a. ymptotically vanishes, n;~ = B~ = 0. Th<'sc f-ield <'<pw t ions 
are to be olved by using the dual lattice fonnulation, ancl one wi ll fiud that thC's<' honudHry 
condition are realized. 
7 .1. 2 Color-electric representation 
The dual gauge field can be expressed by using the weight vector 1u.J, wher the label j = l. 2. :3 
corre ponds to th color-electric harg , R , B and G. In this seilSC'. w<' call this t lH ' color-




Not that now the dual gang fi ld i written as a thre -con1ponent fi<'ld. how<'V<'r all of l hPm 
are not indep ndent ince ~I=l Bj f.L = 0. The dual fi Jd strength t<'usor has the form 
·F,.w = ~ t wj ( a,,Bj v- BvBj I' - 21fEj'·,.w). v ~ j=l 











* e = · _ · c ') ~ ') E __ :2 E F) f1V- cJ,,BJ II UIIBJ Jl + - 11 ~ ........ )Jill L 17/.Jk '-' J.. Jil l . 
J.. - 1 
(7.1.11) 
Here . we have u ed the r lations 
(7.1.1G) 
f-. - 1--.{1 'l- (t .. j .. I.·. ( ' ,lj('il/('). i-lj-lJ..: ,... (7.1.1()) 
Apparently. the Lagrangian (7.1.13) is invariant nndcr the [ (l)P dual gangt transfonnnt ion. 
which i defined by 
\i-? \i lj, . \~-? \ i ( - lj,. 
3 
BJ ,L-? B; ,, + L mjiU,lf,. 
i - l 
(7.1.17) 
wher i . j = 1. 2. 3. However. this doe· not mean an increase oft h<' gang<' d<'gr<'('S of fn'<'dom 
b cau e of the constraint LJ=1 Bj IL = 0. 
Th field equation · for j = 1. 2. 3 and i = 1. 2. 3 arc giv 11 by 
(7.1.1 ) 
(7.1.1D) 
We find that each fi ld equation ha. U ( 1) tructur ., apart from t lH' matrix strnd ur<' in t 1)(' 
labels i and j. The boundary condition i given by a similar discussion a.'-> iu t h<' \u·t a 11 
repres ntation of the dual gauge field. The main differ nc is that the dual gang<' field 
repre ent d h .re experience th color-el ctric Dirac string singularity in a We yl sylllllH'( ric 
way. T he dual lattic formulation will1nak this situation clear. 
7.1.3 Color-magnetic representation 
The dual gauge field can also be spanned by using the root vector f 1 • whC'rC' the labd 'i = 1, 2, :~ 
corre pond to the monopol charg *R, *B and *G. In this s nsc, w call this t h<' ('Olor-
magnetic representation of the dual gaug field [32]. defined by 
(7.1.20) 
wher 
9m =~g. (7.1.21) 
5 
7.'2.. Hnclronic flnx-tuhe ~olutions 
N te that Bi1~1 ar not all independent since : _1 B;1;, == 0. One mny n ' llH'Iuhcr t lw t t hi~ 
representation was already us cl when we h <:we summ d OYer mm1opolc current!-;. The dunl 
field strength ten or i written a. 
( ~ l ')')) (. ·~-
wh r w use eg = 4w. Hcnc . the Lagrangian in terms of the color-mngn< tic rcpr<'s<'ntntinn 





*Fil1 - ~) Em ~) B 111 2 "'"" E i J.lV = UJ-1 i t/ - Uv 1 11 + 7r L 171 ij .1 Ill/· 
j - 1 
Here, w have u ed th relations 
('i,j. k: cyclic). 
(7. t.:...:n 
(7.1.2--t ) 
( 7 . l. 2!)) 
Since the Lagrangian (7 .1.23) has a quite. imilar fonn as the (1) AH moclcL <'Xn pt for 
the lab l i and j , one finds that the dual gaug symmetry b cmn('s V<'ry C'asy to ohs<'rV<' , 
(i = 1. 2. :n, (7.1.2()) 
and accordingly th Lagrangian ( 7 .1. 23) has the ext nclcd dual gang symmd r. [ ( l) p with 
a con traint L~= l Bfl-1 = 0. This is the same as in the color-electric rc prcscntat io11 of the 
dual gaug field. 
T he field equations for i = 1 2, 3 hav th fonn 
1 ;::) *pm . ( * ;::'} a *) 2Bm * 2Up, i J.lV = -~ Xi Uv i- Xi vX i + i t/Xi Xi· 
9m 
(7 .1.27) 
(a J-1 + i B F~) 2 xi = 2 >. i ( x; xi - v 2 ) • (7.1.2H) 
which is exactly the a1ne as th field quation in the (1) AH 1noclel. replica! ed with 
re pect to t h ind x i. In this sense, the boundary condition.' ·an 1 tak u similarly as in Lh 
U(1) case. Th refore. the color-n1agn ti r pr . ntati n of th dual gauge field is particularly 
convenient as compar d with other repr . ntations. 
7.2 Hadronic flux-tube solutions 
In order to olve th field quation with variou. r pr s ntations of the dual gauge fi ld. 
w adopt the dual !attic forn1ulation ru th DAH n1od .l but xt nd d to mor d gr<' s of 
(j 
freedom. In thi. subsection. we first inY stigate th m sonic Hux tube. and next the b1-u~·onic 
flux tub . \Yc use the word , ··mesonic·· or ··lnr~·c nic·· to distinguish t h real color-singlet 
hadron fron1 th lassical , tat that we deal with in thiti pnpE'r. or instance. if we' wnnt to 
obtain real me on or baryon stat . ' n d to c nsicl r the quantum stat gi\'C'll 1 y 
!me on) 1 - -V3 (IRR) + IBB) + IGG)). 
I baryon) ~ (IRBG) + IBGR) + IGRB) - IR ,B) - I ,BR) - IBR ;) ) . 
where RR d notes R-R flux tube. and s forth. In the dassi ·a] solnt ion, ' c cnn only t r H t 
a piec of th tat s. How ver. even then it i. ncn'ss· ry to pay at t '111 ion to t h ' \\'e. 1 
ymn1etry, inc all tat s can be reduc cl to th sam classical stat' for the llH'sOJ1 nnd the 
baryon, re pectively. 
7.2.1 M esonic flux t u be (q-fj sy tern) 
Sine the thr typ s of th color-el ctric charg are r presc ntcd by non-vanishing plaqn<'l t c's 
tf 11v(s) t~ J-LV(s) and t~ J-LV(s) , the 111 . onic state ·orr sp1 nding to IRR), IBB) and IG , ) arc 
giv n by mne tack of conn cted plaquettes of each color. or example, wh n W(' consider t]H' 
straight R-R flux-tube systen1, all w have to do is to put only 011e of the col r-dcctric 1rac 
string plaquette locally tf J-Lv(s) =1- 0 like in Fig. 4.l(a), wh r:-'as A ~: 1111 (8) = A !t,w(s) = 0 
all ov r the three din1 n ional space. For the B-B flux-tul c syst 111. we set - ~~ 1111 (8) =1- 0 
and t~J-Lv(s) = tfJ-Lv() = 0. for the G-G flux-tube syst m , ~ ~~ 1 w(. ·) =1- 0 and . 11'\uAs) = 
AE -2:2 J-LV(s) - 0. 
In Figs. 7.1-7.6, we show th profile of th ·ol r- lcctric field and corr sponchng monopole' 
curr nt of R-R. B-B, and G-G flux-tub . y t 111 for various r pr s ntation of th dual f.nng<' 
fi ld, the Cartan repr s ntation 1 th color- l tric r pres ntation, and the c l r-mngnetic 
r pre ntation , r p ctiv ly. We find that th la t two repr s .nt ati ns C'nablc us to SC'C' t h<' 
W yl sym1n ric structur of th flux tube. he Dirac string structur >s in the du·d grwge 
fi ld with various r pre entation i , ummariz d . ch ,In ti ·ally in Table'. 1. 
The profil of th monopole field i. hown in Fig. 7. 7. n finds that this do s uot l<:>p 'lld on 
the choic of the representation of the dual gaug fi ld , . inc th monopol ' field is defin d on 
the SU(3) root vector. That is th reas n why this distribution is similar t th<' color- ·1 'dric 
fi ld in the color-magn tic repr s ntation of th dual gauge fi ld. Th inter-quark potC'ntial 
hown in Fig. 7. , which. of cours , d not d p nd n th r pr s ntatiou. The param ter 
et u ed h re i th ame ru in th U(l) cas . W took {JDGL = l/g2 = 1. mn = ihx = 0.5. 
Thi t i imply o. th b havior of th pr fil and to ·on par th string t n. ion f tl 
potential with the analytical valu in th Bogomol 'nyi lim.it. CJL = 4·wv2 · a? = 4(3 cr;rrm ~ t3 
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7.2. Hadroni · Hux-t nbc solntions 
Table 7.1: The color-electric Dirac L-tt·ing structun' in thP dual gnuge field in 
the q-ij . yst m for various r pr sc ntRtions (for Figs . 7.1-7. 7) is scht maticnll~· 
ummetrized. Here. T and cone. pond to the one inw string siugularit~· . If 
we circulette aroun l the C' singularities in countc>r-clockwis wny, t h 'Y k;-ul to 
th phase + 27r and - 27r, re pectively. I\oticC' that 1f 2 cmd .JJ. - 2 
3- magn tic basis 
B3 
J1 Bjl' nm lJI nm '2ll B'n 3e 
R-R lc Tc () Ln lm 
B-B Tc lc T -U- Tc Ln {) Tm 
G-G 0 1tc T Te -ti-c Tm Ln 0 
[72, 32], which will be di cuss d in the next sccti n. nc finds that the analytical striug 
tension i reproduc cl by th nun1crical potential in ig. 7. . In order to get qnant it at ivt I. 
r alistic r ul ts , w need n1or infonnation about t h panunct er set f t lH' D .j L t lwory frmn 
th SU(3) gluodynamics as clone in the chapter 5. 
It is worth noting that in th me nic ca~e, we can reduce Lh<' [ (1)]2 1L theory to 
the U(1) DAR 1nocll. L t u s e thi ' in th R-R syst(ln with th \utan npn's<'ll!ati>ll 
of the dual gauge field, as an exarnpl . Oth r systcn1:. and oth r rcprcs ntations C<-Ul lw 
treated imilarly. Here. w alr acly know the profiles f th color-elect ri · H nx t 11 be and t h ' 
contribution of the dual gauge fi lcl and th monopol fi ld as shown in igs. 7.1 and 7.7. 
Thu , one can tak B~ = Bf..l = Bf..l and Xl = v , 2 = x*. X.'3 = . Th L Lagrangian 
(7 .1.3) is reduc d to the fonn , 
r 3-
.t..- DGL 
The redefinitions of th coupling and the fields 
.\ = 2~, 
l ad to th Lagrangian of th DAR 1nod J as is gi v n in ( 3 .1.1). 
7.2.2 Baryonic flux tube (q-q-q system) 
(7.2.1) 
X 
----+ -J2' (7.2.2) 
W olve th fi ld quation in th pre n ·e of thr typ . : of the color-cl<"'dric charges. Si11c·p 
the olor- le ric harg s are d fin d in the weight v ctor diagram of 'U (3) algebra. 'tnd 
the color-el ctri Dira strings whi h ar at ch d to th se charge: carry the smn quantity, 
"'L vacuum 
r pecti,· ly. th s Dirac trings ·an join at a c 'rtain point to cmH·d C'ach other ( -...,J 1 c 1~1 = 
0). whi h we call a junction. Here. we consider the simple ens<' that the t hrc<' t~ · 1ws of 
th color-electric charg arc plac d on the corners of a rcgulnr triangle. The uon-Yanishing 
plaquette f=r 1_uA s) . f=r J.LV (. ) and ~ tLw (.<;) are prop rly included ~o as to m inimiz<' the length 
of the color-electric Dirac , tring. \\·hich corresponds t the energy minimization condition. 
Then. th position of th junction is giv n by the Fermat p< int [7~~]. As a rcsnl t. we get a 
typi al Y- ~hap l flux-tube object in th DGL thcor~·. 7.(. the bar~·onic flux tube. 
In Fig. 7.9-7.11 , we show th pr files of the c lor- ledric fidel COlT sponding to th<' artan, 
the color- le tric, and the color-1nagnetic r pres ntations of the dual gauge f'c ld . The \V< yl 
syn1111etric tructure can b olrerved in the last two rcpr scntatic ns . The 1110110pole field do<'s 
not d pend on th rcpre .ntation. for t h 'amc r asou as in the discussion of the llH'son ic 
flux tub . which i shown iu Fig. 7.12. Ou finds that all of these profiles faithfully rcfi<'cl 
th structure of the color-electric Dirac string. Th poi C'ntial is obtain d analog< usl:v to t h ' 
111 onic sy ten1, which i ' hown in Fig. 7.13. H .r , para1net rizing the potent in! of t h<' liiwar 
part as 
3 
V(x1. x2. x3) r-v uL L lx~ -- XJI. (7.2.:3) 
i = l 
where X i and XJ denote the po. ition of the quarks and of the juncti m 011 t h<' dw1l l;.\1 t icc. 
re pectively, w can extract th string ten. ion uL. On finds that this is ahnost rC'prodnced 
by the analytical one. inc uL r-v 1.0 r-v 4f3oGL nrh ~ /3. It is int resting to not C' that whil<' <'acl! 
profil of the color- 1 ctric field in the color- 1 ctri r pr scntation ha: · a form similar to the -
flux in th Cartan repre entation. the color-elec ric field in th , color-magnetic rc1 rcscut ation 
provide the 3-flux type structur . It is , of course, possible to s tnd. th' enC'rgy and the 
field distribution corresponding to differ nt shap s of the haryoui · flux tube £ r a static 
configuration. Thi will b addressed in future inv stigations. 
7.3 Properties of the c lassical DGL vacuum 
Since th dual gaug symmetry i now extend d to [ (1)]2 corresponding to S (3) gluody-
namics , some inter sting£ atur ar expect d to app ar forth vacumn prop{'rti 'S cmnparC'd 
with th U (1) DAH model. In this ction, w discuss t b vacnnm properties of th<' D 1 L 
theory by u ing a sirnilar technique as in th U(1) DAH rnod J. co do this. it is us fnl to pay 
att ntion to the Bogomornyi limit , th bord r of typC'-I and typ ,-II vacuum. 
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7 .~~. Properti s of the classical .., L \'HClllllll 
7.3.1 Bogomol'nyi limit 
Let u consider the q-q systen1 gin'n b~' the D ..,L th ory ·with the cnlor-nwgndic rcpn sent a-
tion of the dual gauge field. \\' first diYide the dual gauge field into two parts: the r<'gnlnr 
part and the 'ino·ular part. where the role of ach tenn ar t h sallH' as in t IH U ( 1) AH 
model. Then. we write 
Em = E~n : rC'g + B~n : sing (. 1 ? '~) tJ..l- lJ..l IJl l = ·~·• · (7.:t1) 




(a 1\ E m: ing) + 2 "'"' . E 2 "'"' i 1.w 7r L.....t 7HzJ j Jill= 7r L.....t l71zJ .1 Jill· (7.:L2) 
j = l j=l 
Her , miJ i an int ger given by mij = I.=r·=t El.Jk = { -1, 0.1} [ 'c . q. (G.2.:nJ. The meaning 
of cj J.W is the an1 as in the u ( 1) DAH Inodcl , it has the inform at ion a bon t t h posit ion oft he 
ends of the color-el ctri Dirac. tring. Not that now there exist three types of color-ckct ric 
charg . The dual fi ld strength tensor i rewritten as 
(7.:3.:3) 
Let us consider an id al system; infinit ly long string with cylindrical symm<'t ry. Itt this 
ca e, the fi Ids depend only on the radial coordinate T as 
(7.:~.4) 
wher ¢i(r) is the modulu of the monopol field i = ¢i xp(i7h), and'{) denot s the a~imut hal 
angle. Note that th phas of the monopole field i n w assumed to h regular [()Jl, D11 ]11z, which 
i ab orbed into the r gular part of th dual gaug fi lcl by th r placcm nt B;IIT('!'!, + ()J/'h ---+ 
E;n:reg. The contribution frmn the Coulomb term Cj 11v is neglPdcd. Thc•n, the solution of 
(7 .3.2) is ea ily found to be 
(7.:~.G) 
Th n the field equation are gi v n by 
(7.:~.6) 
1 dB:O :r g 
t - 2g~ (iJFn g -- ffitj) ¢~ = 0. 
r dr 
(7.3.7) 
Th tring tension can b , comput d ru th energy of th flux-tube p r unit l ngth 
(J = 2rr ~ f 'rdr [ 2;~ u dJ3r•g) 2+ ( :i r+ ( B;"'egr- mii) 2 qy~+A(¢f- v2)2] F.'l. 
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To make ener~· of the system finit . \ve han' to po.-tulat the bound<n~· couclitions: 
-In:r<'g 
Bi = 0. <Pl = { 0 
l' 
(i # j) 
(i = j) I" -4 0, 
as r -4 
\'HC'lllllll 
(7.:tD) 
Since now w have quite similar forms of the field cquati ns and th string tC'nsion as in tlH' 
cas of U(1) dual gauge ymnwtry, except only the labels of i and j which dnssif\· th(' kinds 
of th n1onopole and th quark corre, pon ling to [U ( 1) ]~1 dual gauge S.}'l1llllC'try, we' cau liSC' 
th san1 trategy to find the Bogomol"nyi limit a.s in the (1) H model [cf. qs. (7.:~.6). 
(7.3.7), and (3.2 .16)]. Thu,, we can write the string t usion (7.:~. ) xactl:v in th' fonn, 
3 3 [ 1 ( 1 IE- ll1 T('l!, ) 2 
"""""' I I 2 """""'fn . . c i "2 ( '2 "2) 2n L mij 1 + 2n L 1 dr - 2 -- ± .rJm c/> 1 - 11 
i=l i=l 0 2gm 1' dr 
+ ( d:.i ± ( .a;meg- ffiij) ~i r + ~ ( 2.\- g~,) (¢~- / 2)"] (7.:u o) 
From thi expression we find th Bogmnol'nyi li1nit. 
9~1 = 2.A., or 3.(/ = 4.A. 
In this lin1it the string tension is reduc d t 
3 
O" = 2n L lrnij lv2 = 4nu2 . 
i = l 
(7.:3.11) 
(7.:3.12) 
provided the profiles of the dual gauge fi lcl an l th n1onopol field ar(' dC'tc'rmiiH'd b. t h 
first-ord r differential equation , 
d¢i ± (.Bm:r g _ m . ·) t~ = O 
dr 1 tJ r · 
1 dB-m :reg i 2 2 2 -
- d ± 9m(¢i - V ) - 0. 
r r 
(7.:3.] 4) 
Thes fi ld equations , of course, reproduce th s concl-ord r cliff x utial rqnatious (7.;3.G) and 
(7.3.7) when the relation (7.3.11) i satisfied. 
Here. to obtain the string t nsion of th form (7.3.10) and th saturat d string tC'n~icm 
(7.3.12), we have paid att ntion to the boundary conditi ns of the fidds (7.3.9) by taking 
into account the relation (6.2.3). For in._ tanc . l t us consid r th R-R ftux-tub . which is 
giv n by th lab l j = 1. In this y. t m. th monopol fi ld ¢ 1 which has thr magnc,tic charg 
g€i is decoupled from th syst m, since ¢1 do s not feel any singularity of thr flux-tube cor . 
and accordingly. the regular dual gang fi ld B~ : rPg is al. o d ·oupled. Tlw b havior f the 




m ·reg B3 · provide the (1) i=2 flux tube and (l) i=.~ anti fhv tube <lw.' to the ~ig11 of tlw 111 1.1. 
which take 1 and - L rcsp ctivcly. H n'. hot h d ned gang ticld:s an r ln tui to Pnch other 
3 m :reg _ . through th con traint i = l Bi - 0. and (1)i -:3 anti flux tnl can be rcgnrd<'d as the 
U(1)i=2 flux tub . or vise versa. As a r sult. these' flux tubes provide' tl1c' same string tension 
21rv2 . and finally. w get two tin1es of this string tension. 2 27r t •2 . This is cnus<'d h.\' the 
[U(1)]~1 dual gaug 'Jll1lll try. \Ve n t that sin T this discussi n is the \\'<'yl s~·mmctric. final 
expr ssion for the tring tension (7.3.12) docs not d p nd on what kind f th' color-electric 
charges Qy sit at the ends. The profil s of the color-E'l ctric fi ld can l c obtain d by solving 
the fir t order equations (7.3.13) and (7.3.14) by taking into account tllC' al V<' dis ·ussion ·1.s 
di cus ed in Refs. [35, 36] . 
Th m aning of (7.3.11) is th following. v\· kn w that in tht' D L tlwor, has two 
charact ristic seal expres d by cmnbinati ns of three parmn ten-;, .lJ. A Rnd t. Out' is th<' 
n1as of th dual gauge field ms = /2g111 v = /3gt and the other is th<' ma.'-is of t.he lllOllopol 
fi ld m, = 2v'>:v. Thee 111 have be n xtracted fr01n th L Lagr·~ngian by taking 
into account th dual Higgs m hanis1n ac shown in q. ( 6.2.11). Thus. t h<' I3ogmuol'uyi 
limit in the DGL theory (7.3.11) i th sup r. ·. mm try b tween the dna! gang< fi 'ld and thC' 
n1onopole field ms = rnx, or "'= 1 [See. Eq. (G.2.12)]. his is au ext usicm whi('ll is aln'c-ul 
discus ed in the U ( 1) DAH model. 
7 .3.2 Interaction of flux tubes 
We would like to di cu. s the interaction of flux tub s. ow. w hav thr ' diff<'n'Jll t. p<'s 
of n1esoni flux tub , uch giv n by R-R. B-B, and G-G, d p<'nding on tlw color-C'lcctric 
charge attach d to both ends of the tube. Forth int ra·tionl tween two p<-rall('l flux tubes 
of th "sa1n type.' uch the y t n1 R-R and R-R, we can expC' ·t that (1) Ail likC' 
propertie appear. since we know that u h case the D -:1 th ory can b • r ,chlc<>d the ( 1) 
DAH 1nod l [See , ub ection. 7.2.1]. It n1eam; that in th I3og m l'nyi limit there SC' ms to 
be no interaction between them. Moreov r. in th typ -I or in thC' typC'-Il vacmtm , wl!id1 is 
away frmn the Bogomol'nyi li1nit. the flux-tube int ,raction InanifC'stly app Jars. In thC' typC'-I 
vacuu1n an attractiv force appears. On the oth r hand , in the type -II vacuum. flux tub ·s 
rep l ach oth r. 
It i interesting to inv stigat what happens if two parall 1 ftnx tubes of ·'diffprC'nt typ s'' 
ar plac d at a certain di tan ·e [74]. W find that now this .·y. tern has a r('markabl · asp<'C't 
owing to th Weyl ymm try. For instance. l t us consid !r thC' intPraction b('twcen R-R and 
B-B. We find that the int raction b tw en h m i. attra ·tiv '. sine<> if we suppose that t h se 
flux tub s ar unifi d into n flux tube, it b c n1 .· G-G (S ' th r .lati n (6.2.3)). It means 
that the nergy of the y ·t m aft r unifi at ion i. r due d into a half f th initial onC'. 1 h 
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7.-J. 
' ame interaction property would be obse1Ted in the pro<:C'ss. B-B + G-G -4 R-R a11d 
+ R-R -4 B-B. Thee inve:tigations show that if we pe1y attention to the \Ycyl :-;~ ·mm<'tr~·. 
we can easily obtain qualitativ information about the fiux-tubt int<'raction. 
7.4 Summary and out look 
In this chapter, w have reformulated the DGL theory t nu-1kc the global \Y< yl :-;~ · lmtwt r~· 
among olor charges manifest, and applied to the investigation of hadron ::-;t rnct un':-; corre-
sponding to n1 son and baryon ' tate ' in terms of the pen and }' -shapt>cl Hux- tnlw :-;olut ions 
in the DGL theory. The baryonic tate is one of the nwst intcre:-;t ing and importm1t ap-
plication of the DGL theory, since this state can 1 treated only aftt>r t akiug iut o rHTmtnt 
the [U(l)f dual gauge yn1n1ctry originating fron1 S (:3) gauge S;)llllll try. \\c ha\'C' fonnd 
that th 1nanifestly Weyl syn11nctric approach, in particular. given by the color- tnagn<'t ic 
repre entation of the dual ga ugc field i the 1nost conveuient one for this su bj<'ct. sill<'< the 
resulting DGL theory can bed alt with in a quite similar way as in the (1) AH 1nod l. 
In order to extract the quantitative infonnation of hadronic states in tPnlis oft lH Unx t ulH' , 
w honlcl d t rn1ine the coupling of th DGL th ory fron1 'U(3) gluodynamics (S (:~) Q 
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Figure 7.1: The profile of th color-electri field in th art an rcprC'sentatiou for ~3- (l ft) and 
8- (right) component in the R-R (upper). th B-E (mi ldl ). and hC' G-G (l w r) syst ms 
in the x-z plane at y = 0. Th quark and th antiquark ar plac d at (x, y. z) = (0, 0, - 10) 
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Figure 7.2: The profile of th n1onopol sup rcurr nt in the artc-111 r prrs utation for ;3- (1 ft ) 
and -(right) component in th R-R (upp r). the B-B (1niddl ). and thr G-G (lower) systc1ns 
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Figur 7.3: The profil of th color-el tric fi ld in th color- 1 ctric repr S('ntati n. xprC'sscd 
on thew ight vectors of the S (3) algebra, w1 (left). w2 (c nt r). and 'l.iJ:3 (right) in th' R-R 
(upp r). the B-B (middl ). and the G-G (1 w r) ystenL in the .c-z plan at :y = 0. '1 h 
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Figur 7.4: The profile. of th monopol sup r ·urrent 111 th color- lcctric rrpn'scntation, 
expr don the weight vector of th SU(3) alg bra. WJ (1 ft ), ti72 ( c<'nter), and 1n:3 (right) m 
the R-R (upper). the B-B (middle), and th G-G (lower) syst ms in the .r-y plane' at z = 0. 
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Figure 7.5: The profil s of th color-electric field in t h color-n1agn ic rcprcs ntation . cx-
f2 (center). and f:3 (right) in th ' pres ed on th root vectors of th SU(3) algebra. _.1 (l ft ) 
R-R (upper). the B-B (n1iddlc) , and th G-G (low r) syst rns in the .r-z plan ' at :y = 0. Th 
quark and the antiquark are placed at (x, y. z) = (0. 0. - 10) and (0, 0, 10). respc tiv 'ly. 
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Figure 7.6: The profiles of th monopol up rcurr nt in th ·ol r-ruagn tic r('pr 'scut.atiou, 
expres ed on the root vector. of the SU(3) alg bra, f'1 (l ft). f2 (c nt r), and r~ (right.) in the 
R-R (upper), th B-B (middl ). and th G-G (low x) syst ms in the .r-y plane at z = 0. Th ' 
quark and the antiquark arc placed at (x. y, z) = (0, 0, -1 0) and (0, 0, 10). r sp ctivC'ly. 
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Figur 7. 7: The profile of the modulus of th monopol fi ld of I x 1 I (l ft ), I X:2l ( C'<'nt cr), 
and IX31 (right) in the R-R (upper), the B-B (middl ), and tlw G-G (low r ) syst ms in tb 
J::-z plane at y = 0. The quark and th antiquark ar ~ plac d at (1·. y. z) = (0. 0 - 10) and 
(0. 0, 10). re p ctively. 
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Figure 7.8: The quark-antiquark pot ntial in the DGL theory. whcr<' R/a d .HotC's th<' q-ij 
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Figure 7.11: Th profiles of th color- lectric fi ld in th olor-magnctic r pres ntation , ex-
pre d on th root vector of th s (3) alg bra, fl (upp r) , f2 (rnicldl ), and r, (lower) in 
the baryonic flux tub in th x-z plan at y = 0. Th , junction and th quarks ar locat d at 
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7. 1. ' ummary and ontlook 
Figure 7.12: The profiles of th modulus of th m n p >1 fi ld of lx1l (upp r). lx2l (mid-
dle). and IX3I (lower) in th baryonic flux tub in thP ~r-z plan at y = 0. The junction 
and the quarks ar locat d at (x, y , z) = (0. 0. 0). and R(O , 0. 9) , B(9. 0, -G), G( - 9, 0, - G) , 
re. pectiv ly. 
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Figure 7.13: The three-quark potential of the baryonic flux tube in t hr 'L th ory, w her<' 
Ri = lxi- XJI· The param ter s t i tak n f3ocL = 1~ ihB = rhx = 0.5. 
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Chapter 8 
Glueball as the flux-tulbe ring 
solution in the DG L tl~eory 
The existence of glueball stat is naively expected a.-; results of the gluon s<'lf-coupliug in 
QCD [6]. Recent progr s of lattic QCD simulation~ prcdi ·ts th masses of ghtc balls !1/ (0 + 1 ) 
= 1.50 "' 1. 75 Ge V, j\f (2++ ) = 2.15 "' 2.45 GC' V [75 7 ] . xpcrilllC'nt ally. t lH'n' arc some 
candidates· fo(1500) and fo(1710) for th s ·alar glucball; J.;(2220) (J = 2 or 4) .. !:2(2:~00) 
and !2 (2340) for th t n or glu ball [2]. However. th a bundaucc c f q-q 1ncsc n st. a 1<-s in t.h ' 
1 "' 3 GeV region and the possibility of th quarkoniurn-glnC'ball mixing stat s still mak<' 
it difficult to id ntify the glueball tates [79]. To dat , no gluC'lmll stat has b<'<'ll f1nuly 
discovered yet. More ·tudies for the glu ball fr 111 1nany dir ·tions arc llC'Cc'. ·sary to sp('cify 
th glueball states. 
In this chapter, as an application of the flux-tube picture for uncle rstRnding t hC' lmdron 
structure, we study th glueball tat using the flux-tub ring soluti n in the dn£Ll jimd urg-
Landau theory [51]. Our view point i the following: As showu in prC'vious chapt <'rs. t hf' 
me on and th baryon tat scan b r gard d a.s a flux tube with valf'n<"f' quarks at t hc ends. 
Then th glue ball which is construct d fron1 gluon. with no valcncC' quarks , is id<'ut ified 
with the flux tub without nd , th flux-tube ring. W first d scrib , the Hux-tub ring a.s a 
relativi tic clos d string with th effectiv tring t I . ion in t rms of th string represent atio11 
of the DGL theory. which contain th Nambu-Got action. rl h C'ffcctivC' string tcnsion is 
clas ically calculated from the flux-tub ring olution a a functi n of its si:0 . \)mbiuiug 
the e two r ult . we writ th Hamiltonian £ r the radius d gr of freedom and discuss th ~ 
wave function of th flux-tub ring by solving th 'chroding r equation. inally. w ·:timat 




Figur .1: Flux-tub ring 
8.1 Flux-tube ring as the c losed effective string 
In thi cction, we explain our strategy to study the glue ball state starting from t l1< ' flltx- t nl><' 
solution of the DGL th ry. We consider the simplest ring ccmfigurat ion obtained wh<'ll t be 
end of the flux tub me t a h other to fonn <: circle [Sec Fig. .1] . He wever. we know that 
since the flux-tub solution is a static on which docs not contain any kinC't ic <'ll<'rgy, W<' 
annot g t the la ically abl flux-tube ring solution. This nwchanism can he tllld<'rst ood 
as follows. A larg flux-tube ring contains a large n rgy. sine the nPrgy is given by the' 
tring tension tirnes its length, wher th string t nsion i. considPrPd to take a constant value 
for a large ring. As decrea ing the siz of the ring. its energy b comPs sm·1.l!C'r. Therefor , 
the flux-tube ring is un table and pre£ r · to hrink. It m ans that. wP first need to formulat 
a flux-tube solution including a kin tic t nn so as to 1 c able to describe thP dy11amics oft he 
flux tube. Once the contribution fron1 th kinetic t nn i. taken into account , from a qnant 11111 
n1echanical point of view. uch a collapse i. f rbidden hy the uncertainty principle'. Let 11s 
in1agine the hydrogen atom, where th stabl gr und stat i. det rmin ell y the '11 rgy balanc<> 
b tw n the kinetic term of the electron p2 /2m and th Coulomb potential t rm - e'2 /r with 
the uncertainty relation p · r 2: 1. The stabl radius i. known a..s th so-called ohr nulins , 
rB = 1/(me 2 ), which lead. totheminin1alenergyofthebonndstatr'EB = - e'2/(2rf3). Tlds 
ugge t that the kineti term and th quantum ff ct are ssential. 
For thi purpose. we pay att ntion to th s -call d string r pres ntation of th D 1L theory. 
Thi repre entation an be analyti ally d riv d in the London limit m ___, . wh rc' tll 
n1odulu of the monopol fi ld i froz n taking h valu f its coud usat ' . Th<' r 'Sillting 
ff ctive tring action hcu th form 
( .1.1) 
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).1. Flux-tuhl ring a:-. the dosed f'H.cctiY string 
One find that thi ~ r presentation contains the kinetic cncrg~· of tlw string. It is inknsting 
to no e that first t rm is kn0\\'11 as the nmbu- ,-oto altion with the string tc11siou (). , 'inn' 
thi term is proportional to th area f string world surfan, minimal ar 'a of the string world 
' Urface i requir cl for the classical string motic n. Th sec nd term is the so-called rigidi t)· 
term, which is con icler d to b originating fr m t h fin it t hickw ss l ffcct oft he color-<'lcct ri(' 
fi ld of the flux tube. The coeffici nt of rigidity term 1/ cto is known to take a nC'gatiYe Yalnc, 
which n1ean that the tring. d scribed by this action. is stiff and hard to bend . In ot lH'r wonL 
this tenn prevents the closed string frmn shrinking. since this term dislikes a large curvnt nr<'. 
One might exp ct that the losed string with rigicli ty has a st a blc sij/,l' by a cmnp<'l it ion 
between the Nambu-Goto tcnn and the rigidity term. Unfortunately. however. it has h< < n 
r port d that uch a y t 111 is :till unstable with respect to radial pert urbat im1s. all( I t lu1s 
doe not have a clas ical ground state [ 0]*. 
Son1e notation are sum1narizcd in the following: The string world surf<H'<' sw<'pt over 
the tring n1otion. i parmnetrized by :r_·Jl = .rll(~). where'~= (~ 1 .(2 ) is a two diiiH'Llsional 
coordinate. Th n. we have 
j -g(~) = ( .1.2) 
which is the det rn1inant of the indu d metric t n. or of the surfa -c 
(H.l.:3) 
where Oa = a;a~a (a,b = 1.2). Next, OatjlV corresponds to the cxtrinsi(' curvatur<' tPIISOr of 
the urface [43], wh re 
( .1.4) 
which atisfie t~v(O = 2. 
L t us paran1etrize th cff ctive . tring action (8.1.1) f r th ring a.<; a circl' with t hC' radius 
R consid red as a function of 6. 
(R.l.G) 
and choo the chronological gaug x0 ( ~) = 6. his paranlf'trization satisfi s t h0 ort hogo-
nality condition 81xi · 82xi = 0. Th ff ctiv , tring action is r due cl to the form 
S~3~,g = j d6 [21ra rr(R, R, k)R)l- R2 ]. (R.1.6) 
--------------------------------
point. recently. w hav found Lhal the second Lcrm of Eq. (1~3) in Ref. [HO] docs not 
coincide wilh our form obtain din ( .1.7). This rna give 11 a new f atur of th(' clofo> .d f:>lring with rigidity. 
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where we hav defin d the dfC'ctiw' string tC'nsion O"pff as 
·(R R R) = 2_ 2 ( R~ f?2 + (1 - f?2f) 
D"eA , , a-+ R'>( 1 R. ·>) ·~ . no - __ - v ( .1. 7) 
\Ve find that thic effectiv tring t lL_i n nc'W' r exc d the a- sillc<' th s coJHl tt>r111 al\\'a~·s 
takes negative value. Her . 0 < 1- R2 < 1 (R never cxc d the light speed). 
In this ch me, th flux-tub ring is r gardccl as th rclatiYistic dosed string with t IH' 
effectiv string ten ion. In nr approach. however. w do not ns< rrd1 ( R. R. R) from q . ( .1. 7) 
direct ly. In tead , regardino· this effective string t nsion as the string tension of the classic a 1 
flux-tub ring solution in the original DGL tllC' ry. we con1pntc this llllllH'rically as a fuuct ion 
of the ring radius R. We take the point of vi w that t h instahili t. problem of 1 be dosed 
string will be solved by considering th quantum stat s. 
8.2 Flux-tube ring solution 
In this section . we investigate the classical flux-tub ring solnti m nnm ricall:v for a fl11x t ul)(' 
forming a torus with the radius R as sh wn in Fig. 8.2. The c )lor-d 'Ct ric irac st rnctnrC' 
inside th flux-tub ring is shown in Fig. 8.3( a). Now. t-11 singular st rnctu rc of t lw plms' 
of th n1onopole field is essential to g t such solution as discnss< d i11 t hC' dHlpl <'r :3, sillcC' 
now ~!v(x) = 0. Here , we can rely on the U(1) rcduc d form of th D L tll<'or. , since in 
thisca· th systemcanb d cribedonlybyoneU(1)sC'ct rofthc (1)x (l)dualgang<' 
symn1etry. W can u the sam fran1 work a; · in th DAH n1odc l bas cl on th derivation 
given in Eqs. (7.2 .1) and (7.2.2). Not that if we con ·id r a state likt" in ig. R . :~(b) , WC' need 
the full dual y1nm try. 
Th ingularity of the phase of the n1onopole fi ld i charact ri~~,C'd by rotational inv·1.riauc ' 
about th z-axi , 
\7 x \117 = 2nn 8(r- R) 8( z) eo , (H.2.1) 
where 17 = '17i- 'IJj (i =1- j). and n i th winding numb r f th fiux-tub forming the ring. 
Th fi lds can be writt n a: 
¢(r, z) . (8.2.2) 
and the ph is d t rn1in d by Eq. ( .2.1) a:· 17 = -n tan- 1 (z/(r- R)) . The minu~ sign 
come from th u e of th cylindri al coordinat . The field qua ions arC' obtain d by substi-
tuting the expr ions into Eq .(3.1.6) and (3.1.7), 
EP Bz _ EP B
2
r + 2?/ B' q} == O, (8.2.3) Dzor Dz r 
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Figure 8.2: The flux-tube ring system which has rotational inYariancC' ahou t t ll<' .::-axis. R 
denote th ring radius. All th coordiuate · used in th t xt ar dcfinC'd iu this figure. 
(a) (b) 
Figure8.3: Th tructureofthecolor-el tri ·Diracstringofth possihl Aux-tub<' xcitations 





Br - ~ = Br - n ( -R-),-2 -2 , ur r- + z 
Drt r - R 
B z - ~ = B z + n ( R) 2 2 . uz r- + z 
Th boundary conditions ar given by 





B~(r, z) = 0. B~(r. z) = 0 and ¢(r. z) = v as )Cr - R) 2 + z2 ---+ . ( .2. ) 
For r ---+ 0. th color-electric field i requir d to disappear d u to he rotational synunC'try 
around the z axi . 
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losed dfcctiY<.' :-;t ring as the gluelmll st n tc 
In Figs. .4 and .5. \Ve show th nmuerical solutions of the protilc~ of thC' color-elect ric 
field and the monopol fi ld as a functi n of the ring radius R. The pnrcun<.'t<'r set us('d 
here i d tennined* so a · tor producC' the dual gauge m<:tss mn=O.f> -reV [:...7]. the 111011 )pole 
n1a s m,-x = 1.6 G ,V. and the string t nsion o-= 1.0 c V /fm. Th<.' L-paramet er is fonnd to 
be K=3.2. which , ugg , t that th vacuum b longs to th type-II. rl hcse profiles show the 
t ndencie of shrinking of the color-electric field and th n1onopole fidel as t lH ring rndius R 
is reduc d . Accordingly, we also obtain thC' df dive string tension a('1r(R) as a function of 
the ring radius as hown in Fig. .6. CJ err ( R) is dC'fin cl 1 y 
E(R) = 27rRo-('rr(R). 
wh r E(R) is th nergy of th fiux-tub ring. 
E(R) = 21r fordr [ dz [ ~ (a~, -()!" ):(~;. )~(~!)~ q2 (B; 2+ B~ 2)¢" + ~( ¢2 _ ,,2)2] 
(H.2.10) 
We find the string tension is eff ctiv ly reduc d with decrC'asing the ring radius R . which 
is con id red to be cau 'ed by the r duction of th col >r-C'l ctric fi l<l. The '11 'rgy E( R) 
decreases as the ring radiu R is r due d. 
8.3 Closed effective string as the glue ball st at e 
In this ection~ we combine th re ul t of previous two sections. L t ns t akc for the' di'<'<'tiV<' 
tring ten ion in (8.1.6) as it cmnput d frmn th lassical ffnx-tul)(' ring solution. WP 
r write the action ( .1.6) a 




can b r gard d as th Lagrangian of th fiux-tub ring. Front Lllis. we g t cauoni<'al conjngat P 
11101nentun1 of the coordinate R, as 
(H.:3.3) 
P rfonning the Legendr transformation. w btain th Hamiltonian of th flux-tnhc> ring* 
H(PR. R) = V PJi + {27r RCJ fr(R)} 2 . (8.:L4) 
-------------------------------
*Forth d termination of th couplings of the DGL theory from the Sl (3) gluodynamics (QCD), w HC'C'd 
further investigation similar to what h begun in chapt r 5. 
*Thi ems to b a two-dimensional exten ion of th IIamiltonlian of a rC'l tivistk particiC' with m s m. 
H = VP2 + m2. 
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One find ~ that if' put PR = 0 (R = 0). thC' hamiltonian pr ,· ide:-~ th :-~tatic IH'rg~· ( .2.9). 
Once the ring ha1niltonian including t hC' kin tic t nu is obt ninC'cl. w cnn look for the 
glueball state by olving th hrodinger quation 
d 2 
[ 2 l - dR2 + {2nRo-etr(R)} ( .;3.G) 
with th boundary conditions, 
<P 171 (R = 0) = 0. <Pm(R = ) = 0. ( .:3.()) 
The boundary condition <I>m (0) =0 is requirPcl in viC'w of 1 hC' ring st rnct nrc of t lH' flux- t u hC' 
ince the wave function i consider d to charactcriz thC' configuration of the color-elect ri · 
flux. 
It is u ful to consider first an ideal cas wh xc> thC' cf!'c· ' tiv<' string tcnsiou has a c·onst aut 
value; O"eff(R) ~ o- (:::: 1.0 GeV/fin). In thi case>, th ring Hamiltonian r dn('C'S into the 
harn1onic-o cillator in one di1nension and wC' can C'asily obtain t h<' analytic fonn of t h<' wav' 
function and the 1nas p ctrum, 
<I>m(R) Hm(~R)cxp(-no-R2 ), (H.:L 7) 
Mm = 41fa ( m + ~). ( .:~.H) 
wh re Hm(x) isH rmit polynmnial, H0 (x) = 1. H1 (.c) =.rand so 011. OnC' fiuds the statt' 
m = 1, 3, 5, · · · satisfi s the boundary condition <I?m (0)=0 . Thus. we> g< t 
<J?l(R) = 27/2no-3/ 2 R xp( -no-R2) , 
M1 = ~ = .34y0 = 1.9:3 G V. 
(R.:3.9) 
(8.:Ll0) 
for th lowest stat of th flux-tub ring. h root m an , quare> radius is ol t ain<'d a:·; 
~ -100 2 {l; 1 y \n1 ; = dR<I?1R <1?1 = - = 0.4 9 ;-;;. = 0.2;j fm. 
o 4no- v a-
(8.:3.11) 
L t us now calculat the ground state of th m = 1 st•- te f r thC' K = rnx/rnu = ;j.2 case. 
In thi ca e, we should r ort to the variational m thod sine t h cffC' 'tiv string tension is 
not a onstant value and i given w th nmn rical function of t hP radius R. We nsC' t hC' 
trial function <1? 1 (R, a) ex R xp( -ana-R 2) wh r a i. the variational paramct r d t nuinc>d 
by minimizing 
l'vh (a) = (<1?1 (R, a)jH(Pn, R)
2!<J?1 (R, a)) 
(<J?1(R a)!<J?1(R.a)) 
(8.3.12) 
and we obtain M 1 (a= 0. 2) = 1.6 G V ru . howu in Fig.~ .7, whi ·h i& r gard d a! th' low ·t 
glu ball mas l\fc. A for th r ot m an qu r radiu,i. a = 0. 2 < 1 , ugg st.- th t th 
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ring radiu becom s br ad c mparcd with J:3 j.hru forth extreme t~ ·p -II limit cnsC' by th<' 
factor 1/ fo. Ther fore, w eL' timatc th ring radius RS 0.25 fm and the' .-ize of th<' glnc lnll 
a. Ra = 0.25 x 2 = 0.5 fm (the ring diam tcr). \Ve find that this 1nnss spectrum Uc; = l.() 
GeV i almo t con istent v,•ith th alar gluC'ballmnss that th lntticC' ~ pr<'dicts for thc 
lowe t tat [75 7 ]. 
It i intere ting to note that thC' cxpr ssion ( .:~.10) is vpry similar to the follov,·ing fwm[ 1]. 
( .:L 1:~) 
which is naively derived by the proc dnre f t h mini1uization of the c'IlC'rgy of a honud stat<' 
of two 1nassl s gluons. 
9 Ct E = 2p + - ar - - . 4 r 
where p i ' the gluon momentum and a the strong coupling constant. The color factor 9/-l 
is given by t h ratio of th SU ( N c) Casimir operators of the adjoint rC'pr<'s< nt at ion r- and 
the fundam ntal representation (Nc 2 -1)/2Nc for Nc= 3. The nnc('rtaiuty rC'latic)l} p· r :=:: 1 
leads the n rgy n1inimum E = 3)(2- a)a ~ ~3J2fo at r = 2/2=(1/:~ u ~ 2 2/:~ a = 
0.943/ fo. One 1nay find that this gluel all siz 0.943/ .j(i is also consis!Pnt with two t im<'s 
of 0.4 9/fo in Eq. ( .3.11). The e i1nilariti sccn1 to suggest a dosC' rdation bC'tW<' '11 th<' 
flux-tub ring pi tur and th ph nomenological pot nti;.d pictnrP oft lw ghwlmll. 
8.4 Summary and discussions 
We have tudied th flux-tube ring solution in th dual 1inzhurg-Landan (D jL) th<'ory 
as the glu ball excitation. The n1ain id a of this tudy i.' th - description of thC' Atlx-t ul><' 
ring solution in the DGL theory in term· of its string repres ntation [39 42] as a n·lat ivisi ic 
clos d string with an effectiv string t n i n , which cnahl s us to wri tC' th Hamill onian of 
th flux-tub ring. Th eff ctive tring t nsion is cl L ly relat d to tlw extrinsic curva1urc 
dep ndence of the string while w have con1puted this valu in tenus of th da.~sical flux-
tube ring olution. In erting this information into the Hamiltoniau , wc have discnss('d the 
n1ass sp ctrum and th wav function of the glu ball ,' t<- t . wh n· the boundary couclitiou 
ci>(R = 0)=0 dictat. the ring tructure of the color- l ctric flux o th wave function. 
Analyzing the Schroding r equation H(PR.R) 2CI?(R)=M2ci>(R) with the boundary condi-
tion ci>(R = O)=ci>(R = )=0. we have obtain d the ig nvalu l\1c = 1.6 1 V for the gronud 
state. whi h i con ider d as th lowe t glu ball tnru ·.-. Th si~ f the glu ball is .-tinmt d 
a Rc = 0.5 fm. The ma . . p ctru1n lv1c = 1.6 G V is aln1ost consist 'nt with t.h' scalar 
glu ball mas that the lattic QCD pr di ·t.- for th low .-t stat . W have also found the. e 
r ult ar er similar to anoth r approach bas d on the R gg phcnom uology, wh r th 
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color factor 9/4 in the linear potential between two gluons plH)'S an important rol(' for the 
e timation of the rrlu ball mass and th size. These similarities arc quite inter sting and th<' 
ph non1enological potential picture of the glucball in t rms of valcnn' gluous SC('lllS to hnvc 
a clo c relation with the flux-tube ring picture. 
vVc hould add f w remarks about the relation bchYC'( n t lH gin(' ball and the monopol(. 
One may find that the m\ =1.6 GeV is Ycry similar to the glu ball lllass which we hm't' 
obtained u ing abov analysis . The monopole field corrE'spoucls to the com pkx scalar fi<'ld 
which originate from the ff-diagonal gluon fi ld in the maximally bdinn ( I ) gnng<' in 
QCD. Thu, the monopol fi ld would also do s pr sent the scalar glnonic <'xcitatiou i11 lh<' 
QCD vacuu1n uch as the calar glue ball [ 2]. Therefor , 1 his resemblanc of nwss 'S S( ems to 
b quit naturaL in fact, th pha.se of the nwnopole field has play< cl ·u1 essential rol<' for the 
flux-tub ring olution. It is intere. ting to not that OllC'C this id ntificatiou is nllowcd, we 
can detern1ine the mass m:\ lf-consi tcnt ly. In such a case the D :tL theory which is now 
including thre -paran1 t rs can be rewritten to the two-parmn ten; theory. Howcv<'r, whetlH'r 
the both calar glue balls pre ntccl by the flux-tub ring r the mo11opole fi('ld arc t h<' scUlH' 
or not i another probl m sine th flnx-t11bc ring cl p nds not onl. 011 t h ~L-paraJtH'kr 
but al o on the string ten ion. 
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Figure 8.4: The profile of th color-electric fi ld Ee(r, z) in unit of 1/fm2 of the f:lux-tulw 
ring y tem in th type- II (1-1: = 3.2) vacuum. Th left-hand sid d('n t s t.h ;3 plot and th 
right-hand side i: it cont ur plot. The unit of th radial ordiuat(' T and th z-axis is fm. 
Th radiu i tak n from 2.0 fm (upper) to 0.5 fn1 (b l w) in stEp of 0. 5 fm. Th color- l -tric 
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Figur .5: The profile of th modulus of th n1onopol , field ¢(r. z) in unit of 1/fm of th' 
flux-tub ring ysten1 in th type-II (K: = 3.2) va 'UUill. r h left-hail l sid dcnot 'S the :3 
plot and th right-hand id i its contour pl t. Th unit of th radial coordinat r and th 
z-axi is fin. The radiu is taken from 2.0 fm ( upp r) to 0. 5 fm (b low) in st p f 0.5 f111. Th 
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Figure .6: Th effective tring tension a ff(R) in GeV/fru as a func tion of the ring radius n. 
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Figur 8.7: The energy expe tation value M 1 (a) of the finx-tubc ring syst mas a fuuction of 
th variational parameter a. which relate. to th . iz of th wavP function. The dotted lin 
denot th cas of the con tant tring t nsion a = 1.0 GeV /fm (for typ -II limit) wh r' th 
energy minimum shows 1.93 G V at a = 1 as w have obtained in the analytical way. ' 'h 
solid line i th n1ain re. ult by u ing the ffectiv string 1-ension aeff(R) (for K = 3.2) , which 
how th en rgy minimmn 1.60 G V at a = 0. 2. Th result a < 1 . uggcsts that th wav 
function i broad compar d with th type-II limit ·at; . 
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Chapter 9 
Summary and concluding remarks 
In order to get deeper theoretical in ights into the haclrou properties in tc nns of cpmrl s nnd 
gluons, we have worked out several new a.spects of the dual snp<'ITotHluding pict nn' of t h<' 
QCD vacumn. This picture i. quite intcre. ting in the following sense: 
1. Confinement and the string-like prop rti s of hadrons obs r d in xpcrim<'nts can I> ' 
und rstood in terms of the flux-tube fonnation. 
2. It i nu1n rically supported by Monte Carlo simulations bas<'d on 1at tic<' QC I uswg 
th maxi1nally Abelian (MA) gauge and Abelian projection, when infrar d lH'Iian 
dmninance and monopole con den at ion em rge. 
Abelian dmninance m an irrelevanc of th off- liagonal gluons. 1onopol<'s, as t opo-
logical defects , appear after the Abelian projection in the M gaug . which correspond 
to the nontrivial hmnotopy group 7r2 (SU(N)/U(1) - l) = z N 1. 
3. Ba ed on thes imulation results. on an con. truct th dual Ginzburg-Landau ( ::L) 
th ory as an th infrared ff ctiv th ory of Q D. Th fiux-tuhc statics and dynamics 
are described within the DGL th ory as p rturbation f dual snpc'rc·mHlnct ivity by 
external charge . 
4. The DGL theory posses ·es a string rep res ntation, which 1neans that Q 
reduc d to an eff ctiv tring theory in th large distan · regiou. 
cau h 
5. It is tempting to ask how many prop rti . of infrar d Q 1 can lw r produced com-
pi n1entarily by using th n w framework b th by lattic<, simulation and analy ical 
calculation. 
Ba don th e idea, fir t. we hav r vi wed the derivation of th U(1) dual Ab lian Higgs 
(DAH) mod l corr ponding to th infrar d ffectiv mod 1 of S (2) Q 1D (S (2) gluody-
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nan1ic ) . The idea of Al eli an gauge fixing. l lian projection. hading to the app<'arntH'C' of 
n1onopole ' . hav been describ d. \Vc have f und that tht path-integrnl dnnlity trnnsfornn-
tion enables u naturally introduc the dual gauge field. \:\,.' hich nmplt's t< monopnlt' t'lllT<'nt. 
In contra t to th Zwanzig r fonnali.m. although the r 'suiting agr·wgian do's not haYc t ht 
Inanife -t duality b tween the color-electric and the col r-magmtic stctor. this strucl1tn' ts 
i1nmediately u ful to di cuss the flux tube and dual snp<'H'OIHlnctiYity )f the Yacmtm. 
N xt, we have illun1inat d th structnrP of th DAH model b)· so lYing the ·lnssicHI fi<'ld 
quation and eli cuss d how on get ' th t pologically sti:lhl<' solution related to tlw q-q 
y ten1. the flux-tube. olution. Analytical evaluai ion of th string tension oft lH Hnx tube in 
the Bogmnornyi limit the bord r of the typ -I and th typ -II vacuuu1. has b f'll shown to 
be po ibl 
W hav also studied the quantum prop rties of the >AH model by mc<ms of t h , T ont <' 
Carlo sin1ulation on the U(l) duallatti .c. For this purpos, we have introduced tlH' dual 
lattice formulation of the DAH n1od l, wher the m nopolc field. the d m1l gnnge fi<'ld. au I 
the dual fi ld trength ten or i defined on dual sit s, dual linkH, and dna! plaqn<'t tcs. r -
spectively. By using thi. formulation , fir t. w hav sh w11 that we can obtaiu th<' flux-tnlw 
solution nu1nerically in a mor elegant way. since the shape of the finx tnlw is dd<'nnitH'cl 
by plac n1 nt of the color-electric Dirac . tring singularity tr atecl as a c nuu ct c1 stack of 
plaquett s. econd w hav p rformed th ~v1ontc arlo . imnlaticm a11 l sk tdH'd t be phase' 
diagram of the DAH mod l by paying attention to s me ol scrval les, plaqn tt 'IIC'rgy dC'n-
sity, modified hopping term, and vort x d nsity. In th 'ilnulation. th r app ar vortc'x loops , 
the xcitation of a flux-tub ring, in th vacuum. W hav fonnd tl1at tl1 cl nsit. of vortex 
loop play an in1portant rol to d t rn1in th phas of the qnantizccl AH vacuum. By in-
troducing th 't Hooft loop, th four-dimensional ext n. i1 n of the color-el ,ctric irac string 
on th dual lattice, w have mea ur d th profile of the flux tube in th' DAR vacuum in t hC' 
presence of non-vanishing vortex den ity. W hav found that tlw modulus of tl P monopole' 
field has a quite differ nt tru ture ompar d with th .lru. ical profile' obtain d by sc lving 
th fi ld equation . Al o th n1onopol sup rcurr nt is l idd n wh n th density of vort 'X Joos 
i not n1all. From thi analysis we con lud that dual sup rconductivi y and string; st ructurC' 
crucially d p nd on th density of vort x loop . 
We hav inve tigated the po . ibility to obtain the param t rs of th AH modC'l a;; au 
infrar d ff ctive theory of U(2) gluodynami · .. linking th m both at t.h quantum lev l. 
Both the (2) gluodynamic. and th DAH mod l have b n tr at l n thP lattice and the 
dual latti . Th input bar param t r of th AH In d l ar btain d, making usc of 
the xt nd d Sw nels n m thod. wher monop l curr nt , nfigurations from S (2) laLti 'C' 
gaug theory in th 1A gaug ar u. he la t r 
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i then put into r lation to th n1onopol n'pr >. ·<.ntation of t be D .. H mo lel. The' profil, 
of the color- lc trir flux tube and th string t nsion (from 't Hooft loops) should then I 
r produ cd within th DAH m cl 1 by mC'ans of lont<.> arlo simulations. In this st nd~· 
we have specially paid att ntion to th case . Jsl'(:l ) = 2.G11G. nt the same time h.·ing the 
lattice spacing of both latti 'C ' asc(2) = an,\11 = 0.0 6 fm. \\' , h<l\'C measlUt'd tIt' profih' 
and th tring t n ion of the flux tub for the corresponding AH parameter set. \Yc have 
obtained a sin1ilar structur with the U (2) gluo lyn·:unics for t h pro til ' of the color-l'l<' ·t ric 
fi ld. How ver, unfortunately, we could n t see the clear signal oft he m nopol<. snJH'tTlt!T('llt 
due to the pre enc of large non-vanishing vort x d nsit·y. \\T(' h<w<. found that our n'st!lt 
of th ring ten 'ion sh w · that SU (2) lattice gauge th ory is quant it ativ 'ly n procl1i('('d 
by quantized DAH n1odel. Thi inv tigati n s ms t suggest that it ,~·as cotTc'ct to PH. 
attention to th monopol degrees of freedom on this rch,t ivcl. r fine latt ic in ord<'r to ( xt ract 
th needed quantitative information of the infrar d properties of gluodynamics. Our ll<'xl 
task is to systematically study the quantitativ r lation for other t -JsU(:2). Thcu, W<' conld 
find the renorn1aliz d n1a:3ses corre, ponding to the DAH nwdcl, whiclt will l ' addr<'ss<'d in 
furth r work. Th appli ation of thi meth d to th ' (3) ·ase is. of conrs '. the11 t lH' li<'XI 
intere ting st p. 
We have d riv d the dual Ginzburg-Land· u th ory orrcsponding to the iufrar<'d df<'cl iv(' 
th ory of QCD (SU(3) gluodynamics) by using th san1 , t ·hniqu s used in a d<'rival ion of 
th (1) DAH model. Reflecting th SU(3) gauge syn1metry )f original Q i , th resnlting 
fran1 work has the [ ( 1) J2 dual gauge ymm try, and there appear t hrc e t yp('s of t h<' color 
charge both in the electric and the magn tic s ,ctor. sati.·fying t h ira qnant i7-atiou con-
dition. Th se charg ar di tribut d on th weight vC'ct or and the ro t v 'I or diagram of 
the SU(3) algebra, re pe tively. Then, th y poss ss s th ~ glol al Wcyl synuu 'try amoug th 
p rmutation of the olor label . 
We hav reforn1ulated the DGL theory t mak th gl bal Weyl symm try manifest. aJl(l 
applied thi to th ystematic inv tigation of hadr 11 stru ·tur s, such c s m son , baryon, 
and glueball state in terms of the op n string, Y-, hap d , tring and dos cl slring flnx-t nbe 
solutions in the DGL theory. W have found that all th , c states ·an b classified in tC'rllls of 
th color-electric Dirac tring tructure. The baryoni stat i n of th' most int en's I ing and 
important application of th DGL theory. inc thi , , tate can be tr 'at d only · ftcr taking 
into a ount th [U(1)] 2 dual gauge. ymm try originating fr m ' (:~) g· ng symmdry. W<> 
have found that th n1anif tly W yl . ymm tric approach, in particular. givPu by th ·olor-
rnagnetic r pre ntation of th dual gauge field is the m< st conveniPnt on for this s11hject. 
ince th r ulting DGL th ory can b d alt with in a quit :imilar way as in th (1) DAH 
n1odel. Formally. the manif , tly v~ 1 ymm tric r pr . ntation of t h 'L th ,ory he the 
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forn1 of a um of thr c ( 1) D H n10dcls coupled to c ach other b~· a constraint. This llH'Hns 
that the investigation of the (1) DAH n1od lis ab releYrmn' to n11dcrstnnd the GL tht'or~· . 
In the glu ball tud.). we haYe investigated the fiux-tui>e ring solution. rcpnsenting n flnx 
tube without nd . without valence quarks. ontrary to other hndrons containing Ynl<'n T 
quarks (m on. bar. on) where the motion of quarks helps to stabilize the states. wllc11 we 
tudy thi ' tat we first n ed to consider how .'uch fiux-tulw ring cau be stnbilizt d in tc n11s 
of the fiux-tub n1otion itself. Iu other words. it became indispensable to take t ht' kinct ic 
contribution ofth flux-tube action into account. Thus. for this purpose \VC haYc appli{'d the 
result of th string representation of the DGL theory, and desnib cl the flnx-t nlw ri11g ns an 
relativistic clo ed tring with an effective string tension. T his description ('11 ·1blcd us to writ<' 
down th Hmniltonian of the flux-tube ring. Analyz:ing the 'chrodinger cqnat ion. W(' hm'( 
di cussed the 1nass sp ctrum and the wav function of the glue ball. TIH low<'st glnclmll stat< 
is found to have a lnas ]If: rv 1.6 GeV and a siz:<: Rc· rv 0.5 fm. The parameter s('( llSCd in 
thi analysis was d t rmined to fit the lowest glueballmass, th< string t<'nsion and t}l( size 
of normal hadrons. The DGL paramet r derive l from QCD is still not availabl '. IIow<'V<'r . 
th l on of this study i that the DGL theory can provide a ns<'fnl 111 t hod for t h<' stud. 
of the glueball. when topological stability and quantization of collective degree 's of fn'<'doin 
are com bin d. Once th coupling of the DGL theory have a clcC'pC'r quantitative r<'lat iou to 
SU(3) QCD, one should come 1 ack to this interesting ysten1. 
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Appendix A 
Monte Carlo method f~or the DAH 
model 
W un1n1arize the l\1onte Carlo algorithm for the DAH modc>l us d in the simulation described 
in chapter 4 and 5. We want to mnple th dual gauge field B11 (s) and tlH' contpi<'X valll<'d 
monopole field x(s) according to a probability lll asnrc 
P(B , X) oc exp ( -S'oAII[B , x]). 
where th lattice action of the DAH model is given by 
SDAH=L [ ,6D2AH I: *F~v(s)+i i: Ix(s)-eiB1 ,(s) A (, +/t)l 2 +~(l ~ (s)l 2 - 1) 2] 
s M<V ~ 
· ~ 2 - f~DA 11 rn 2 - f:JoAnrn 2 m 2 , , Here, the couplings are defined by ,BnAII = 1/ g , r = 2 n, and A = H u '. J he 
dimensionles masse are given by ms := ffiB ·a and mx ::::: rnx ·a. 1 he sampling is dOll(' by a 
Markov proces with alternating updat of th dual gauge and nwnopole fields. Indistinct ion 
to the pure Metropoli algorithm a heat bath proposal according to t h 111aclratic part of 
the action is used. This is corrected tochastically by a Metropolis ace 'ptanc check with 
re pect to the rest of the action. 
A.l Update of the dual gauge field 
Th updat i made in a vectoriz d program in check rboard fashion (odd/c>v 11 latti · part: 
alt rnately). 
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Kinetic term : Th part of th action which depends on the dual gauge field Dp(:/) (mu' 
link) is spelled. 
So(B) 
D;H L:{(Bp( ') + Bv(s' + p)- Bp(s' + rl)- B 11 (s') + 27ri~;:,1 (s'))~ 
v=fp 
+ ( Bp( 1 - V) + Bv( 1 + p- V) - f3p(s 1)- 13,(81 - 1i) + :.rr , ~;,(8 1 - 1i) f} 
1 (Bp(s')+~Lv=fp(p1+p2)) 2 .. 2 1 + c mud.. (A . 1. 1 ) 
)6PoAII 
wh r 
p1 = Bv(s' + p)- Bp( I+ v)- Bv( ') + 27r ~ ~~(s'), 
p2 = -Bv(s' + fJ- v)- Bp(s'- v) + iJ,~(s'- v)- 21r ~ ~~~~(s'- u). 
(A.l.2) 
(A.l.:n 
w hav used Lv-=fp = 3. One fin is that this form is gaussian. so that one gets the candidn t <' 
of new Bp(s') by using a normally distributed gaus, ian random munl)('rs a.ccorcling to t IH' 
Box-Muller Method: If xis distributed as f( :r), 
f(x) ( 1 ( T - rn an) 
2
) exp -- - . 
2 width 
(A.J.4) 
then x i given by 
x = mean + width x gaussian. (A.l.G) 
Her , "gaussian" is a random number R off variance (R2 ), = 1 which is distributed a."i 
(A.l.G) 
Such randon1 numb r ar obtain d by using the Box Mull r method: First, we pn'pan' 
two flat random number U1 and U2 : [0,1). Th n. w obtain two ind p ndent uornmlly 
di tribut d gaussian random numbers R 1 and R2 by 11. ing th r lation 
J-2log(1 -UI)c .(21rU2). 
J-2log(1 - U1) sin(21rU2) . 
By comparing (A .l.1 ) and (A.l.4): w s t 
man 
1 










A.l. pdatr oft hr dunl gang fidel 
and obtain the new Bp( ') as 
iJ~ew( ') = -~ L (p1 + J>2) + -. 1 . Rl. 
6 ..../.. 6Jn \II v , p , 
(A.l. ll ) 
Note that we al o have an interaction tC'rm l)('twcC'n t h dual gang<.' fi<'ld and the mm1opol<.' 
field . Th new Bp( ' ) should bed t rminC'd so as to correspond to the full \\'<'ight . e.·t \\'(' 
sp ll out the interaction term. 
Interaction term 
monopol field ) as 
We extra t Bp(s') m the interaction term (kin<'tic l<'rm of t h<.' 
i L \x( ) - eiB~'(s ) \:(s + (L) \2 
S,/-L 
-----7 i \x( ')- eiiJp( ') ~ (s ' + .0)\ 2 
'Y { ( XR( s' ) - X R(' I + P) cos i3p(s') + \I (/+ ji) Hill fll'(s') r 
+ ( · r (s ' ) - Xr( s' + P) cos flp(. ' ) - V H(s' + ii) sin fll'(s')) 1}. (A. I.l 2) 
According to the Metropolis acceptance heck. thC' sa1npling of thC' dual gang<' fi<'ld s is 
achieved by a probability 
P accept n1in {1 , Ratio} 
{ 
T( iJold iJn w) } 
n1in 1. ~ P ' ~ cxp ( - 68 ) . 
T(Bn w B old) 
p ' p 
(A. J.l :3) 
where 6S = S(B~ w)- S(iJ~ld ) and T(iJ~ew, B~1 d ) is a transition probability from n;;'d Lo 
iJ~ew. Then, th Ratio is xplicitly written as 
Ratio = 
e-So(Bg1d) e- So(B~e u · ) - .'31 ( J3~ r w) 
e-So(.B~e w) - So(B~Ld) - .C:h ( iJ~td) 
- l(B~e w) 
e-SJ(8gtd) 
exp { -'Y IX(s' ) - iRncw(s') ~ ( 1 ~ )\ 2 } P . X s + p 
( .1. 14) 
exp { -'Y IX(s' ) -
wh re B~ 111 (s' ) i a candidat of th dual gaug field obtain d by the Box-Mull f'r nwtl10d , 





XR(s' + p) cos iJ~ew , ol d(. ' )- X. r(s' + p) sin B~r>w , old(s ' ) , 





( .1.1 7) 
Then. we have 
. cxp { 2- ( \R(s')a:tntu· + \I(-"')o~ : IHll')} 
Ratzo = -~-~------·---~..:-. 
exp { 2') ( \R(s')n~i : o/d + \t(s')n~:otd)} 
Here. we again prepare an flat random number U and compare it \:vith the Ratio. H Ratio ~ U. 
we replace the old iJgld(s') by the new iJ~cw(s'). HO\vc>Y('l' if Rotio < U. we kt'<'P t 11<' old 
iJgld ( s'). The heat bath propo al followed by l\Ictropolis decision is t IH ·1.lgori t h111 to oht a in 
the thern1aliz d configuration of the dual gauge fidd . 
A.2 Update of the monopole field 
The updat is made in checkerboard fashion (odd/ even latticC' parts alt <'rnat ely), too. 
Kinetic term 
YRJ(s') (at sit s'): 
From the a 'tion, we xtract th t nns coni aiuiug thC' mcmopol<' fidd 
. ' 2 
:Y L lx(s)- e28~·( )x_(.s +it) I 
S,J.l 
---> i'{ lx(s') - eiBp ( ') X(s' + {<) 12 + IX(s' - {<) - i!i,, (.' 11 ) \ (s') n 
i'~ { lxrs'J- iB"rs')x( '+i,ll 2 + lxrs')-e- 'fi"(' 'dX(s'-i,ln 
~ ( XR(s')- n:_, 1E( ') + b~(s')) ) 2 
2 VT&Y 
1 ( f~,- l LJ.L ( a~(s') + b~(s'))) 2 . . 
+- 1 + con.st .. 2 ,j'i&y 
wher a~,I ( s') con1es from forward link and b:J ( s') from backward link, defined by 
a:(s') = A R( '+it) cos BJ.L( ') - XI(s' + /1) sin Bp(s') , 
a~(')= XI(s' + [i,)cosBJ.L(s') + XR( .' + [L)sinB11 (.s'). 
b~(s') = XR(s'- it) cosBJ.l(' f- (t) + xr(s' - (1,) sin iJ,A.s' - {1). 







.2. Cpdntc of th monopole field 
\Ye hav u d .L~ =l = 4. Rene . by using the ~imilar tcdmiqul' with finding <·amlidatc~ of 
th dual gauge field, the real part of the monopolc fi<.>ld can b' prodn<:l'd b~· ~l't ting 
m an = ~ L ( n:/ (.c/) + b~~ (:/)) . 
{I 
width 1 yi1(Y}. 










H r , th two normal random nun1b rs with gaussian clist rilmtion ar snppli d by t h<' ox-
IV1 ull r m thod. 
Interaction term : Next , we con ider the. clf-int raction tc nn oft he' mono pol<' field . Let 
u extract th X RJ ( s'), 
~ 2::: (1x(8)1 2 -1) 2 ~ ~ (x~C ') + _yJ(s') - 1) 2 . (A.2.10) 
s 
Now, w con id r th ratio 
(A.2.11) 
wh r the x}{f(s' ) are candidat s of the monopole field , and x1~~1 ( . .f) the pr 'Vious Oil '. Th 
Metropoli deci ion is the am as in th case of the dual gaug field : If Rat 'io 2:: w 
replace the old X~~1 (s') with the new x'R,[(s'). How v r , if Ratio < U. w still ·ontimw to 
keep the old x~~~ ( s') . Thi is th algorithm to btain th th rmaliz d c nfigur·ttion of t lH' 
c01npl x valued n1onopol fi ld. 
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